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SOME ANCIENT WRITINGS
Thomaston Woman Has Valuable 
Volumes and a Bible 126 Years Old
Thomaston, Jan. 27 
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Having read with much interest 
about old books in your paper I have, 
several that I think would be of in­
terest, once owned by my Robinson 
ancestors. They are:
Waymouth's Voyage to the Coast 
of Maine in 1605.
The Life of John Bunyan, printed 
In 1817.
The Holy War, by John Bunvan— 
preface written in 1803.
Pilgrim s Progress by Bunyan, 1817.
Powers and Duties of the Town 
Officer in the Statutes of Maine 1824.
History of the Reformation in the 
Sixteenth Century.
My Robinson family Bible is 126 
years old. Mrs. Ralph Ayers
DANCE
SOUTH THOMASTON
EVERY FRIDAY EVG
8.30 Sharp
“Stick” Smith’s Orchestra
13Th-tf
Fditol’ of The Courier-Gazette:—
The hornets are the original paper 
I manufacturers. They obtain their 
i material from unpainted buildings, 
old wooden fences, etc. I wonder if 
the pioneer paper makers of this 
! country might have got their inspira- 
j tion from these insects. The ma- 
' tcrial comes from the same source
and it certainly seems reasonable.
There are a number of tribes or 
clans of these insects, from thc sav­
age little yellow jackets which build 
their nest in the ground, to the great 
striped hornet which builds in the 
I trees. If you should examine ti e 
. nest of this giant of the hornet fam­
ily, when it is not much larger than 
' a hen's egg, you would find it occu­
pied by a lone hornet and a quantity 
of cells under different stages of 
construction, from some just com­
menced. to those sealed up and near- 
' ly ready to hatch. This is the 
queen; no workers survive the win- 
; ter. Her body is black, the posterior 
dotted with small white spots and 
white stripes on the side of the head. 
Her “at home” hours are 24 hours a 
day. Although a very busy lady she 
; can always spare time to entertain 
callers. The sting of this hornpt is 
about one-sixteenth of an inch in 
length. It Is the Imagination that 
I makes it seem as long as a hoe- 
handle. A few days after hatching 
the young hornets become field work­
ers. They then take up the construc­
tion work, after which the sole duty 
of the queen seems to be the laying 
of eggs.
As the workers increase in num­
bers the construction work is pushed 
rapidly, and later on in the season 
when we see the nest grown to the 
size of a waterpail. with its enormous 
force of workers, it seems almost in­
credible that the colony was started 
only a few weeks before by one soli­
tary hornet. Yet such is the fact.
The weather has little effect on the 
nest while inhabited, but after be­
ing vacated in the fall, like the 
human habitation under similar con- 
i ditions, it soon goes to ruin.
A. F. Dunton
Valley Farm, Hope. ,
And You Would Have La­
mented Had You Been In 
His Place
Our North Washington corre- 
spondent sends us a story concerning 
a motorist's experiences which were 
about equally amusing and exasper­
ating. It is headed “He Had Hard 
Luck " and you will so agree after 
reading the following anecdote:
"One night last week, after the 
snowstorm. Bernard Leigher who 
works at the village and boards at 
the Lenfest homestead here, loaded 
his Hudson with a goodly supply of 
provisions, such as ground shells, 
cracked corn, oranges, etc., and 
started home. His progress was fair 
and lively until lie struck Prescott 
hill. After many failures, strong 
pulling and expressive language, the 
Hudson 'went over the top.’ After 
repairing broken chains another 
start was made, but fortune did not 
smile. Three hundred yards more, 
and the Hudson was bogged in the 
ditch.
“Mr. Leigher walked home. Next 
day he walked to South Liberty, 
some three miles, and called on his 
friend Richards at the village, who 
at once put his big Buick Six in 
commission and started to the 
rescue. Again fortune was fickle. 
Richards became bogged down, and 
the service of Otis Jones with his 
four-ox team was called to extricate 
the Buick. In due time, with more 
hard pulling, and many fervently 
spoken words, Mr. Richards arrived 
near the scene. But, alas! only to 
again bog down, near the Hudson. 
For the second time Mr. Jones with 
his oxen was called, and after all 
kinds of pulling and hard luck the 
two cars were hauled backwards to 
the Prescott home, then turned 
about face and returned to the vil­
lage, provisions and all. It is said 
that the road, ditch, hill, and bushes 
beside the road looked like a cyclone 
had struck them, and the whole 
place still has a sulphurous odor.”
A LABORER’S PLEA
Does Not Believe Cement 
Dust Agitation Should De­
prive Families of Wages
Rockland, Jan. 25.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— 
There being a general discussion
at large pertaining to the cement 
dust situation hereabouts, it would 
appear (by some of the letters) that 
conditions in this particular region 
arp somewhat unbearable. Such is 
not the case, however. There do not 
seem to be very many cases of actual 
damage done, while most of the 
complaints appear to have a childish 
aspect, to say the least.
A few statements have been made,
J that on account of so much cement 
j dust in the air “nature’s beauty is 
rapidly being destroyed." What 
! beauty? may I ask. As far as eye can 
observe, in all directions from the 
plant in question, the landscape is 
j very bare of vegetation or any other 
mark of nature’s beauty, consequent­
ly not much to spoil in that vicinity, 
and the land in the vicinity of the 
cement plant, itself, is where most 
of the dust congregates. As to its 
destroying plants and such some dis­
tance away, that is somewhat of a 
myth.
• • * *
PORTER FEELS FORTIFIED DEPARTMENT EQUAL TO IT
Late Developments In the Prohibitory Situation Inspire a Rockland Firemen Called To Park Street Cafe Last Night
Communication From Esten and Met the Emergency
R. H. S.
Annual Winter Carnival
SATURDAY, JANUARY 31
COMMUNITY PARK
Trial Meet at 10 o'clock A. M 
Eight Competing Schools
SKATING SKIING
Finals at 1.30 P. M. 
Over 1 00 Entries
SNOWSHOEING
OBSTACLE RACES
Skating Rink Tickets Not Good For Admission
13-14
A SONG TO MAINE 
|For The Courier-Gazette)
A song to M'llne we sin*. who stand 
On the sunrise outpost of the land;
For we love our State with a love as 
great
As her forests wide and grand 
Earliest flees the night in Maine
At the gate of the East as morning’s 
priest
Forever keeps vigil o’er Maine.
The pines of Katahdin call to the sea 
And the waves make answer faithfully.
Freedom and rest they promise our 
guest.
And the healing of turf and tree 
Fair are th® rivers and rills of Maine; 
Kind are the woods and the hills of
Maine.
And the crystal lakes and the surge 
that breaks
On the rockbound shores of Maine
The Pine Tree State—may she lead the
way
Through twilight shades to a brighter
day!
With God as guide whate’er betide. 
Maine leads—may she lead alway!
Fair are the rivers and rill; of Maine.
So we’ll sing as long %s we breathe our 
song
To the dear old State of Maine.
Dorothy Clarry.
Clarry Hill, Union.
AYER’S
»
Yoh ran enjoy the wrather wr arc having right now if you only 
dress warm. We have just the things to keep men and 
boys warm and comfortable
MEN’S AND BOYS’ WOOL HOSE 25c, 50c
MEN'S AND BOYS’ LACED BOTTOM PANTS $3.00, $3.50
MEN'S AND BOYS’ HEAVY WOOL PANTS $3.00 to $5 00
MEN’S AND BOYS’ FLANNEL SHIRTS ........................ $1.50 to $3.00
MEN’S AND BOYS’ UNION SUITS ....................... $1.00, $2.00, $3.00
MEN’S WOOL SHIRTS AND DRAWERS $1.50, $2.50
MEN’S FLEECED SHIRTS AND DRAWERS ............................. $1.00
MEN’S MACKINAWS AND SPORT COATS $7.50, $10.00
BOYS’ MACKINAWS AND SPORT COATS $5.00, $7.50
MITTENS AND GLOVES OF ALL KINDS
We arc always glad to sec you at thc store whether you have to 
purchase anything or not. Just drop in and get acquainted
Your Child’s Health 
and Happiness
One of the most annoyifig and 
general complaints children suffer 
from Is worms. You know the 
signs —constipation, deranged 
stomach, offensive breath, eyes 
heavy and dull, coated tongue, 
grinding of the teeth. Don't let 
children suffer. Promptly give them
Dr True's Elixir
WILLIS AYER
LAXATIVE 
WORM EXPELLER
“My little girl became seriously 
111 by eating too many sweets. I 
used your Elixir with most bene­
ficial results; she improved rap­
idly. My girl has not had one sick
1 day since.” — Mrs. Shay, Cam- 
1 bridge, Mass.
Cleanses as it clears—a mild, pure- 
herb laxative, i
i Family size $1.20; other eizea 60c & 40c. 
Successfully used for over 77 years
^>lillllllllllllllllllllllllllllHlllllltllllllllllllUlli:illHllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHIIIIII^
| Announcement
J MONEY-SAVING SALE I
= Will Continue the Month of January §
REGULAR SAILINGS FOR
BOSTON
Men’s Suits and Overcoats 
Save $9 to $15
i Steamer CORNISH, freight only, 
! I leaves Rockland for Boston Wednes- 
: days and Saturdays, at about 5,45
• P M.: leaves Rockland for Bangor
• and intermediate landings, Tuesdays, 
: and Fridays al about 5.30 A. M.
Steamer WESTPORT, freight and 
passengers, leaves Rockland for Bar 
Harbor and intermediate landings, 
Tuesdays and Fridays at 7.30 A. M. 
for Brooklin and intermediate land­
ings, on Mondavs and Thursdays at 
7.30 A. M.
During the summer months in my 
drives about town I have not failed 
to observe the beautiful gardens at­
tached to nearly all the homes. 
Many are over-flowing with flowers 
of a very delicate nature, and most 
of the owners claim that cement dust 
has no effect on them, so why does 
it destroy some, while others thrive? 
Without a doubt, in most instances, 
the fault lies either in the ground or 
poor seed.
Again claim has been made that 
garden grown greens are not edible, 
because of so much dust. However a 
good many respectable people in nice 
cars drive in on the cement plant 
property and pick bushels of dande­
lions each year. I wonder what they 
do with them? My neighbors have 
fine gardens every summer, both 
flower and vegetable, and they fail 
to note any damage by cement dust.
Certain letters of complaint state 
that the dust spoils the finish on au­
tomobiles. A number of men em­
ployed at the plant have new cars 
and park them all day long directly 
on the mill grounds. When the cars 
get dirty they are made to appear 
new again by a washing with soap 
and water.
From the local airport comes a 
complaint saying how the dust get 
into the cylinders of the airplane 
motors, compelling them to be over­
hauled an extra time last year. Even 
if such is the case, an overhauling 
surely will not bankrupt their owners 
besides it would seem more import­
ant. also it would be good sports­
manship to keep quiet and allow poor 
men to keep their work, it being so 
hard to get. • • • •
There are many disgruntled citi­
zens in Rockland who complain each 
summer about the noise of airplanes 
flying low. They surely do make a 
big noise as they spin over the house­
tops. Anyone uncomfortably sick or 
trying to sleep has that roaring noise 
to contend with. There should be a 
restriction here, as in other places, as 
to how low a plane should fly over a 
city. The old adage "People who live 
in glass houses should not cast 
stones" surely applies in this case.
It has also been stated that on ac­
count of dust (cement) yachts will 
not visit this harbor during the sum­
mer. How long do they usually re­
main? How much real business do 
they bring to this community? Tlie 
person who made the remark about 
yachts caused his company to lose a 
good slice of revenue, as it turned 
many sales away, that I am aware 
of personally. No doubt the com­
pany will make It up on yacht trade.
There have been two of Thomas­
ton's summer residents who say they 
do not care to come again because 
of so much dust. Does the town 
benefit more by their presence a few 
weeks in summer, and would it 
justify putting such a large amount 
of families in poverty?
It would appear quite beneficial to 
have a large industry remain as we 
are not blessed with many such, es­
pecially where the complaints arc of 
such a trivial nature. It is a known 
fact, that most complaints are being 
received from a few persons who are 
well off, financially, and have no 
need to fear unemployment whatso­
ever. but a little dust in the air at 
times ls disagreeable to them. It 
would seem that If other folks can 
stand it why not they? Other 
towns are trying to locate work for 
their destitute, but here is one set of 
people trying to put many deserving 
families in distress, by compelling 
the men folk to lose the only work 
they have, all on account of a little 
harmless dust. Suppose the plant, 
does cease operations . no doubt 
these people making all the com­
plaints will be very liberal towards 
helping the town take care of its 
poorer class, when out of work.
' From my own observation it ap­
pears that more families hereabouts 
i are suffering than in other towns 
! around us. Many are too proud to 
call for assistance. The well-to-do 
class around here certainly could do 
a lot of good for humanity if it was 
so inclined. Passing this by, it is
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Since I addressed you a year ago, 
stating my views as to the futility of 
the prohibitory liquor law to ac­
complish the purpose for which it 
was created, a lot of interesting and 
enlightening events have transpired, 
in addition to the fact that a lot of 
water has passed under the bridge 
and Immense quantities of liquor 
have flowed over the bars of speak­
easies.
Elections—state and national— 
have been held, and test votes taken 
on prohibition in a number of the 
most populous of the States. The 
; direct purpose of most of these was 
to determine the present attitude of 
I the people on this question, a ques- 
! tion that was to be “taken out of 
j politics” if the Eighteenth Amend­
ment were adopted.
Instead of such a result, no ques- 
j tion in the history of the country, 
with exception of slavery, has so 
engaged the attention of so large a 
percentage of the people as does the 
liquor question at this time, 11 
years after the enactment of the 
law. An event of much significance 
was the Literary Digest poll. While 
the advocates of prohibition depreci­
ated and discounted the result shown 
by the test, which was overwhelm­
ingly adverse to the law, wherever 
the result has been checked by actual 
voting the result of the poll has 
been emphatically substantiated.
Twelve States, either by direct 
vote on the question itself or by 
reason of a straight issue based upon 
the attitude of candidates, have gone 
far beyond the result shown by the 
poll in their expressions of disap­
proval. Massachusetts, Rhode Island, 
Connecticut, New York, New 
Jersey. Maryland, Ohio, Illinois, Wis­
consin, Louisiana, Montana and 
Washington have declared against 
the law. These states contain nearly 
50.000,000 people or 40 percent of 
the population of all the States in 
the Union.
Fivp years ago. possibly less, simi­
lar tests doubtless would have 
shown a substantial majority in 
these States favorable to a retention 
of the law. This change In senti­
ment was not due to any desire for
drink on the part of the people, but There was much smoke at the Park The speeches were brief and on thc 
because reluctantly they had been Street Cafe last night, but though 1 part of the guests highly complimen-
' forced to the conviction that the law 1 the apparatus was parked two hours tary to the Fire Department. Judge
I had abjectly failed in its purpose; that \ in front of the building no fire was Butler contributed a story which was
conditions were infinitely worse than i found. The smoke came from 50 fra- decidedly apropos, while Alderman
grant cigars, which were lighted
after the firemen and their guests 
had enjoyed the wonderful capons 
served at the Rockland Fire Depart­
ment's first annual banquet. It was 
the unanimous opinion of the fire
before. The consumption of liquor 
had not been appreciably Teduced 
and as good citizens and “temper­
ance" people they have determined 
that the present tragic situation 
, must change.
A year ago Mr. Hoover's “Fact 
j Finding Commission” had been at 
work nine months. A week ago, 
nearly two years after Its appoint­
ment, it rendered its report. By 
reason of a most illogical “summary” 
and the President's message submit­
ting the report to Congress, the first 
impression was that thc Commission 
(with one exception) had unquali­
fiedly approved the amendment and 
recommended its retention. As a 
matter of fact, just the opposite was 
the case. Seven of the 11 members 
definitely declared the amendment 
to be a failure and recommended 
a change. How such a conclusion, 
as that contained In the preliminary 
announcement, could be reached 
from opposite opinions expressed bv 
the members separately, doubtless 
will always remain a mystery.
A mathematical axiom which dear 
old “Tommy” McLain tried to drive 
into the thick heads of Rockland 
youths 40 years ago. was that “the 
whole of anything was always exact­
ly equal to the sum of its parts.” 
The opinions of seven, definitely 
declaring for a change, and the 
other four frankly admitting the 
law thus far to have failed in its 
purpose, but suggesting a further 
trial, “summed up" to be an endorse­
ment of the amendment, constitutes 
a new and wonderful manipulation 
of figures. I fear that those who 
understand this problem number less 
than those who understand the Ein­
stein theory.
I am of the opinion that had that 
answer” been given to “Uncle Tom
Tirrell’s tribute to the heroism of the 
firemen had the merit of a set speech. 
There are heroes in the Fire Depart­
ment as well as in the Army, the 
speaker said.
The splendid reception given to
men that it was the most successful | Chief Engineer Pettee was a striking
gathering the department has ever 
had in their time, and it is quite cer­
tain to become a fixture.
The firemen had as guests last 
night Mayor Charles M. Richardson, 
Judge Walter H. Butler, Aldermen 
Ralph P. Conant, Frank A. Tirrell, 
Jr., L. W. Benner, R. Francis Saville, 
and Russell Bartlett; Sheriff Frank 
F. Harding, Deputy Sheriff C. Earle 
Ludwick, ex-Clty Marshal Robert A. 
Webster. Frank H. Roderick of the 
Portland Evening News and F. A. 
Winslow of The Courier-Gazette.
tribute to “Still’s” popular standing 
with the department and the public.
M. T. Perry, proprietor of the Cafe, 
face wreathed with smiles, acted as 
chief engineer of the radio set and 
put in a special requisition for some 
popular selection that all could sing. 
It came in the form of “The Good 
Old Summer Time,” and was sung 
with a will.
The officers of the Rockland Fire 
Department are: W. S. Pettee chief 
engineer, Harry D. Phillips first as­
sistant, A. C. McIntosh second assist-
Mr. Winslow acted as toastmaster, j ant. Leon Halstead third assistant, 
responses being made by all of the j George W. Wheeler captain, George 
above named guests except Messrs. | Burton, Laforest Hatch and Emery 
Ludwick and Webster who were G. Niles lieutenants. They are en- 
called away early: Oscar M. (Cub) i titled to a great deal of credit for the 
Ellems, Chief Engineer W. S. Pettee, success of their banquet, as well as 
Secretary Charles M. I,awry and As- for the fine showing which they make 
sistant Engineer Harry D. Phillips. 1 as a fire department.
APPROVES DWINAL PLAN
Rockland Lions Believe With Former Senator In Omitting 
Delay From Road Construction
Ex-Senator Zelma M. Dwinal of 
Camden explained to the Rockland 
Lions Club yesterdav the bill which 
he has caused to be presented in 
Legislature, asking for the expendi 
ture this year of the $8,000,000 ob.
as well as with the general public. 
The fact that Federal aid will be 
sacrificed unless Maine takes imme­
diate advantage of that assistance 
has no small bearing upon the 
Dwinal plan.
King Lion Nutt announced thattained from highway bonds, which
the commission had planned to use j the club will observe ladies’ night at 
my” by one of his young hopefuls 011 a four-year program. . Hotel Rockland Thursday Feb. 12,
it would have called for one of his ' The Lions listened with approval the Wednesday meeting of that week 
favorite expressions—“The essence of to his presentation o£ the case, _and being omitted.
numskullism boiled down."
(Continued on Page Eight)
Boys’ Suits 
Save $4 to $9
Leather Coats and Mackinaws 
Save $3 to $6
1 EASTERN
steamship lines
BURPEE & LAMB
4-Th-13
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JUST ARRIVED
One Carload of
Western Horses
Weighing from 1200 to 1700 pounds 
in Good Mated Fairs and Single
Horses.
The usual supply of Second Hand 
Horses on hand at all times
Yarmouth Horse Market
Telephone 87 
Yarmouth, Maine
13" l.t
not very nice but would seem some­
what selfish to try to throw such a 
body of men out of work with pros­
perity at low ebb. That is just 
what has been threatened by more 
than one.
Our town being under heavy 
financial obligations it would seem 
much better if more industries were 
i induced to locate here instead of 
| trying to drive them away. There 
were plans being formulated last 
vear to enlarge the cement plant 
■ this year, but on account of the dust 
agitation they were discarded. I 
believe an enlargement would have 
meant more men put to work; also 
more business all around.
During the five years I have been 
j in Rockland it has been my pleas- 
< ure to reside in three parts of the 
■city. At each place the housekeeper 
would protest often about the 
amount of dust which accumulated 
quickly on everything about the 
house, and this was prior to the 
cement plant coming here. It has 
been my great pleasure to visit 
places in all parts of the world, and 
I am well qualified to state the fact 
that this is naturally a very dusty 
town in summer and it was so before 
a cement plant came here.
Before it arrived I had a pleasure 
boat moored off the public landing. 
Several mornings upon going aboard 
I would find the decks covered with 
a goodly amount of coarse and fine 
dust. It was not such as passing 
steamers throw either. Should one 
gaze towards thc Northend about 
6.30 these mornings they would ob- 
; serve plenty of heavy black smoke 
being thrown across the city, if the 
wind is north or cast. It docs not 
tend to make clothes on the line 
whiter, but as no summer residents 
are here we hear no objections.
One who is familiar with condi­
tions hereabouts could write all day 
on the subject of dust. But after all 
is said, no doubt open minded people 
will see that what small amount of 
dust radiates from that cement plant 
does not warrant some people trying 
! to close it down. Because a good 
many people here benefit by its op­
eration. The company has the best 
officials one could want; they have 
certainly made a good effort to be 
• congenial and attain the good will 
of every one around here. Let's hope 
j the present controversy will be 
eventually settled in such a manner 
that all concerned will be satisfied.
W. F. Soule
ON SALMON FISHERIES
Realizing the seriousness of the 
Penobscot River salmon situation a 
’ group of men interested in one of 
Maine’s best commercial and recrea­
tional assets is preparing a bill to be 
J submitted to the legislature which 
will call for some kind of regulation 
of fishing in the Penobscot River and 
bay.
Salada Tea Salon Orchestra
Personal direction, Nathaniel Shilkret
Tune in tonight 8.30 to 9.00—
WJZ New York
and the N. B. C. Blue Network
"SALADA1
TEA
“Fresh from the Gardens” 32
CITY TAKES IT OVER
The club voted to donate $25 to the 
Red Cross fund, in addition to the 
personal donations already made or 
notify Knox Countv's senator and ! about to be made by the members, 
representatives at Augusta. j Charles H. Thornton was a guest
Knox County’s acute interest in ' of the club yesterday.
upon motion of Past President 
Charles T. Smalley voted to approve 
the Dwinal bill as a club and to so
the situation lies in the fact ffiat 
j there is still 30 miles of unconstruct- 
j ed highway between Thomaston and 
Be Ratified Monday—The > Woolwich. Senator Dwinal and his 
J ' supporters want to see this link
Community Park Deal Will
Conditions
At the monthly meeting of the 
I City Government next Monday night 
the formality of taking over Com­
munity Park will receive attention, 
the matter having already been har­
moniously adjusted by representa­
tives of the city and a committee 
from the Rockland School and Com­
munity Improvement Association
Endorsed By Maine A. A. 
Endorsement of the proposed issue 
of $8,000,000 in highway bonds to be 
brought out at the annual discrimi­
nation of the Governor and Council
built expeditiously, instead of having and also of the $3,000,000 emergency 
the road torn up each summer for measure for highway construction 
eight years. Senator Dwinal made was the result of a meeting held in
note of the steady increase in traffic 
over the Kennebec Bridge—up to 
last year when it was diverted to 
other routes owing to the highway 
construction under way.
This newspaper has already pub­
lished Mr. Dwinal’s plan at consid-
the Augusta House yesterday spon­
sored by the officers and directors of 
the Maine Automobile Association. 
In effect, the action of the meeting 
was endorsement of a measure intro­
duced at the session of the 84th 
Legislature by Senator Dwinal. The 
$3,006,000 emergency bill was intro-erable length, and Its readers will be
, - , glad to know that it is having strong } duced at Tuesday’s session of the
whose report was promptly ratified, j endorsement among the legislators, I 85th Legislature.
The report follows: ________________ __________________________________________ -
RED CROSS EFFORTTo His Honor, the Mayor and Mem­
bers of the City Council:—
XT,; ‘,h: Far Short of Coal In Drought
munity Park, ls owned by a local ! 
corporation known as the Rockland :
School and Community Improvement, j 
Association properly incorporated 
under the laws of the State of 1 
Maine. For some years this organi-
Relief Drive, But Consci­
ence Will Win
CONSIDER THE CARRIER
Here’s A Timelv News Item Concern­
ing the Tribulations Of Rural Free 
Delivery
zation has worked and planned 
with the idea in mind of securing 
and properly equipping an athletic 
field and recreation ground for the 
present and future use of the youth 
of this city. How well the organiza­
tion has accomplished this purpose 
you yourself are well able to say.
Handicapped somewhat by the 
Senate’s action the American Red 
Cross continues to stand on its own 
feet with relation to the drought re­
lief drive. The goal is $10,000,000 
and thc last tabulation of receipts 
showed a little more than $2,000,000 
Knox County’s quota Is $3200, and 
about one-third has been raised, al­
though the drive has only about 10
It was one of the underlying ideas of ! more days to go. 
the organization from the time of I No house to house canvass is being 
its incorporation that eventually thp made but rather the committee ts 
field should be turned over to the depending upon voluntary contribu- 
City of Rockland as an athletic field tions, based on a knowledge of the
and recreation ground for the boys 
and girls of Rockland for all time.
The incorporators of the Rock­
land School and Community Im­
provement Association at a meeting 
called for that purpose, Tuesday, 
Jan. 20, voted unanimously to offer 
to the City of Rockland the field, 
buildings and equipment located on 
the westerly side of Broadway and 
known as the Community Park, as a 
gift, subject only to the following 
conditions:
First—As a condition of the con-
great devastation which the drouth 
caused in 21 states.
Should Knox County have been 
overwhelmed by such a catastrophe 
it would be a wonderful relief to 
know that friends were standing by 
—ancj that should be Knox County's 
attitude, now, toward the unfortu­
nate. ♦ • * ♦
Previously acknowledged ......$855.80
No Name .................................. 1.00
With the large quantity of snow at 
present and the prediction of more 
to come, people living along the 
R F.D routes and who depend on the 
carriers for their daily mail, may do 
much to expedite matters and assist 
in the work of the carriers, by 
shoveling in front of his box and thc 
approach to it, so that the carrier 
will not have to leave his convey­
ance. The United States Postal 
rules on this matter are quite defi­
nite and require that each patron of 
the mail service shall at all times 
keep the road in front of his box 
open. With the State Highway 
Commission's efforts doing ail 
possible to keep the highways open, 
their plows make a high ridge on 
the sides of thc road which fre­
quently come in front of the boxes, 
and this must be kept open by the 
owner of the box. The idea that 
the carrier must make his trips ir. 
fair or foul weather, through drifted 
snow and storm, unaided, is a mis­
take Uncle Sam expects full co-op-
Anonymous 5.00 eration and encouragement on the
N. A. C .... 3 00 ! part of the patrons, and of road offl-
veyance the City of Rockland shall j Mrs H W Frohock 3 00 cials as well. If the carrier had to
agree that the park shall be per- ' ~ ' J' 1_‘* ----- *---- ’—
petually dedicated to the boys and
girls of Rockland and that during
the school year they shall at all ............ ...... .................
times have priority in the use of the Warren 10.00 j fast correspondent but it applies
field. During the summer month*-. Progressive Literary Club 5.00 everywhere and spells the need of
however, the City may, on proper h J. Keating 3.00 co-operation, which should be cheer-
Miss Mabel E. Oxton ............. 5.00 , fully given.
Two Ladies
Anonymous ..................
Clover Leaf Girl Scouts 
Congregational Church,
2.00 I dig his way from box to box, he
10.00 would never be able to make his
2.00 | rounds through the deep snow.
The above was written by a Bel-
permit, allow the use of the field for 
athletic contests and proper recrea­
tional purposes.
Second—The City of Rockland 
shall each year make appropriation 
of not less than $300 for the proper 
upkeep of the field and buildings 
thereon.
Third—The City shall agree not to 
erect on said field any buildings 
alien to the puipose for which the 
field was built and to which it is 
dedicated, excepting only the erec­
tion of a school building whenever 
ln the judgment of the city offlcials 
that might be necessary.
Fourth—The City agrees that the 
Association may erect and maintain 
on the field a sign bearing the fol­
lowing legend: “Community Park, 
presented to the City of Rockland by 
the Rockland School and Com­
munity Improvement Association, 
Inc., and dedicated by them to thc 
boys and girls of Rockland for their 
perpetual use as a recreational field 
and playground.”
With this explanation and subject 
to these conditions we officially off»r 
to thc City of Rockland the athletic 
field and playground above described.
Rockland School and Community 
Improvement Association, Inc.
Mrs. Mary Wiggin Spear .
Elizabeth Donohue ....
Mrs. Katherine Donohue
W. A. Greenlaw .......
F. A. Thorndike ..............
Dr. Wasgatt ...................
1.00
2"« YOUR FAVORITE POEM
5.00 . ___
1.00
10.00
5.00
$928.80
TRUCK INVASION, MAYBE
The peace and quiet ol the island 
of Islesboro. which for years has 
banned automobiles from its roads, 
may be disturbed next fall by a fleet 
of State Highway Commission 
trucks. Representative Fernald of 
Winterport said Wednesday. A 
questionnaire is being circulated, he 
said, to determine whether residents 
will permit trucks on the island long 
enough to repair the roads. The 
island 13 miles long and half a mile 
wide, contains the summer resort of 
Dark Harbor.
FEWER ARRESTS MADE
State Police arrests for December, 
1930 totaled 68, or 24 less than De­
cember 1929, a tabulation by the de­
partment revealed. A falling off in 
the arrests for improper registration 
of automobiles was said to be re­
sponsible for the decrease in the 
number of arrests. There were 29
Now that New Jersey has a rubber- 
paved highway, the traffic laws
should be sa amended as to prohibit _
hitting a pedestaian on the first arrests' for this vtolationTn Decern- 
bounce — Judge ’ ----) ber 1929 and none last month.
THE TWO MYSTERIES
Wc know not what It is. dear, this sleep 
so deep and still;
The folded hands, the awful calm, thc 
cheek so pale and chill;
The lids that wtll not lift again, though 
we may cell and call;
The strange, white solitude of peace that 
settles over all.
We know not what It means, dear, this 
desolate heart-pain;
This dread to take our dally way. and 
walk ln It again:
We know not to what other sphere the 
loved who leave us go.
Nor why we’re left to wonder still, nor 
why we do.not know
But this we know Our loved and dead, 
if they should come this day—
6hould come and ask us. "What is life?' 
not one of us could sav.
Life is a mystery as deep as ever death 
can be;
Yet oh. how dear it is to us. this life we 
live and see!
Then might thev say—these vanished 
ones—and blessed Is the thought:
“So death Is sweet to us. beloved! though 
we may show you naught;
We may not to the quick reveal thc 
mystery of death—
Ye cannot tell us. lf ye would the mys­
tery of breath.”
The child w'ho enters life comes not with 
knowledge or Intent
So these who enter death must go as 
little children sent.
Nothing ls known But I believe that 
God is overhead
And as life ls to the living, so death is 
to the dead -
Mary Mapes Dbdge.
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THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland, Me., Jan. 29, 1931. 
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
Wno on oath declares that he Is Press­
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette, 
and that of the Issue of this paper of 
Jan. 27. 1931. there was printed a total of 
6260 copies. W H BUTLER.
Notary Public.---- ------ ...-------- I
Jesus Christ the same yesterday, 
and today, and forever.—Heb. 13:8.
THE STATE CAPITOL
Several Measures Put Into
Hopper By Knox County
Representatives
A total of 410 measures was intro­
duced in the Senate and House Wed­
nesday, among them the following of 
local interest:
McLoon, Rockland, would empower ! 
Director of Sea and Shore Fisheries 
to close or open to lobster fishing ’ 
waters around Criehaven.
Burkett, Union, would increase pen­
sion of Emily F. Groton to $30 per 
month; would provide pension of $15 
per month lor Bertha Gordon, Union; 
would provide pension of $15 per 
month for Alden Etoe. Washington.
St. Clair, Knox, would appropriate 
to Ada B. Comstock, Thomaston, de- ' 
pendent widow of Hiram A. Comstock,, 
$960. representing balance of compen­
sation under Workmen’s Compensa­
tion Act which Comstock would have 
received had he not died from injuries 
received at the hands of a convict 
June 19, 1923. Comstock was an 
officer employed by the State prison.’
St. Clair, Knox, would appropriate 
$2000 for maintenance of the Knox 
Memorial known as "Montpelier” at 
Thomaston.
Bailey, Whitefield, would increase 
salary of judge of Lincoln Municipal; 
Court from $700 to $2000.
* * * *
Among the road measures intro­
duced by Knox County representa­
tives are: McLoon, Rockland, $2000 
for repairs between Warren and 
Camden; Whitney, Friendship $1200 
for repairs in South Thomaston- 
Smith, Vinalhaven, $1750 for repairs 
in North Haven.
* • * «
Representative Goudy of South 
Portland is to seek the repeal of the 
law whloh forbids the showing of 
motion pictures of prize fights, and 
points out that pictures are shown of 
wrestling bofits which are “rougher 
and more ghastly to watch.”» • ♦ ♦
Legislative document No. 2Q—an 
aot to reorganize the administration 
of the State—has this to say about 
the Department of Sea and Shore I 
Fisheries:
Sect. 1. Powers and Duties of 
Department. The department of sea 
and shore fisheries shall have and 
exercise all the rights, powers, and 
duties hitherto vested by law in the 
sea and shore fisheries commission, 
the director of sea and shore fish­
eries, their wardens, officers, assist­
ants, and employees.
Sect. 2. Organization of Depart­
ment. The commissioner of sea and 
shore fisheries shall have power, 
with the approval of the governor, to 
organize the work of the department 
of sea and shore fisheries in such 
manner as he may deem necessary 
for its efficient and economical ad­
ministration.
Sect. 3. Cooperation with Depart­
ment of Inland Fisheries and Game. 
The commissioner of sea and shore 
fisheries and the commissioner of 
inland fisheries and game shall co­
operate in the distribution and joint 
deputizing of wardens to the end 
that overlapping or oft neglected 
jurisdictions may be effectively su­
pervised according to the provisions 
of the fish and game laws.
MRS. ROSE LEE CROWTHER
The death of Mrs. Rose L. 
Crowther of Seabrook, occurred in 
Portsmouth, Sunday at the Frizzell 
hospital. Mrs. Crowther was born in 
Warren, Me. When a young girl she 
joined the Baptist Church there, and 
has ever since been a loyal member. 
She was a member of the Eastern 
Star in Warren. Part of her educa­
tion was acquired at the Castine 
State Normal School. She was an 
exceedingly keen student and enjoyed 
studying. For the past six years 
Mrs. Crowther has resided in Sea­
brook. Besides her husband. Dyson 
Crowther. she is survived by her 
father, Mortimer L. Butler of War­
ren; also two sisters, Mrs. Ellis Gray 
of Northwood, Mrs. Mary Whitmore 
of Brooklyn; three brothers, Fred 
Butler of Warren, Cleveland and Lee 
Butler of Manchester, N. H.
Mrs. Crowther was possessed of an 
amiable disposition and kind spirit. 
She was self-reliant and always 
willing to offer a helping hand. 
During her late illness she was 
patient and uncomplaining.—Ports­
mouth <N. H.i Herald.
WHERE TO GET A WINTER TAN
A winter tan amid the snows is 
possible for all the tourists who visit 
Austria between December and 
March. This land of mountains, 
lakes and woods, provides scores of 
fashionable resorts for the winter 
traveler, from the ski life and tobog­
gan runs of Bregenz on Lake Con­
stance to the snow trails in the Vienna 
Forest. In spite of low temperature, 
the climate is dry so that the cold is 
not as penetrating as in more humid 
lands. It is quite common to see 
people out in the snow in light flimsy 
dresses, with bare necks and arms 
covered with the tan which is the 
gift of the warm winter sun of Aus­
tria. Every resort has unusually fine 
hotel accommodations and a good 
winter holiday is assured.
■og: Suppose I refuse
will you do then? 
tor: Nothing for me to
'ON MY SET”
That was a snappy program 
given by the Kennedy Butter and 
Egg Man over WNAC from 8.30 
to 9 last night. And of course 
Adriel was listening.
The Gold Medal Freight did 
a good boosting job for Hartford, 
Conn, last night. Next Wednes­
day night Sait Lake City and 
Ogden.
“Do you listen to Floyd Gib­
bons Saturday nights?” writes 
our Somerville, Mass, friend, 
“Boze,” who, by the way, cher­
ishes a nice letter from this rapid 
fire broadcaster. Certainly I do. 
and so does almost everybody 
else down this way, for in the 
matter of speedy vocalization he 
comes the nearest to the femi­
nine sex that any of us have ever 
heard.
A
In some Maine rities and 
towns, taxes are imposed on 
radio receiving sets. Such taxes 
are unconstitutional and are in­
terference with interstate com­
merce, it is held by the Federal 
District Court of South Carolina 
in nullifying the radio set tax 
imposed by that state.
Dental problems arising at the 
period in the ehild’s life when 
the baby teeth are being replaced 
by permanent teeth will be the 
subject of a series of broadcasts 
by the Harvard Dental School 
Radio Clinic over Station WEEI, 
starting tomorrow, at 3 p. m„ it 
was announced by Dean Leroy 
M. S. Miner of tlie School Dr. 
Trevor will open the series with 
a description of the changes 
taking place in the school child’s 
mouth while the baby teeth are 
being lost and replaced by per­
manent teeth. Dr. Karcher on 
Feb. 3 will cover the specific 
phases of general care of the 
teeth during this period. Dr. 
Blumenthal in two talks, Feb. 6 
and 10, will tell about the devel­
opment of crooked irregular 
teeth and deformed jaws in the 
young child and also about the 
opportunities for treating sv h 
deformities. Miss White on Feb. 
13 will tell what foods should be 
emphasized at this time. Dr. 
Sisson on Feb. 17 will discuss 
general medical problems of the 
school child with emphasis on 
dental care as a means of pre­
venting disease.
•»**•••••
Now is the time when you 
should be getting your best DX 
or long distance reception. But 
not much use to listen until the 
Eastern stations have signed off 
around midnight.
Maurice Chevalier, stage and 
screen star, has signed an ex­
clusive contract for a series of 26 
programs on the Chase & San­
born program, beginning Sunday 
night, Feb. 8, at 8.30.
••• —• •••
Four mid-afternoon musical 
concerts from London have been 
added to NBC’s program sched­
ules for the next two weeks. If 
atmospheric conditions are fa­
vorable, the short wave relays 
will be picked up for retransmis­
sion over extensive networks in 
this country. The remaining 
three are: This afternoon, 3 to 4 
p. m., orchestral concert; Feb. 3.
2.45 to 3 p. m. military band con­
cert; Feb. 4, 3 to 3.30 p. m„ sym­
phony concert from Queen's 
Hall.
••• •»
The opera “Don Giovanni”
I Mozart i will be presented by 
the Chicago Opera Company 
Saturday afternoon beginning at
1.45 over WNAC. The opera will 
be heard in full.
••• •••
Those beloved comedians and 
fun-makers of the vaudeville 
stage for the past half century, 
Weber and Fields, will launch a 
series of broadcasts over WEEI 
at 8 p. m., beginning Saturday 
night. They will appear in the 
roles of “Mike and Meyer.”
STRAND THEATRE
Eddie Quillan, the young screen 
comedian who makes his first stellar 
appearance in Pathe's comedy 
drama, "Night Work,” .in which he 
has the role of a window dresser in a 
department store, is said to have 
been a better vehicle for his fun­
making proclivities than was his 
highly successful “The Sophomore."
“Night Work,” which will be seen 
Friday and Saturday deals with an 
assistant window dresser in a depart­
ment store who is paid a small salary 
for being the goat on all occasions. 
He becomes interested in an orphan 
and meets the girl of his dreams, a 
nurse in the orphanage. Their love 
romance, which almost is wrecked, is 
one that is well calculated to provoke 
tears as well as laughter as the story 
proceeds. The ending, of course, is 
a happy one.—adv.
WITH THE BOWLERS
The Central Maine had the Dark 
Horses in an even darker shadow at 
Carr’s alleys Tuesday night winning 
by 42 pins. Smalley chalked up the 
largest string (116) and led Elliot 
three pins in the race for high total. 
The summary:
Central Maine—Elliot, 305; Maxey, 
278; Daris, 282; Merrill, 295; Thomas. 
270; total, 1430.
Dark Horses—Ireland, 288; New­
bert. 277; Williams, 246; Jacobs, 269; 
Smalley, 308; total, 1388.» « • ♦
Last night’s results in Carr’.s Alley 
Leagues: Five Aces 1480, Dragons 
1348; Five Aces 1463, Central Maine 
1334. Woosh!
Niio's Repair Shop. Spring street, 
will be onen Saturday nights here­
after.—adv. 8-tf
GLAD TO SERVE MISS KNOX COUNTY”
This Is Always the Keynote ... n . 1
of the Rockland Chamber Mi’s Loraine Mank of North Warren *ece,ves S,lver Cup 
of Commerce In the Veteran Firemen 8 Conte8t
The current issue of the Rockland 
Chamber of Commerce News edited 
by Lenore W. Benner, secretary, is in 
the hands of the members. These ex­
tracts are made:
The facilities of the Chamber of 
Commerce are open at all times to 
its members. Call at the information 
♦•desk for statistics about Rockland 
and road information; consult the 
directory library for forgotten ad­
dresses; secure literature and road 
maps for your trips, etc.» » • ♦
A new, enlarged and revised edition 
of Retailer’s Expenses has recently 
been issued by the National Cham­
ber. Covering 13 lines of business, j 
with factual data based on latest 
available figures, it is prepared for 
constant reference and service as a 
handbook, and will be invaluable to 
all retail merchants. Retailer’s Ex­
penses may be obtained from E. D. 
Borden, Manager, Domestic Distri­
bution Dept., U. S. Chamber of Com­
merce, Washington, D. C. Due to 
the expense of preparing the report, 
a charge of 50 cents is made for each 
copy, but it is worth many times such 
a cost. • • • •
Quite a few copies of “Methods of 
Cdllecting Retail instalment Ac­
counts” issued by the Metropolitan 
Life Insurance Co. are still available 
to the members.» » » •
This office, co-operating with the 
State Department of Labor main­
tains a free employment service. If 
you can use some one to shovel your 
walk, wash windows, etc. call 860.
All bills printed at this session of 
Legislature (State) will be on file 
at the Chamber of Commerce office. 
Call in any time for information on 
these, or telephone 860 and we will 
be pleased to look up any bill for 
you. • • • •
This office is receiving letters of 
inquiry regarding summer accommo­
dations in Rockland and vicinity. If 
any of our members or the general 
public have any cottages or summer 
accommodations to list, please make 
it a point to get it to us as soon as 
possible, so that we may give our 
summer visitors the best possible 
service. •
• • • •
We recently had a request from 
Miami, Fla. for literature on Rock­
land and Maine. Prompt attention 
was given to this and we received the 
following letter in return:
“I wish to thank you for sending 
me such a splendid assortment of 
Maine scenery and all the rest. After 
looking it over I know it to be real 
and I admire my old home State 
more than ever. Shall put some of 
each in clubhouses and at the Miami 
Chamber of Commerce besides giving 
personally to any whom I find at all 
Interested in a summer trip, camp, 
etc. Clara T. Sawyer."
The following have been welcomed 
into the membership since Jan. 1:
P. E. Worrey, General Ice Cream 
Corp.; Rodney E. Feyler. Kelley B. 
Crie, H. H. Crie Co.; W. H Wincapaw, 
Curtiss-Wright Flying Service, Inc.; 
G. E. Dunton, Eastern Steamship 
Lines, Inc.; Great Atlantic Si Pacific 
Tea Co., Warren Eldridge, Rockland 
Pharmacy; David Goldberg, Modern 
Pants Co., Studley Furniture Co.
RAINIER LIME RICKEY
A new sparkling Fresh Fruit Bev­
erage—a perfect mixer 
Listen in every Fridav evening at 
6.15 on WBZ and WBZA 
Distributed by
Rockland Produce Co. 
Now on sale at Tillson Avenue 
Miniature Golf Course
146-29
Due to the increased production of gas we have a larger supply of coke 
(which is a by-product in the manufacture of gas) than our regular 
customers and employes can use. For a short time we offer this coke, 
at the plant, at the reduced price of $10 a ton.
lt is an exceptionally fine grade of coke . . . clean . . . fast burning . . . 
economical fuel.
Try a ton and NOTE THE DIFFERENCE!
Central Maine Power Co.
Local Office, 447 Main Street 
Rockland, Maine 
Telephone 530
The popularity contest conducted, 
by the Veteran Firemen's Association 
resulted in the selection of Loraine' 
Mank of North Warren as “Miss 
Knox County.” This decision was 
reached at the expense of some 
heart throbs, and with the insistence 
upon a recount which was not com­
pleted until Tuesday. The final fig­
ures were:
Loraine Mank. Warren, 20.921,950
Ethelyn Verge. Thomaston, 9,779,100
Dorothy Cross, Camden, 3.212,200
Helen Putnam. Rockland, 1.435.000
S. Nilo Spear. Rockland, 982.150
Angie Welt, Rockport 119,750
At the conclusion of the first count 
Miss Ethelyn Verge of Thomaston, 
runner-up in the contest, immediate­
ly asked for a recount, and the com­
mittee impressed into that trying 
task the mayor, chief of police, 
board of alderman, Charles Emery 
and the Mexican troubadours.
All such contests are provocative 
of deep feeling and words are said 
which the speakers afterward regret, 
but the situation at Spear hall cer­
tainly did not warrant the intimation 
of a near riot.
The committee upon which the re­
count was wished was somewhat 
nonplussed to learn that Miss Verge, 
the petitioner, was not present, and 
the second tally showed an increased 
majority for the title-holder.
In announcing the vote Mayor
AFewSpecialsforThisWeek
FANCY NATIVE FOWL, pound..............................33
NICE NATIVE CHICKENS, pound.........................35
They weigh four to six pounds each.
FRESH NATIVE EGGS, dozen ............................. 35
Nice pretty brown ones.
OHIO EGGS, dozen..................................................... 27
Every one guaranteed, good for cooking.
LITTLE PIG PORK ROASTS, pound....................20
HOME MADE SAUSAGE, pound.........................35
We are very particular in making these Sausage and 
we think we have them perfect. »
GOOD BANTAM CORN, can.................................. 10
This is Maine Com.
CHASE & SANBORN’S DATED COFFEE lb. .39
WAX STRINGLESS BEANS, can......................... 18
Three cans..................................................................50
We never had a better bean at any price.
DIAMOND W FLOUR, bag.....................  1.00
This Flour is good value. Worth the price.
CREAM OF TARTAR, pound...................................40
SUPERBA SHELLED BEANS, can...................... 15
Three cans....................................................................40
We have a few nice POTATOES. Have you had 
any lately?
MAINE MAID MINCEMEAT, can........................ 30
A can makes two pies.
NICE DRY PEAS for Pea Soup, quart.................... 15
Two quarts ................................................................. 25
LARGE CAN PUMPKIN............................................ 16
A can makes two pies.
I. A. JAMESON & CO.
TEL. 17 OR 18 FREE DELIVERY
Rockland, Maine
Three Great Selling Days
THURSDAY 
FRIDAY and 
SATURDAY
Closing Our Anniversary Sale 
-SEE OUR WINDOWS-
Special low price on
COKE
$10 a ton
( at the plant)
Richardson took occasion to compli- ’ 
ment the Veteran Firemen's Associa­
tion upon their second annual car­
nival. and said that the organization 
is of direct interest to the city as it 
offers its services to the fire depart­
ment free of charge, and has been 
accepted as an auxiliary to the de­
partment. The little wheel bearing 
the number "75” calls the men to 
duty.
In presenting the silver cup to: 
"Miss Knox County," iMayor Rich­
ardson said: “May you ever cherish 
it and keep as a souvenir of the hard 
work which entitles you to win by so 
large a majority.”
• • • •
Battery E, 240th C. A. put on its 
prize drill again Tuesday night, in a 
manner that won much praise for 
Capt. “Patchy” and his boys.
• • » •
Helen Putnam won the prize for 
selling the largest number of tickets, 
second prize going to Ethelyn Verge. 
Miss Putnam received a clock set 
with candlesticks to match; and Miss 
Verge was awarded a fountain pen 
and pencil set.
Margaret Newton, distinguished 
psychic, of Portland will demonstrate 
spirit communication at G.A.R. hall 
next Sunday at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.— 
adv. 12-14
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Jan. 26-31—Portland Automobile show.
Jan. 28—Annual Charity Dance of 
F.-C.-D., at Temple hall.
Jan. 29-30—Midwinter meeting of 
Maine Federation of Women's Clubs ln 
Augusta.
Jan. 30—Annual Student Day program 
of the Rubinstein Club.
Jan. 31—R. H. S. Interscholastic winter 
carnival.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
Feb. 6—Rotary Club ladles' night at 
Thorndike Hotel.
Feb. 6 13 to 9.30)— Educational Club 
meeting at Copper Kettle Porch.
Feb. 8—Concert ln Strand Theatre by 
Rockland City Band.
Feb. 9—Valentine meeting of Parent- 
Teacher Association at the High School.
Feb. 12—R. H. S. Junior Class play, 
'Peg O' My Heart.''
Feb. 13—High School's Kippy Karnlval.
Feb. 18—Gretchen Fletcher dancing re­
cital. Temple hall.
At the meeting of Claremont Com- 1 Mrs. Percy Reynolds of 21 McLoud • Tlip DPFPFM'INP QNDW 
mandery, K. T„ Monday night plans I street, is on the danger list at Knox t^ixiixvj jayj
will be made for Easter Sunday and Hospital, suffering from the effects of , i »* • . m io
St. John’s Day. 1 bichloride tablets and sulphur nap- Average In Maine Is Now I o
i thol. .She was discovered in critical 
Mrs. Hattie A. Higgins has moved condition by Miss Myrtle Boynton, 
trom the Higgins house, Camden ., , _ ~
street, into Miss Sarah Hall’s up- i Alderman Ralph P. conant and 
stairs tenement, Maverick square. one of '1ls Rhode Island Red hens
Inches—Moosehead Ice Is 
21 Inches
,, . . . , The Maine snow bulletin issued
have been doing some lusty cackling from the Portland Weather Bureau 
i ever since the latter laid a two in offipp tfmc QiimmQPiyprtThe ladies of the Episcopal parisjl lone” egg which busted all Northend conditions on that date' d
records for size. The dimensions
were 6'/!>x9 inches. When broken the
are serving supper Saturday night, 
from 5 to 7, in the parish rooms, 
with Mrs. Roy Estes as chairman.
“Snow has increased from three 
to ten inches over last week. Fort 
on
A PUPIL’S TRIBUTE
The L.T.L. will hold a regular meet­
ing Friday afternoon after school.
Local National Guard officers at­
tended the regimental school in 
Portland over the weekend.
“Thermometer at noon Jan. 28, 
48 above in the shade; wind north­
west. Ain’t ’at sumpin’?” writes 
Boze.
egg was found to contain the amount , Kent  the extreme northern 
of white which might be expected in boundary of the State having the 
fruit ox that size and it also con- , largest gain and the greatest total 
tained a regulation egg which had a depth of 36 inches. the least depth 
perfect shell and contained the whole ja jn tne southern part of the State 
works. Ralph is so pleased with wjth six inches. The Penobscot, 
the performance that he is feeding Kennebec and Eastern groups have 
the hen four times a day. , the most snow, gradually decreasing
~ I as the coast is approached. The
H. A. Shaffer, special representative average depth for the State is 18 
of the Western Precipitation Co oi inches
L°s., Angeles, visited the Lawrence , “The thickness of the ice increased 
Portland Cement Co. s plant in Thom- with the recent cold weather, the
aston this week, and made an exten- observer at Moosehead Lake report-
sive investigation relative to dust. Mr. ing a thickness of 21 inches, as com­
mie Auxiliary of Winslow-Hol- i Shaffer, himself a conservation engi- j pared with 12 last week. Sebago
brook Post, A. L. has been invited to neer in the cement industry for some Lake however is still open. Ice har-
attend the Post meeting this evening Eb ^LarS? found the situation at the vesting is in full swing over the en- 
_ tjre state and a good crop is assured.
£., E. Jones entertained the sales 
force of the Rockland District of the 
Central Maine Power Company at 
dinner Tuesday night at his home on 
Camden street.
Work on a new lighthouse depot 
in South Portland, the cost of which 
is to be $185,000 has begun. The 
matter of the Rockland lighthouse 
depot is still in abeyance.
Charles W. Sheldon, The Brook 
druggist, has been attending the 
Rexall convention in Portland this* 
week.
Mrs. Millie Thomas is to open the 
northern store in Glover block in the 
near future, carrying a stock of wall 
papers and allied products.
to hear Miss Helen York give an ac- Thomaston plant rather more com 
count of her recent trip abroad with 1 Phcated than that which exists in the 
the Gold Star Mothers. o!der Plan,s which he has visited, but
_____  | what report or what recommends- j arteries and passable on side roads.
| tions he will make was not indicated. The surfaces are reported as satis- 
Henry B. Bird and Fred Black at- officials of the cement company factory for the time of year. The 
tended the canners convention in stated that his visit was in keeping Highway Commission has done won- 
Chicago last week. Mr. Bird arrived with the system of general observa- derful work in keeping the roads up 
ho®e Saturday, and Mr. Black is tion which is being conducted with to scratch.
arriving^ todayhaying stoppedin j cement plants all over the country. “The snow covering insures moist­
ure for the streams and rivers, and
"The road conditions are 
erally reported good on the
gen-
main
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
. In the passing of the late Miss 
Mary c. Tyler, one of Rockland's 
oldest and best loved teachers, I am 
reminded of my First schooldays, 
when as a very young child, I was 
enrolled with 50 or 60 others in that 
small, old-fashioned schoolhouse on 
Bunker street, known as the "Pine 
Grove School,” with Miss Tyler as 
teacher. A graduate of Rockland 
High School, 1868, and a natural 
born teacher, (daughter of the late 
Alden Tyler, also a most successful 
teacher) she brought all the en­
thusiasm of a young girl to her 
work. She appreciated the humor in 
many situations that arose, but 
exercised sternness when the occa­
sion demanded it.
She taught in higher grades, in 
the Tyler school, Warren street, after 
the building of that schoolhouse, 
and the last of her teaching saw 
her in the McLain building, Lincoln 
street. Many persons in this city 
have passed under her tuition, and 
all have only the highest praises to 
offer as to her ability to make in­
telligible the many difficult lessons, 
which came under her jurisdiction.
An Appreciative Pupil.
BULGARIA FOR A TRIP
New York and Boston on the return j 
trip.
Ask For 
S. & H. 
GREEN 
STAMPS
IMONTON’
DEPARTMENT STORE 
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
See some of Our
SPECIAL ITEMS
Disapproval of the proposed Knox 
Water District is voiced in petitions 
which arc circulating on Main street 
and said to be generously signed.
Funeral services for the late Miss j about an equivalent of two inches of 
Mary C. Tyler were held yesterday j rain is available; however consid- 
afternoon from the residence on I erable more will be needed before 
Camden street. Rev. G. H. Welch of j spring, as the rivers are below nor- 
the Universalist Church officiating, mal and in some cases quite a little
Because it is remote and because it 
backed the wrong horse in the great 
war, Bulgaria has never become the 
tourist land that even its neighbor 
Greece has become. Yet the very 
scarcity of its visitors from the 
American continent may enhance itsMiss Laura Knowlton, nursing 
field representative of the American 
Red Cross for the State of Maine, 
was in the city Tuesday in confer­
ence with Rev. George H. Welch,
Dr. Ethel Crie, osteopath, a Kirks- chairman of the local branch, re- 
ville graduate, will treat patients at ‘garding the raising of funds for the 
her home on Beechwoods street, drought relief.
Thomaston, prior to opening offices.
William Yokala of Fitchburg, Mass., 
may never have heard the story about 
tlie bad penny’s habits of regularity? 
but he, personally, always comes back, 
although several times placed aboard 
a train with the injunction to beat it 
back to Fitch. He is now doing a 60- 
day stretch at Knox County Jail for 
intoxication.
“Notice to Aviators” published by the 
Hydrographic office at Washington, 
under the direction of the Secretary 
of the Navy, contains, in the cur­
rent issue, a technical description of 
the landplane and seaplane facilities 
of Rockland. The document has in­
ternational distribution and gives 
this city an official status in the 
aviation world.
Fred H. Gabbi, former governor of 
the Lions in the 41st district was a 
Visitor in the city Tuesday and ex­
pressed his satisfaction over the 
lively interest which is being shown 
at the meetings of the Rockland 
club.—Judge Max Pinansky of 
Portland, who is to be the speaker 
at the February meeting of the 
Baptist Men’s League, is an honorary 
member of the Waterville Lions 
Club.
Many friends and relatives were 
present. Among those from out nf 
the city were her sister Mrs. Sarah 
F. Bird and Mr. and Mrs. William N. 
Todd, and daughter Barbara, of 
Portland. Miss Evelyn Tyler of Dor­
chester, Miss Bertha I. Bird of Au­
burn. and Mrs. A. Chester Irving of I 
Brookline, Mass. Many beautiful | 
flowers from friends in this city and | 
from Massachusetts surrounded the I 
• casket. Interment was at Sea View 
cemetery, and lhe bearers were four i 
nephews, Alden L. Tyler, John S. I 
Tyler, Earl Randall of Rockland and^ 
William N. Todd of Portland.
below.”
Thomas R. McPhail has been re­
appointed postmaster at Thomaston.
CHISHOLM’S
Opposite Wailing Room
The annual meeting of the Fed­
erated Sportsmen's Clubs of Maine, 
A Miami, Fla., despatch in the New l held in Portland Tuesday, drew a 
York Evening Post says: "The possi- < delegation from Rockland comprir- 
bflity that a meeting of survivors of ing Judge Walter H. Butler, Dr. Wal- ! 
the famous publishers’ organization, 1 ter P. Conley, Ernest C. Davis, Ray- | 
the Fossils, may be held at the niond E. Thurston and iC. F- Snow. I 
Gralynn Hotel here had been awak- with Eugene Lamb at the wheel, 
ebed through the arrival at the j Horace C. Chapman of Bangor was 
elected president to succeed James 
L. Byrne of Damariscotta. Raymond
Gralynn this week from New York 
of William O. Fuller, editor of the
CANDY
With Valentine Day only 
a few days away we are 
selling
HEART SHAPED
Cream Mints 
40c lb.
Two chimney fires within a bis- Rockland Courier-Gazette, a mem- e. Thurston of Rockland was elected 
cuit’s toss of each other brought the I per of the organization, and Mrs. j first vice president and Dr. Conley ] 
fire department out Tuesday after- 1 puller." was made director for Knox County.
noon. One was at the Copper Kettle, I -------- j Judge Butler served on the nominat-
and the other was in the building i over ioo entries have been made ; jng committee. The 30 delegates 
occupied by the Rockland Tallow for the second annual winter carnival t present discussed the advisability , 
Co., at the rear of the Everett L. of High School which takes place I either of obtaining an executive sec- 
Spear block. So little damage was Saturday at Community Park. Eight retary or authorizing the executive 
done that the spectators hardly got , schools will participate in the races, committee to organize additional 
their money's worth. (There will alsb be skating, skiing, i clubs in the State. The executive
-------- I snow shoeing and various obstacle j committee will meet soon to discuss
Tyler School Alumni, mothers and , races The trials will come at 10 Sat- a policy of development and unifica- 
fathers of Tyler school children, make I urday morning and the finals will j tion of the fish and game interests 
no other appointment for the evening j start at 130. The park will be illu- i in Maine. It was announced that a 
of Feb. 9, but go to the Parent-Teach- minated in the evening. Season skat- spring meeting of the Federation will 
ers' meeting at the High School. Much l ing tickets will not serve for admis- be held in tlie Rangeley region and 
time and thought has been put into sjon yje race meet.
(his program by the teachers and ----------------
children. Valentines, Puritan maid- Lotta J. Darling, well known and
a fall meeting in Knox County. 
Woodcock and partridge shooting 
and fox hunting were discussed.
ens, pink pigs, newsboys, Grecian popular psychic reader, has by spe
maidens, Healthland children, Jap- i cjai request arrived in Rockland DIED
anese. Miss Columbia and many other where she will remain a short time anderson—At , Thomaston, 
notables will be seen associating with Qniy All wishing readings would do
Longfellow and Lincoln. And last but 
not least, you Will see a real truly 
“pig-house.”
well to call early and avoid the rush. 
Parlors at 23 Park street—adv.
12*14
Jan. 28.
Marie M.. widow of Sven Anderson, 
aged 70 years. 7 months. 14 days. Fu­
neral Friday at 2 o’clock.
CROWTlftR-At Portsmouth. N. II . Jan. 
25. Rose L. (Butler) wife of Dyson 
Crowther. a native of Warren, aged 59 
years. 9 days.
IN MEMORIAM
Tn memory of Ethel Tolman, Jan. 11.
1930.
One year has passed since that sad day 
When the one we loved was called away. 
God took her home, it w’as hit* will. 
Within our hearts she liveth still.
A Relative.
Rockville.
Apollo Chocolates
Heart Shaped Boxes
1.50
Week-End Specials
Jumbo
Salted Peanuts 
30c lb.
FRESII MADE
Peanut Brittle 
30c lb.
Assorted Chocolates 
29c lb.
THREE CROW 
BAKING POWDER
Is made for the most particular cook in the world— 
The State of Maine Housewife
The First and Only Citrus Baking Powder 
to be placed On the market
Guaranteed Absolutely Pure 
by the
THE ATLANTIC SPICE COMPANY
Rockland, Maine
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Dorothy anl Ar­
lene Johnson, who passed away Jan. 29. 
1930.
Our lips fail to tell how we miss you.
Our hearts know not what to say; 
Only God can know’ how we miss" them
In a lonely home today.
A long year ago God called them—
Took them home to that happy land. 
We were left to bear our sorrow
Why. we could never understand.
In our hearts your memory lingers
Sweetly, tender, fond and true.
There is not a day. our darlings.
That we do not mourn for you.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Johnson. Mr 
Mrs. Arthur L. Marks, Mr. and 
Myron C. Drink water.
Choc. Cream Dates 
49c lb.
Assorted Kisses 
30c lb.
FRUIT
and
Mrs.
CARD OF THANKS
We Wish to express our thanks for the 
sympathy extended us during our recent 
bereavement; also for the floral tributes 
sent to the funeral.
William S. Colsoh. Mr. and Mrs. E. V. 
Shea. Mrs. C. A. Paul.
Rockland, Jan. 29.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our thanks to those 
who sent flowers and assisted during our 
recent bereavement.
Mr. and Mrs. Quincy Young. Mr. and 
Mrs. Ralph Young. Dr. Leonard D. 
Young.
Union. *
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our thanks to all 
our friends for their kindness and help 
during our recent bereavement.
Mrs. E. R. Noyes and family.
Rockport.
DISPLAY AND SALE 
SATURDAY OF THIS WEEK
SWIFT’S PREMIUM 
HAM and CHICKEN
< Js*• y
Product is cooked in its own natural juices and offered in convenient family sizes.
TRY ONE AT THIS SALE
Perry’s Market
ORANGES 
18c doz.
2 dozen 35c 
Large Floridas
AND SWEET
25c doz.
Florida Grapefruit 
4 for 25c
LARGE
McIntosh Apples
From the famous Montsweag 
Farms at Wiscasset
5c each 
57c dozen
CHISHOLM’S
ROCKLAND, MAINE
In Southern Window for
FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND 
MONDAY
IF. J. SIMONTON CO. zrafararaia^rarEreiaiar?.
attractions for those who do go. 
Sofia, first colonized by the Roman 
Emperor Trajan lacks some romance 
in its modern form, but the Chapel 
of St. George in the Jewish quarter 
was first a Roman Temple, the 
Church of St. Sophia dates from the 
middle ages and of course, was a
Mosque in its Turkish days. For spe- , “Sardines packed by a Pacific 
j cial mention we should tell of the ' coast fishery are now stood up in tall 
beauty of the little town of Tchere-'___ .piche with its old monastery, of Tir- eans’ instead of l!ud 1,1 the old flat 
novo, which has many ancient re- type. Ln other words, instead of 
I mains, Batat of the Turkish Massa- being packed in like sardines, they 
cres and Philipopolos, named for I are now packed in like passengers oil 
Philip of Macedon. a street car.—Detroit News.
VISIT OUR NEW DRAPERY DEPARTMENT—THIRD FLOOR
Last of The January Sales
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, JANUARY 30-31
Markdown on Coats
Werc $39.5(1 Werc $55.0(1
Dress and Sport
Coats—Many 
“Shagnioor's ” 
We must make 
room for 
Spring Goods
Final reductions have 
teen made on all winter 
coats. Just one-haif 
the original prices. Every 
coat selected from stock. 
Well tailored, smartly 
styled, trimmed with 
Skunk, Opossum, Cara­
cul, Wolf, FJtch and Dog. 
Fine broadcloths and 
travel tweeds.
Many of these coals arc 
very desirable for early 
spring wear. In black, 
brown, green. Sizes 14 
to 42.
$34.75
Were $69.50, Etc.
I
Another Big Shipment of $4.95 Silk Dresses for Saturday
Another Shipment of 
Handbags
Lot No. 1
Regularly 1.98
1.00
Markdowns 
by the 
New York 
Manufacturer
Lot No. 2
Regularly 2.98
1.49
Special Purchase of Linen 
Damask Cloths and Napkins
Some of thesd match, some are odd pieces, good 
quality at a real price saving.
Damask Cloths, 3.98 and 4-98
Damask Napkins, 2-98 and 3.98
New shipment of Russian Crash, 18 in. at 
Saturday is the Last Chance
No-Mend Hosiery
No. 454 All Firsts $1.00
25c
Service Weight
Do not confuse this with other numbers. 1 his is 
ihe service weight with 4 in. lisle tops. Not a 
broken assortment, all the good colors for your 
selection.
Fabric Gloves
69c
Gordon and Van Raalte LOO Fabric Gloves, our 
own stock marked to close, at .69
Sale of
Men's Linen Handkerchiefs
Purchased from a New York manufacturer who 
was moving
Men’s pure linen, regular 25c, .15
Men’s pure linen, regular 50c, -29
Men’s pure linen, regular 59c, .39
Some hems are the new I inch width
Another Scoop in Silverware- 
Silverware Sale
Reinforced four ounce, 20 year guarantee
Hotels, Board 
Come and see 
pattern.fc.
Tea Spoons 
Dessert Spoons 
Soup Spoons 
Table Spoons 
Pessert Forks 
Dinner Forks
17c
ing Houses, Churches, Lodges, etc. 
this special in the beautiful Priscilla
Eouillon Spoons 
Butter Spreaders 
Coffee Spoons 
Iced Tea Spoons 
Orange Spoons 
Oyster Forks 
Ind. Salad Forks
Berry Spoons 
Cold Meat Folks 
Gravy Ladle 
Butter Knives 
Sugar Shells 
Dinner Knives
Drapery Special for
$2.98
Five piece Jacquard set of Overdrapes, lined tie- 
backs; a real value for 2.98. Colors, blue, rose, 
orchid, gold and nile.
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
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Every-Other- Day
Mazaroff 
Mystery
SYNOPSIS
CHAPTER I.—Mervyn Holt, bache­
lor World war veteran, is engaged, 
in London, by a man calling him­
self Salim Masaroff, as a traveling 
companion. After a short tour the 
two put up at the Woodcock inn. on 
Marrasdale moor. They meet, casu­
ally, Mrs. Elphinstone and Miss 
Merchison. and later, Masaroff in­
forms Holt that they are his wife 
and daughter, who have long be­
lieved him dead. Mazaroff's right 
name, he telle Holt, is Merchison. 
He nad left his wife shortly after 
their marriage, before the birth of 
the girl, ot whose existence he had 
heen unaware. That night Mazaroff 
falls to return to the hotel, and 
there is no explanation of his dis­
appearance.
CHAPTER II—Holt meets Miss 
Merchison—Sheila—and with her 
goes to her cousin's (Verner Court- 
hope) shooting box, hoping to learn 
of Mazaroff’s whereabouts. At Court- 
hope’s is a man named Armintrade 
and a London doctor, Eccleshare. 
They know nothing of Mazaroff. Po­
lice Sergeant Manners and a news­
paper man, Bownas, question Holt. 
Mazaroff's body is is found in "Reiv­
er’s den.’’ He has been shot. The 
dead man's lawyer, Crole. with May­
thorne, private Inquiry agent, ar­
rives, Crole having heard of his cli­
ent’s disappearance. He tells Holt 
Mazaroff carried diamonds worth a 
large sum, and was in the habit of 
making a display of them incau­
tiously. Neither ths diamonds, nor 
anything of value, are found on 
Mazaroff's body.
CHAPTER III.—Mrs. Elphinstone 
scoffs at the Idea that "Mazaroff" 
is Merchison, and produces apparent 
proofs of his death. Maythorne 
finds something at the scene of the 
murder, and pockets it. A gun 
found near the spot is Identified as 
the property of Musgrave, landlord 
of the Woodcock Inn. It had been 
stolen from him.
CHAPTER IV.—Evidence at fee 
Inquest proves "Mazaroff" was Mer­
chison. His will, made a few days 
before his death, leaves all his 
money, an Immense amount, to Holt. 
Mazaroff had the will In his posses- 
s on, and It Is missing. A shiftless 
character named Parslave Is found 
to have left Marrasdale moor hur­
riedly. From Mazaroff's papers it 
is learned that Herman Kloop. then 
in London, has been a close friend 
of Mazaroff's in South Africa.
CHAPTER V.—Kloop tells Crolt 
"Mazaroff" had two remarkable dia­
monds in his possession. It is 
learned that he had offered to sell 
these to Lord'and Lady Ixieke. Lord 
Loeke says "Mazaroff" had one of 
these siones and Armintrade the 
o I ■ r Maythorne brings his clerk, 
Cottingley, Into the affair as an In­
vestigator. Sheila comes, alone, to 
Holts rooms in London. May­
thorne is there.
CHAPTER VI.—The girl has 
Merchison’s missing will, which she 
has ’ stolen" from her mother. H**r 
explanation seems to link Mrs. El­
phinstone with the murder. May­
thorne produces a brooch, the ob­
ject he bad found at the scene of 
the murder. Sheila does not recog­
nize it.
CHAPTER VII.—Parslave Is seen 
on the street and followed to Ec- 
cleshare’s house. A watch is kept 
on the place. Mr. and Mrs. Elphin­
stone come to London. The latter 
refuses to make any explanation as 
to her possession of Mazaroff's will. 
Armintrade explains he bought two 
rare diamonds from "Mazaroff," at 
Marrasdale moor, and gives the pur­
chase pries to Holt, as "Mazaroff's” 
heir.
CHAPTER VIII.
Fresh Links.
WE TOOK our departure—si­lently and unceremoniously, as 
if we had been very ordinary cus­
tomers. doing very ordinary busi­
ness. But outside, in Mincing lane, 
Maythorne halted, and looked ques- 
tionlngly at Crole.
“bhitlsfled?” he asked.
“As far ns that gops—yes" re­
plied Crole. “There’s no doubt 
about the option—that’s clear 
enough. No getting past Maza­
roff’s own handwriting and own 
terms!’’
“Very well.—If you're satisfied.” 
said Maythorne. He moved for­
ward a few yards and again 
slopped. “I wish we knew a bit 
more about Mazaroff's movements 
on the day following his arrival at 
Woodcock," be muttered. "It’s all 
vague, shadowy, uncertain—and yet 
bits keep coming out. Well—the 
next Job Is Eccleshare and Parslave. 
If we can’t get suine light through 
those two . .
He paused, looking round for a 
taxicab; as he signaled to ojie a 
little distance away, Crole spoke.
“My Impression Is that Eccle- 
sliare will have as straight a tale 
to tell us as we’ve heard from Ar­
mintrade,” he exclaimed. ’’We're 
off the track, Maythorne!—or, rath­
er, we’ve never been on It. I’ve 
got an Intuition that neither Armin­
trade, nor Eccleshare, nor Parslave 
know anything about nor have any­
thing whatever to do with Maza­
roff’s murder."
“All the same, we're going to 
have things out with Eccleshare 
nnd Parslave,” answered May­
thorne. “We may get a hint; a bit 
of a clew; anything. Perhaps." he 
added, as we settled ourselves 1n 
the cab, "perhaps I’ve got a pretty 
good idea of how things are. my­
self, Crole—but I want all the con­
tributory Information I can get. 
And I want to know why Parslave 
has been lying safely hidden In 
Doctor Eccleshareis house In Lon­
don ever since this affair hap­
pened."
At Maythorne’s bidding we got 
out at the corner of Conduit street 
and walked along to his office. Out­
sole his door stood a fine, obviously 
brand-new Rolls-Royce car. Crole 
smiled at the sight of it
"One of your aristocratic clients, 
eh. Maythorne?" he observed Chaf­
fin.gly. “A duke or a duchess at 
least—what?”
“On the contrary, if you want to 
know,” answered Maythorne, who 
had given car and chauffeur a 
sharp glance, “that’s Sir Samuel 
.Locke's car—or one of 'em—and
his livery. And I’ve a pretty good 
Idea as to whom we shall find up­
stairs.”
“Who?" asked Crole. "Lady 
Loeke?"
“No—but her nephew. Mallison.” 
retorted Maythorne. “A thousand 
to one on it! Come in 1”
We went upstairs. One of the 
girl clerks came forward as we en­
tered the outer office.
“Mr. Mallison—waiting to see 
you, sir,” she said.
We went forward to Maythorne’s 
private room. There stood, exam­
ining a picture, the young man 
whom I had seen Mazaroff talking 
to at Huntingdon and at York. He 
turned sharply as we walked iu.
and a flicker of his quick eyes 
showed that he recognized me. He 
instantly picked out Maythorne. 
“Oh—er—Mr. Maythorne?" he said.
“I—er—just dropped in to see you, 
don't you know—this Mazaroff af­
fair. Queer business, ain’t it?"
“What do you know about It. Mr. 
Mallison?” asked Maythorne. “We’re 
anxious to get any information we 
can. And if you can tell us any­
thing—”
Mallison sought Inspiration in his 
cigarette.
“Oh. well, I—1 scarcely know 
anything at all!" he said. “Of 
course, I met Mazaroff in Park 
lane, and I saw one of the blue dia­
monds, nnd heard about the pair 
of ’em—the other was in the hands 
of a chap named Arm—something 
—not Armstrong, though—a bank­
ing man. And between you and 
me. Lady Loeke was jolly keen 
about getting hold of the pair, 
though she didn't say much about 
it just at the time. But I know 
she was all for Sir Samuel buying 
'em there and then. That’s what I 
gave Mazaroff the tip about when 
T met him as I was going nohth."
“I gee!” said Maythorne. “You 
were both going north about the 
same time, eh? To be sure. And 
what were you going north for?"
“Inspect some shootings.” an­
swered Mallison. promptly. "T.ookPd 
over a lot while I was up there— 
both sides the Tweed."
“Capital Idea 1” agreed May­
thorne. “And you met Mazaroff— 
accidentally? At Huntingdon, first; 
then at York. Exactly. But—did 
you pver meet him again?"
“Oh. yes,” replied Mallison. “I 
met him at Gilchester."
“At Gilchester. eh? That’s the 
market town for Marrasdale—a few 
miles from the Woodcock. How 
din you come to meet him there?
“Accident! I'd motored over 
from .Tedbnreh to look at a shoot­
ing near Gilchester. I went into 
the hotel there to gpt some lunch, 
and stopped a bit afterward. Ma­
zaroff came In—we had a drink or 
two together."
“You met Mazaroff at Gilchester. 
Did you talk about the diamonds 
again?”
“Of course! He told me what 
he'd done. He said he'd seen this 
agent of his—Arm—something—”
"The man’s name is Armintrade.”
"That’s it!—Armintrade. He said 
he'd just seen Armintrade. who was 
shooting in the neighborhood, nnd 
they'd come to an agreement. Ma­
zaroff had given Armintrade an op­
tion—for a hundred and seventy- 
five thousand. He believed Armin­
trade would take It un. But, if he 
didn't, then. Mazaroff said. Lady 
Loeke should have the pair at the 
price first named—a hundred and 
sixty thousand."
“That corroborates Armintrade.” 
remarked Maythorne in an aside to 
Crole and myself. “Well,” he went 
on, turning again to his caller. “I’m 
much obliged to you for calling.”
“That’s all right.” replied Malll- 
son artlessly. “Thought I’d just 
drop In. you know—always glad to 
be of help."
He went away presently, and the 
three of us looked at each other. 
Crole spoke first.
“As you said just now, May­
thorne. that corroborates Armin­
trade.” he remarked. “And I’m be­
ginning to think this is a simple 
case of murder for the sake of rob­
bery.”
“That’s no new theory,” ob­
served Maythorne. “It's tlie origi­
nal one—hut It may have all man­
ner of variations. Well, now—Ec­
cleshare and Parslave! That's the 
next—”
The door opened just then—a 
girl clerk appeared.
“Sergeant Manners and Detec­
tive Sergeant Corkerdale to see 
you. sir,” she announced.
“Show them in!” said Maythorne. 
ne turned wonderinglv on us as 
the girl withdrew. “Manners’” he 
exclaimed. “Here in London? 
What’s that mean? Something 
fresh! Well. Manners?” he con­
tinued. as the sergeant and anoth­
er man, both in plain clothes, came 
into the room, staring curiously at 
their surroundings, “what brings 
you here? Take a seat!—you know 
these gentlemen.”
Manners grinned at Crole nnd 
myself. He jerked a thumb at his 
companion, a quiet-looking, observ­
ant man.
“Detective Sergeant Corkerdale, 
of the Yard gentlemen.” he said. 
“Well, Mr. Maythorne, I’m here on 
business you can guess at. The 
fact Is, I learned something yester­
day, and I hurried up to town, by 
orders, and I've been to New Scot­
land Yard, and told all we knew. 
They’ve put Corkerdale here on to 
help me. Two or three things hap­
pened our way yesterday. Ail the 
folks—Elpliinstones—left Marras­
dale tower for London, sudden. Then, 
the High Cap lodge party broke up 
and came here, too—same train. 
Later in the morning that old chap 
Cowie, that lives In a cottage close 
by Reiver’s den, came to me and
said That "he’d Something to tell— 
something, he said, that he’d kept 
to himself until the gentlemen had 
gone away from Mr. Courthope’s. 
Then, when I’d assured him that 
it) harm would come to him, he 
went on to fell me that on the 
night of Mazaroff’s murder, some 
little time after hearing a shot 
fired near his cottage, he went out, 
and from behind his garden hedge, 
saw two men, close by. One, he 
said, was the big fat gentleman 
from iJigh Cap lodge, the other was 
Parslave. And, says Cowie, he saw 
’em go away together, talking, sort 
of whispering, tn the direction of 
Courthope’s. Now, as we know, 
Parslave’8 never been seen since— 
in our parts. Where Is he?”
“Is that what you’ve come to see 
Doctor Eccleshare about. Man­
ners?' asked Maythorne.
“That’s It, sir!—me and Detec­
tive Sergeant Corkerdale here are 
going to see Doctor Eccleshare and 
hear what he’s got to say," an­
swered Manners. “If Parslave was 
with him that night,, then I want 
to know why—and I want to know 
where Parslave Is now 1”
"Then I’ll save you some trouble. 
Manners,” said Maythorne. "Par- 
slave Is where he's probably been
ever since the night of the mur­
der—or, rather, since the day after. 
He’s in Doctor Eccleshare’s house, 
at Paddington!”
The two policemen looked at 
each other. But that was only for 
a second; each turned sharply on 
Maythorne. The man from New 
Scotland Yard spoke.
"That looks like some sort of 
collusion between him and this doc­
tor," he said. "They’ll have to be 
seen.”
"We were just going to see them 
when you came," remarked May­
thorne. “You'd better come with 
us. Come along!—we'll go see him, 
and hear the latest”
We all five filed out and squeezed 
ourselves into a taxicab; May­
thorne hade Its driver to set us 
down at the corner of Chapel 
street Arrived there, he turned a 
little way down Edgware road, 
looked at his watch, and beckon­
ing the rest of us to follow, entered 
the saloon bar of a pretentious 
looking tavern. There, In a quiet 
corner, a tankard of ale and a plate 
of bread-and-cheese before him, sat 
the queer clerk, Cottingley, quietly 
munchlug, and reading a newspa­
per.
We grouped ourselves round Cot­
tingley. Maythorne, Instead of 
plunging straight Into business. In­
vited us all to take a drink, and 
said nothing until each of us had 
a glass in his hand. Then he turned 
on the clerk.
“Well?” he said.
Cottingley leaned closer, over the 
little table at which he sat.
“Eccleshare.” he answered In a 
low voice, “came home, from Eus- 
ton, about six-thirty last night. 
Three suitcases and a guncase. Par- 
slave came out and helped to carry 
them in. At seven o'clock Eccle­
share came out alone. He went to 
Riggiori’s. round the corner here 
In Chapel street He dined there. 
He left there just after eight and 
went home. About nine o’clock 
Parslave came out He went to a 
public house, higher up the street 
and had a pint of ale there. Then 
he went back. Neither of ’em 
showed again last night: neither of 
’em left the house this morning. 
But about nine o'clock a van came 
there and left six trunks—the sort 
of trunks people use that are going 
long-distance traveling; those 
strong, zinc-lined affairs. They 
were carried in by the men who 
came with the van. That’s all."
"Plenty!” observed Maythorne. 
He glanced significantly at the man 
from New Scotland Yard. “Eccle­
share is going to clear out 1” he 
said. "What do you think, Corker- 
i dale?”
“What I think," Corkerdale an­
swered, “is that the sooner we get 
to business the better."
"The simplest thing to do,” said 
Maythorne, "is to walk in there, 
say that Parslave's heen seen to en­
ter, and have it out with the two 
of them. Come on!—we’ll go there 
and walk straight in.”
We left Cottingley and, led by 
Maythorne and Manners, went off 
to the quiet side street. Maythorne 
knocked; the door was opened al­
most instantly by a tall, elderly 
woman in cap and apron.
"Doctor Eccleshare at home?” 
demanded Maythorne. “Just so— 
thank you, we’ll come In."
open on tlie TiaTl floor, Parslave, In 
his shirt sleeves, was engaged in 
packing things into them, under 
Eccleshare’s superintendence. Clear­
ly, as Maythorne had suggested, 
Eccleshare was contemplating a de­
parture.
He turned on us sharply as we 
crowded In, and the look that he 
gave us was one of nothing but sur­
prise—there was no annoyance, no 
sign of self-consciousness; It was 
easy to see that all that was in 
his mind was just wonder at our 
presence.
“Hullo!” he exclaimed. "What’s 
this? You Manners?—and a whole
He and Manners were over the 
threshold before the woman could 
| say anything; the rest of us crowd­
ing closely behind, and, looking 
over their shoulders, found our­
selves gazing on a big, roomy hall, 
set In the center of the ground 
floor. And there, before us, and 
now turning on this incursion with 
wondering and surprised faces, 
were our two men. The trunks of 
which Cottingley Had sjtoken were
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Mothers.. • Watch 
Children’s colds
COMMON head colds often “settle” in throat and chest where they 
may become dangerous. Don’t take a 
cltance—at the first sniffle rub on 
Children’s Musterole once every hour 
for five hours.
Children’s Musterole is just good old
Musterole, you have known so long, in 
milder form.
This famous blend of oil of mustard, 
camphor, menthol and other ingredients 
brings relief naturally. Musterole gets 
action hecauseit isascientific"courtfer- 
irritant”—not just a salve—it pene­
trates and stimulates blood circulation, 
helps to draw out infection and pain.
keep full strength Musterole on hand, 
for adults and the milder—Children’s 
Musterole for little tots. All druggists. 
CUILDREK’S
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“Hullo!" He Exclaimed, “What's 
This?"
company behind you? What’s 
arisen?—some new development?''
Manners, without hesitation, 
pointed to Parslave, who, on his 
knees beside a trunk, had turned to 
stare at him, open-mouthed,
“Doctor Eccleshare!” he said. 
“What’s that man doing In your 
house?’
Eccleshare, In his turn, stared— 
first at Parslave, then at Manners. 
“Parslave?” he said. “Why 
shouldn't he be in my house? He’s 
in my employ—my man!”
“Your man—your servant?" asked | 
Manners. “Since—when?’
“Since I engaged him at Marras­
dale,” retorted Eccleshare. He 
looked from one to the other of 
us. "I don’t know what concern 
It Is of anybody’s, Manners,” he 
went on. “But since you seem ex­
traordinarily Inquisitive, I may as 
well tell you that I’ve sold this 
practice and I’m going to South 
America—on other pursuits. I want­
ed a strong, capable man—prefer­
ably a countryman, used to outdoor 
life—to go with me, and I engaged 
Parslave. That’s why he’s here."
Manners drew a long breath and 
shook his head.
"You know that we've had a bill 
out for Parslave this last two or 
three days, Doctor Eccleshare," lie 
said. “Posted all about the district 1 
Why didn’t you tell us where Par- 
slave was?”
“Pardon me, my man, I know 
nothing whatever about any Ii II,” 
replied Eccleshare. “I was never 
near Marrasdale nor Birnside nor 
Gilchester the last few days I was 
In your parts. I neither saw your 
bill nor heard of IL"
Manners became official In aspect 
and tone. He jerked his head to­
ward Corkerdale.
“Oh, very well, doctor!” he said. 
“This Is Detective Sergeant Cork­
erdale, from New Scotland Yard. 
I’ve been there this morning and 
laid before the authorities certain 
facts concerning you and Parslave, 
and If we don’t get some satisfac­
tory explanation from you, I shall 
I just have to ask you to come with 
us and explain things elsewhere.”
Eccleshare’s big face flushed a 
little, but he made an obvious at­
tempt to keep his temper.
“That sounds very threatening, 
Manners," he answered. “What ex­
planation do you want?”
Manners hesitated. "I'm no law­
yer!” he exclaimed. “No hand at 
putting things—as they ought to be 
put Mr. Crole there Is a lawyer. 
Perhaps—•’’.
He glanced appealingly at Crole, 
and Crole turned to Eccleshare with 
a smile.
j “The situation Is this. Doctor Ec- 
i cleshare,” he said. “You know as 
well as we do that Mr. Mazaroff 
was murdered at or near Reiver’s 
den on the third night after his 
arrival at the Woodcock. He was 
also robbed of all his valuables, and 
of important papers. About the 
same time this man Parslave—no 
Implication on you, Parslave, mind, 
In what I say!—disappears, mys­
teriously. Parslave is now discov­
ered in your house, here in Lon­
don. You've given an explanation 
of that But—there's more, and It 
is this, I think, that Sergeant Man­
ners is particularly referring to. 
After you nnd Mr. Armintrade and 
your host, Mr. Courthope, left Mar­
rasdale yesterday morning, informa­
tion was given to Manners to the 
the effect that you and Parslave 
were seen near Reiver’s den on the 
night of the murder, just after the 
Informant had heard the shot fired
which was, no doubt, the immedi­
ate cause of Mazaroff’s death. Now, 
my dear sir, I think you should ex­
plain—anything that you can ex­
plain.”
“Before I give any explanation,’’ 
said Eccleshare, after a pause, “I 
should like to know who it was that 
saw Parslave and myself near 
Reiver’s den on the night of the 
murder.”
“Well—It was Cowie,” said Man­
ners. “The old man who lives in 
the cottage near Reivers’ den. He 
saw you—both.”
Eccleshare nodded. He was look­
ing from one to the other of us, 
and for a moment or two he re­
mained silent, evidently thinking.
“Look here!” he said, suddenly. 
“Am I—or is Parslave—or are the 
two of us suspected of the murder 
of Mazaroff?”
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HORIZONTAL 
1-Movie center
8- Combining form—
two
9- Poetic name of india
10- A red wine
11- Binds
14- Morbidly tender
15- Metal-bearing rocks 
18-Burden
20-Marked by severity 
24-Exhausted 
26-Removed the core of
28- Unit
29- Pertaining to Asia
30- Garden tool
31- Egyptian sun god
33- Like
34- Grassy field
35- Nutriment
36- To observe
39- Personal pronoun
40- To execute
41- Combining form—
equal
43-City of N. W. Italy 
45-Human being (pi.) 
47-Pertaining ta the
kidneys
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
49- Discoverer of
Greenland
50- American buffalo
52- Prefix—against
53- Close to 
55-Worthless leavings 
57-The blackthorn
59- An Egyptian
goddess
60- Female sheep
61- Short for Theodore
62-Central State of ths 72-A drink
VERTICAL (Cont.) 
14-Certain
16- To stain
17- Capital of Maryland 
19-Now (Scot.)
21- Toward
22- Foes
23- Musical note 
25-A roe (Scot.) 
27-Pulled
29-Founder of Astoria, 
Ore.
33-Conjunction
37- A continent (abbr.)
38- lreland
41- Taverns
42- Resied 
!<4-Freezes
45- Musical note
46- Negative 
4S-Consumes 
50-A color
U. S.
VERTICAL
I 2-Smell
3- Entices
4- Destiny
5- Humor
6- Strong-fiavored
vegetable
7- A river in Germany 51-Organs of smelling
10-To posture 54-To the lee side
12-Uses needle and 56-To be borne along
thread 58-Even, contracted
,13-A city in New York 59-Possessive pronoun
l Solution to Previous Puzzle)
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IN THE DARK
Patrick is hunting for sonic- 
•hing in the dark. He has a 
ciatch and it won’t iast very long 
so he says the thing on the table 
:n the kitchen will give hint light. 
Now. if von want to sic what was 
on the kitchen table, just take a 
pencil and join all the numbered 
do's together, starling with dot 
number one and ending with dot 
number thirty-two. Perhaps you 
have seen one.
h’DlcK dolNN’
Va ft PLACE 'WHERE 
WKYSODY KNOWS 
VlHOSE CHUftS 
ARE ^009
(To Be Continuedi
Einstein has a plan to end war. We 
hope it is something that more than 
twelve people can understand—Judge
NOW OPEN—Tlie New
HOTEL
EDISON•*A hotel worthy ot Ito name "
47th St., Just west of Broadway, New York
In the center of the city’s business,shopping and theatre 
districts, HOTEL EDISON establishes a new high 
standard of accommodations, so moderately priced as to 
make this hotel your outstanding choice in New York.
To meet the present-day demand for luxury as well 
as economy, we have built lavishly large rooms, fur­
nished them beautifully and installed every modern 
convenience, such as radio, private bath and shower, 
circulating ice water, full length mirrors, two large 
closets, etc.
K - C
KITCHEN
CUPBOARD
By NELLIE MAXWELL
“If all the trees in ail the wood 
Codld take one mortal form 
And leave the place where they
have stood
Through sunshine and through 
storm.
The mighty oak would be a 
knight
In armor strong and rare,
The slender birch with dress so
white
Would be his lady fair."
Prepare for Christmas
WITH Christmas following so soon after Thanksgiving, there 
seems to be little time to get ev­
erything done that we wish to do. 
We all know It Is very thrifty of 
us to look up and arrange our gifts 
for various friends during the year. 
Sometimes we do, and find the gift 
we have chosen either already sup­
plied in duplicate, or learn that 
something else would be much more 
agreeable. The Christmas spirit 
does uot seem to fill us until the 
holiday time draws near.
This is the season for small 
cakes and cookies, fruit cakes and 
mince meat, then a week or two 
before the time we may wrap our 
gifts, make the candy and put the 
finishing touches on the menu. To 
have Christmas day dawn with ev­
erything ready, without the fuss 
and hurry which the day usually 
brings, will make us sing with real 
meaning, "Peace on Earth, Good 
Will to Men.”
Our thrifty grandmothers made 
their fruit cakes weeks before the 
time they were to be served. Mince 
pies were baked and piled In tiers 
in the cold "buttery," where they 
were often frozen so solid that they 
would have to be thawed for hours 
to be served.
Many of our delightful vegetables 
were then unknown or not apprecl- 
i ated. hut with all tlie modern lav- 
isliness in food, we may lack the 
keen pleasure aud contentment that 
was our grandmother's In the days 
before the time of riding under the 
sea or flying over the clouds.
' “The gift without the giver is 
bare.” and a simple little daintily 
wrapped package that costs very 
little, if given with the true spirit 
of Christmas time, will carry with 
it the Christmas spirit. With Christ­
mas cards, boxes, fancy paper and 
ribbons, in such a bewildering va­
riety, one is hard to please who 
cannot find time to use them and 
bring joy to another.
(®. 1*30. Western Newspaper Union.)
Unde Eben
“De world, as it keeps movin',” 
said Uncle Eben, “gives us de only 
kind of a free ride we has any rea- 
• son to hope for."—Washington
I Star.
At the Filling Station
“Fill her up I” said tlie absent- 
inlnded motorist to the waiter, as 
he parked himself in tlie restauraui
I with his sweetie.
Probably Good for Him
No matter how much a man 
. wants in this world, he is usually 
i compelled to put up with what he
gets.—Chicago News.
For the Sick-Room
Blue flowers are the best for a 
sick-room. They soothe. Red 
should not tie used; they Induce 
restlessness.
Largest National Park
Yellowstone is the largest na­
tional park and has an area of 
3.348 square miles.
1OOO ROOMS 
1OOO BATHS
RADIO in every room
SINGLE from •2.50
DOUBLE from M.OO
SUITES from *7.00
Special rates for 
permanent guests
For banquets a beautiful 
ballroom seating up to 
1200 persons is available
William F. Thomann 
Manager
Telephone PEnn. 6-8600
HOTEL
new y o r k
By popular lubicription among memberl and 
friendt of the Knightt of Columbut. a megmfi- 
cent hotel wet erected, furnithed and opened 
by them in 1926. The primary object wai end it 
to perpetuete end mein practical the good 
will and democracy which cheracteriiet thit 
order. Thit friendlineii offert to thote of all 
creedt: to motheri with girlt and boyt vititing 
New York: a protection not obtainable in ordi­
nary hotelt. Wivet back home ere enured that 
the men in their family uniting the city eiperi- 
ence the comfort and refined turroundingt de- 
tired. ALL ARE WELCOME. The appointment, 
of a modern city Club are available to all 
gueiti; gymnatium; handball court, twimming 
pool; bowling alieyt; billiard room; library; 
mutic and dancing during dinnen; tpeciout 
lounge with nookt for card garnet and viiitori. 
RATES—Single Room $2.50 up—Double Roomt 
$3.50 up—Mealt.a La Carte and Table D'Hote. 
Eighth Avenue at 51 it (one block to Timet 
Square). 40c ta.i from Penntylvania or Grand 
Central. Write for reter 
vations.
Largest Bits ‘‘Terminal in ILS. adjoins hotel
include
VENICE, FLORIDA
Jn your vacation plans:
Situated on the Gulf of Mexico: 
nhere every out-doorsport and 
recreation may be enjoyed... 
'Tishina: uulf-River-Bay.
Bathing: Surf in the Gulf of Mexico. 
Golf: Turf fairways: Grass- 
Greens; unsurpassed in Ttorida.
HOTELS
PARKVIEW
AND
SAN MARCO
offer comfort, rest and I pal equal to 
any in Ttorida—Our own forms with all 
fresh vegetables.. Eqgs. Poultry. also 
delicious Strvivbernes daily :
Tred J.Tuller. iljnagtr.
FLORIDA
MIAMI’S
Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to ail point* of interest—Modem in every way. 
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which 
(■irround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.
HOTELGRALYNN
Book! el 
on
Application
Coiner Second St. and 1st Ave. S. E. 
RATES: (European)
Single $2.50 to $7.00 daily 
Double $5.00 to $12.00 daily
(June to 
October)
Hotel
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TALKED ABOUT HOME
Vinalhaven Reunion Ban­
quet At Copley Square Ho­
tel a Jolly Affair
Our Vinalhaven correspondent, who 
has been in Boston the past week 
and attended Boston's Vinalhaven 1 
reunion banquet writes thus: Friday 
evening, Jan. 23, at the Copley Square 
Hotel in Boston, a banquet, bridge, 
and dance was held by former resi­
dents of Vinalhaven. More than 100 
guests were present and many ex­
pressed the wish that this be an an­
nual event. The get-to-eether made 
it possible for old friends to meet 
who had not seen each other for years. 
The committee in charge comprised 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brown, Mrs. 
Mark P. Smith and Misses Bernice 
Vinal and Mabel Carlon.
Richard Ryder of Boston sang three 
songs during the banquet and a Lady 
of the Lake was one of the most en­
joyable dance features.
This letter of regret was received 
from Timothy Lane Roberts:
“A. B. Brown—Dear Sir and brother 
townsman—I have your card before 
me inviting me to Vinalhaven reunion 
banquet and it would seem that I 
should drop you just a line, even 
though I do not intend to be present 
at your meeting. I should be like— 
as the saying goes—“a black cat in a 
strange garret ’ for I do not play 
cards and my attempt at dancing 
would bring the house down. And of 
course it would be too bad to destroy 
such a house as the Copley Square 
Hotel, especially at the time when 
so many Vinalhavenites are present.
"Now really no one place on New Eng­
land Coast.
And this Is not a pompous boast.
Is with elemnts of rest full laden 
As our dear old town of Vinalhaven 
Come down with ine to tl-r Creek side' 
At sunset hour, at fullest tide;
And see the mirrored picture given 
Might well be called 'Reflected Heaven.’ "
The out of town guests were Mr. 
and Mrs. fcscar C. Lane and Mrs. 
Inez Conant, Vinalhaven; Mr. and 
Mrs. Merle Ames, Mrs. Cora Ames 
Wyman, Herbert Cassie, Portjand; 
James Johnston, Providence; Mr. and 
Mrs. Walter Birney. Andrew Gilchrist, 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Libby, Misses 
Gladys and Ruth Hopkins; Mr. and 
Mrs. E. Parker Morse, Mr. and Mrs. 
Jack Robinson and Mrs. William Ros­
coe, Worcester, Mass. Other guests, 
who were from Boston and vicinity 
were: Mr and Mrs Ernest Arey, Mrs. 
Mary Banks. Miss Ruth Bickford. 
Sumner Blake. Mr. and Mrs. Fred 
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Luther Burns, 
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Burns. Miss Eu­
genia Carver, Keith Carver, Mrs Wil­
liam Coffin, Miss Helen Clement, Mrs. 
Abbie Creed, Miss Alice Creed. Miss 
Bertha Dolham, Mrs. Annie M. Drew, 
Misses Marjorie and Ruth Drew, Mrs. 
Charles Foster, Mr. and Mrs. Alex. 
Fraser, Miss Isabelle Fraser, Miss 
Edith Grimes, Mr. and Mrs. Robert 
Groth, Danny Hall. Kendall Hatch, 
Mrs. Alice Libby Johnson, Mr. and 
Mrs. Charles Libby, Messrs. Gardiner 
and Vivien Libby, Mr. and Mrs. Ed­
win Maddox, Miss Ruth McKenna, 
Mrs. Emma Mills, Jesse Eben Norton, 
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald O’Donnell. Miss 
Eliza Patterson. John Pendleton. Wal­
ter Pendleton, Miss Carrie Pendleton, 
Mr. and Mrs. Sawin Pierce. Mrs. May 
Rolfe Pierce, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth 
Raymond. Miss Lillian Roberts, Misses 
Cora and Grace Roberts, Miss Lillian 
Ross, Ernest Smith. Mrs. Eva Emery 
Smith, Miss Margaret Short, Miss 
Ethelyn Strickland. Mr. and Mrs. P. 
A. Spear. Mrs. Everett Sprague. Mr. 
and Mrs. Eugene Sprague. Walter 
Sprague, Mrs. Edward Swan, Calvin 
Vinal, Miss Vera Wentworth, Mr. and 
Mrs. Colin Wood, Misses Polly and 
Minnie Wood, Mrs. Lou Delano Web­
ster. Mr. and Mrs John West and 
Misses Ruth and Janet West.
FRIENDSHIP
Carlisle T. Lash returned to his 
home in Cambridge Monday after 
spending several weeks with his 
mother Mrs. Jessie Lash.
H. H. Kneeland of Biddeford was in 
town after clams Tuesday.
The Thelma, Capt. Josiah Poland 
made a trip Monday to Trefethern’s 
in Portland with lobsters.
Alice White in "The Girl from 
Woolworth’s’’ will be the feature pic­
ture at the Playhouse Jan. 31. The 
seventh installment of the serial, 
"Yellow Cameo," will also be shown 
and an Aesops Fables.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Mank and 
daughter Lucille were Sunday guests 
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albion 
Wotton.
Mrs. L C. Morton is quite ill, but 
her many friends are hoping to hear 
soon of her improvement.
Mrs Carl Davis of Rockland visited 
relatives here last week.
Luther Wotton is teaching school 
at Martinsville, which opened Jan. 26.
William Delano is confined to his 
home by illness.
Mrs. Florence Wallace and son Mil- 
ton were guests of her daughter, Mrs. 
Fred Maloney of Thomaston last 
week.
SEARSMONT
Installation of these officers ot i 
Rosewood Chapter, O. E. S„ was held 
Saturday evening: Worthy matron, 
Mrs. Harold P. Cobb; worthy patron, 
Harold P. Cobb; associate matron, 
Julia Levenseller; associate patron, 
John Levenseller; secretary. Alice An­
drews; treasurer, Mrs. Lilia Miller; 
conductress. Mrs. Leola Clement: as­
sociate conductress, Mrs. Ethel Hig­
gins; chaplain, Fred Marriner; mar­
shal. Miss Alice Higgins; Adah, Mattle 
Hook; Ruth.Minerva Packard; Esther, 
Abbie Bryant; Martha, Ada Morton; 
Electa. Nettie Marriner; warder. Mil­
lie Hemenway; sentinel, Charles Hem- 
enway. Not as many as usual were 
present owing to the extremely cold 
weather.
SOUTH WALDOBORO
The Methodist ladies' aid will meet 
with Mrs. Gertie Bums, Feb. 4.
Mrs. Austin Winchenbach spent the 
weekend with her parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Oliver Brown in Bath.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Burns enter­
tained at dinner Friday Mrs. Agnes 
Winchenbach, Mrs. Margaret Morton, 
and Mrs. Abbie Stevens of Friendship. 
Mrs. Hilda Miller and Mrs. Georgia j 
Mank of East Waldoboro. Mrs. Mank | 
and Mrs. Miller remained over the 
weekend.
The young people are enjoying the 
good coasting on the hills.
Freeland Vannah harvested his ice 
Friday.
"IT'S WONDERFUL" |
Sargon Is Given Unstinted;
Praise By Myron P. Har­
wood
"Tb's new Sargon treatment 
brought me the first and onlv relief 
I ever got from stomach trouble and
constipation that I suffered with for 
twenty years.
"I used to get so bloated and short 
of breath after meals my heart 
would flutter and skip beats. My 
liver was out of order and if I didn’t 
take a purgative every night I would 
get badly constipated and have ter­
rific headaches. I never slept well 
and half the time I wouldn't feel like 
going to work mornings.
"Four bottles of Sargon made me 
feel like a brand new man. I now 
eat with a hearty appetite without 
the least sign of indigestion. Those 
Soft Mass Pills put my liver back in 
order and regulated me thoroughly. 
I sleep just fine and am in better 
shape physically than I've been in 
twenty years."—Myron P. Harwood, 
70 Lennox St., Rochester, N. Y.
Sold by The Corner Drug Store, 
Inc., in Rockland: by George H. 
Gardiner in Warren; and H. L. Bossa 
in Waldoboro.—adv. 13-lt
WARREN
Warren High will repeat the play 
"Chintz Cottage" Feb. 14. In addition 
to the three-act farce, the high school 
orchestra will play, the chorus wilt 
sing and there will be specialty acts 
between the scenes.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles H. Conant were Mr. and Mrs. 
George Rider of Camden.
Mrs. Herbert Kcnnisto.n sprn' Tues­
day with Mrs. Inez L'oby in Thom­
aston.
Mrs. Howard Norwood and son 
Adelhert spent the weekend in Bath, 
guests of relatives.
Mrs. Chloe Mills expected to return 
to her home in South Hope Tuesday.
Mrs. Cecil Cushman is visiting rela­
tives in Thomaston.
Fred Spear returned Saturday from 
an extended visit with his son Leolyn 
Spear in West Springfield, Mass.
Royal Hall began harvesting ice 
Monday on Crawford Pond.
Mrs. Bert Heath entered Knox Hos­
pital Friday for treatment for injuries 
received in a fall on the ice Wednes­
day of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pratt (Kathleen 
Spear i of Tenant's Harbor spent a 
few days the first of the week with 
Mrs. Pratt's parents.
George Gardiner went to Portland 
Tuesday on business.
Rev. and Mrs. Howard Welch mo­
tored Tuesday to Bangor. Mr. Welch 
officiated at the funeral of Mrs. Hazel 
Churchill, a former parishioner.
There will be a special meeting ot 
Crescent Temple, P. S. Friday at 7 
o’clock.
Word has been received of the death 
of Mrs. Dyson Crowther (Rose Butler> 
Jan. 25,, at a hospital in Portsmouth,
CALI FORNIA
FIG SYRUP
Maine Boy is 
Healthiest"WY little son. Jack, suffered from 1V1 constipation," says Mrs. E.
Savage, 553 Cumberland Ave., Port­
land. “He was having a hard time 
until a friend recommended Cali­
fornia Fig Syrup and I got some for 
him. The first few doses regulated 
his bowels, brightened him up mar­
velously; seemed to give him new 
strength.
“I have since used Fig Syrup with 
my boy during eolds or upsets. It has 
been a wonderful help to him; has 
assisted in making him the strong 
boy you sec—perhaps the healthiest 
one in our neighborhood.’'
For more than fifty years, mothers 
have praised California Fig Syrup. 
Leading physicians advise its use 
with bilious, headachy, constipated 
children, or to keep the bowels open 
during colds or children’s diseases. 
Children love its rich, fruity flavor. 
It tones and strengthens weakened 
bowels; helps make children robust.
Look for the name California when 
buying. That marks the genuine.
LAXATIVE-TONIC for CHILDREN
r
Ford Digs Two Mile Tunnel for 
A Billion Gallons of Water a Day
NEARLY a billion gallons of | water a day—more than is used by the cities of Detroit, 
Philadelphia, Cincinnati and Wash­
ington combined—will be the ca­
pacity of a huge tunnel now nearing 
completion at the Rouge Plant ot 
the Ford Motor Company, Dear­
born, Michigan.
The tunnel will replace the pres­
ent water intake system which sup­
plies the Ford plants with 500,- 
000,000 gallons a day. At the same 
time the company is remodeling its 
power house to greatly increase the 
power output. Both improvements, 
costing several million dollars, are 
being made to enlarge the produc­
tion facilities of the Ford plant. 
Sixty Feet Under Ground 
In constructing the waterway, the 
largest of its kind ever undertaken 
by a single business concern, the 
engineers are burrowing sixty feet 
under ground for a distance of two 
and a fifth miles. They have gone 
under main highways, railroads, 
street car tracks, bridges, a ceme­
tery and a creek.
One of the most difficult tasks 
was that of tunneling under Baby 
Creek at a point which is crossed 
by a railroad bridge and where 
also a large sewer is under con­
struction by the city of Detroit. 
The piles that provide the founda 
tion for the bridge and those driven 
by the company constructing the 
sewer formed a network on each 
side of the creek. It was the task 
of the Ford engineers to burrow 
under the creek, sewer and bridge, 
going between the piles without 
striking or weakening them.
N. H., following an illness of several 
weeks. Funeral services were held 
Wednesday at Portsmouth.
Both the Baptist and Congrega­
tional Churches were pleased to re­
ceive a substantial gift of money from 
Allen Goldfine of Boston, presented in 
behalf of Georges River Mills.
The Sunday morning topic at the 
Congregational Church will be “The 
Priority of the Church." In the eve­
ning there will be a union service at 
the Congregational Church, with Rev. 
Howard Welch the speaker. Rev. II.
I. Holt at the Wednesday evening 
meeting is starting a series of talks ’ 
on "The High Priesthood of Christ."
Rev. Howard A. Welch will speak on , 
"The Old and the New Command- 
merit" at the Baptist Church Sun­
day morning; at 12 Sunday school and 
the Bible class will be in session; the 
Christian Endeavor meeting at 6 led 
by Mrs. Fred Butler, assisted by Mrs. 
Howard Welch, David Oxton and 
Howard Welch, Jr., the subject to be 
discussed, ‘‘What Am I Living For?"
The Gamma Beta Boys led by Ches­
ter Wyllie surprised Howard Welch. 
Jr. Monday evening, going in a body 
to help him celebrate his 13th birth­
day anniversary. About 13 boys were ' 
present. The regular ciub meeting 
was held and after that games were j 
enjoyed. Refreshments which includ­
ed an attractive birthday cake, were 
served. Mrs. Weicli being assisted by 
Mrs. Chester Wyllie.
Mrs. Annie Watts is home from 
Newton Centre and has resumed her 
work in Georges River Mills.
Five tables of bridge, all ladies, were 
entertained by Mrs. Flora Peabodv 
Tuesday afternoon. Prizes were 
awarded Mrs. Forrest Spear. Mrs. i 
Charles Wellington, Mrs. George 
Walker and Mrs. Benjamin Starrett. 
Light refreshments were served.
The Hinckiey Comer school is ex­
pected to reopen today, Thursday.
* • • •
Church Reception
It was an attractive scene at the 
Baptist vestry Tuesday evening at 
the reception tendered Rev. Howard 
A. Welch and family. Pme t*ou«"hs, 
the green accented by brilliant flags, 
were placed about; potted plants, and 
glorious ferns completed the color 
scheme so tastefully arranged by the 
committees Guests were hospitably 
welcomed Yv Mr and Mrs. Fred 
Wyllie. Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Packard. 
Lawrence Kallock. Rev. and Mrs. H. 
I. Eolt. Rev. and Mrs. Howard A. 
Welch and Rev and Mrs. H. S. Kil- 
born. About 80 persons en.loved the 
social even‘ng that followed. Tlie 
program: Solos, “Then You'll Re­
member Me," "Thank God For a Gar­
den." Chester Wyllie: remarks of 
v.elcoir.?, Deaton Kallock; duet. 
"Whispering Hope." Mrs. Fred Putler.
' Mrs Marie Snow; address of welcome 
from the sister church, emphasizing 
I the need of fellowship and praver. i 
' Rev. H. I. Holt; solos, Mrs. Albert j 
| McPhail; remarks. Frank Rowe: read- 
, inc. "Goody Blake and Harry Blake."
I Miss Tena McCallum; solo, Charles 
' Wilson: remarks, Rev. H. S. Kiltorn 
j and Rev. Howard A. Welch. The 
singing was capably accompanied by 
I Mrs. Leroy Norwood at the piano.
: Following the program the guests and 
their hosts repaired to the dining 
room where lunch was provided and 
a social time further enjoyed.
MANK'S CORNER
Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Jameson and 
children Dyson and Vera spent Sun­
day with Mrs. Jameson's mother. Mrs. 
Levandcr Newbert.
George Benner and J. O. Jameson 
of East Waldoboro were in town last 
- week.
i Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Mank and Mr. 
j and Mrs. D. O. Stahl were at Mrs.
' Augusta Mank's Sunday.
Eugene Fcyler is harvesting his ice 
i this week.
A. Sidelinger is hauling wood for 
Mrs. L. Bossineault.
I Mr. and Mrs. James Black were at 
B. McDonald's Sunday.
| Mrs. Stillman Whitney and mother 
; were recent visitors at Z. G. Mank's 
I Edward Moore is working with his 
; team for Burnheimer Bros.
Friends of Mrs. Alice Teague are 
sorry to hear of her death Sunday 
night.
Brock Storer and Homer Jones were 
at the village last week.
A new musical instrument, resem­
bling a saxophone, is said to be so 
simple in design that a child can play 
it. It is a great pity.—The Humorist.
The head of one of the sections of the Ford tunnel show .ig the 
machinery used to burrow through the ground. In the foreground is 
one of the concrete blocks used to line the tunnel which has an inside 
diameter of fifteen feet.
Boring of the tunnel is accom­
plished by means of a shield—a 
large steel cylinder fourteen feet 
long and twenty-one feet in outside 
diameter with a solid steel shell or 
skin two and a fourth inches thick. 
This shield has a bulkhead which is 
made fast near the front end. There 
are four openings through which 
the mud streams, like toothpaste 
from a tube, as the shield is shoved 
forward by twenty powerful hy­
draulic jacks.
When the shield has heen pushed 
forward sufficiently concrete blocks 
two and a half feet wide and five
A TRUE FRIEND
IFor The Courier-Gazette I 
What could be harder than losing e 
friend.
A friend that has meant so much;
To know that he's gone—gone away for 
awhile.
Away from your sight and your touch? •
Oh. I had a friend who went away too,
I felt I had lost him for sure;
But. still I felt the warmth of his love.
As though, he were living next door.
You don't lose a true friend—that I 
know.
When he leaves as all of the rest:
You'll find he Is present In all that you 
do,
This friend that you learned to love 
best
Clarence E. Madden, Jr.
Warren.
The American scientists who went 
to Africa to look for the lowest form 
cf human life might return home and 
take a look at the New York police­
men and lawyers who have been 
"framing" innocent women on vice 
charges for the money they could 
make out of it.—Macon Telegraph.
It's a curious fact that down in 
Washington they want S50.000.000 te 
make the country dry. and $60,000.- 
090 for the drought sufferers.—Ohio 
State Journal.
I KNOW YOU’LL LIKE YOUR 
NEW WASHER, MRS. FIELDS. 
NOW BE SURE TO USE RINSO 
2
I'LL GET SOME ON 
THE WAY HOME
I
feet long, each weighing 3,420 
pounds, are placed to form a ring 
around the circumference of the 
tunnel. One of them acts as a key­
stone so that the lining of con­
crete, which is eighteen inches 
thick, withstands the pressure of 
tlie earth. After this steel forms 
are set up and filled with concrete 
to form a solid inner lining which 
is also eighteen inches thick.
The present intake system of the 
Ford plant has a capacity of 500,- 
000,000 gallons a day. The new tun­
nel will be able to carry 913,600,000 
gallons.
TENANT’S HARBOR
Naomi Chapter, O.E.S., held its 
nstallation last Friday evening 
with Mrs. Daisy Torrey installing 
officer, assisted by Mrs. Ida Rivers 
os chaplain and Mrs. Lizzie Imlach 
as marshal. Many favorable com­
ments were heard in regard to the 
eeremonics of the evening. Kirk's 
orchestra of Rockland furnished 
•pusic and entertainment. The offl- 
'■rs are: Worthy matron. Mrs. Mil­
dred Slingsby; worthv patron. Wil- 
'iam Tmlach; ar.rociete matron. Mrs. 
Maude Patterson; associate patron. 
Tohn Reid: secretary. Mrs. Alice 
Wheeler: treasurer. Mrs. Blanche 
Simmons; conductress. Mrs. Harriet 
Wheeler' associate conductress, Mrs. 
Margaret Cant; chaplain, Mrs. Ida 
Rivers: marshal. Mrs. Lizzie Imlach; 
organist, Mrs. Ethel Auld; Adah, 
Mrs. Margaret Reid: Ruth, Mrs. 
Nannie Allen; Esther. Mrs. Daisy 
Torrey; Martha. Miss Harriet Long; 
Electa. Mrs. Margaret Merriott; 
warder. Mrs. Josephine Tabbutt; 
sentinel, Robert Merriott. Mrs. 
Dorcas Wagle. the retiring worthy 
matron, who was te install the offi­
cers. was unable to be present owing 
to illness.
SPRUCE HEAD
Miss Ruth Simmons has returned 
home after spending several weeks 
in Rockland with Mrs. Malcolm 
Murch, Warren street.
Mi. and Mrs. Freeman Elwell, Mrs. 
Carrie McLeod and W. O. Mann were 
dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. 
David Mann at Ash Point.
The social dances held in Com­
munity hall each Wednesday night 
are being well attended and good 
times are reported. The music is by 
John McKenzie. Norman Drinkwater 
and Mrs. Eva Post.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Rackliff enter­
tained Mr. and Mrs. George Snow 
Sunday at dinner.
Sumner Waldron has returned to 
his home in Rockland after spending 
several days at the Waldron farm.
Mrs. L. C. Elwell and daughter Ruth 
were guests Monday of relatives tn 
Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Drinkwater 
were overnight guests Tuesday of Mr. 
and Mrs. Jasper Drinkwater.
Mrs. Mary Burke was in Rockland 
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Elwell Tues­
day visited Willis Adams who is very 
ill at his home in Rockland.
Miss Emily Post is able to be out 
again after her recent illness.
VINALHAVEN
There will be a fun social in the J 
vestry Friday evening at 7 o'clock, I 
Admission ten cents. Refreshments I 
will be served. The jolly affair is un- ! 
tier the auspices of the Senior En- { 
deavor Society.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Patrick have 
moved into the Harriet Hopkins 
house.
Mrs. Ernest Claytor will entertain 
the Chataneet Club Thursday eve­
ning.
Over 100 Vinajhavenitcs in Boston 
attended a banquet last Friday cve- 
,ning at the Copley Square Hotel.
Gettysburg Camp. S. of V., was host 
Monday evening to the other patriotic 
orders in a social of cards, music, 
dancing and refreshments.
Mrs. Madeline Smith entertained 
the past week the M. and EE, and 
Ace of Clubs.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Lewis of Staten 
Island were recent guests of her par­
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Black.
Mrs. T. E. Libby. Mrs. Joseph Head- 
ley ana Mrs Ola Ames were in Rock­
land Tuesday.
W. Adelbert Smith returned Tues­
day to Augusta.
ASH POINT
Miss Helen Newman spent the 
weekend in Rockland with Mrs. Mabel 
Veazie.
Last week Mrs. John Newman. 
Helen Newman, Mrs. George Haskell 
and Mrs. Edward Haskell visited Mrs 
Edward Nason
Friends here are all very sorry to 
hear of the illness of Mrs. Chauncey 
Snowdeal..
John Whalen is busy cutting ice. 
Four of the men from Ash Point are 
working for him, and he also has a 
crew from Rockland.
Chauncey Snowdeal and Wendell 
Snowdeal are sawing wood for Frank 
Smith.
Mrs. George Haskell and Mrs. Ed­
ward Haskell were in Rockland yes­
terday and attended the movies.
Mrs. Augustine Newhall and Mrs. 
Edward Nason were recently callers 
on Mrs. Grace Heard, Mrs. Hannah 
Jewers, Mrs. Effie Dyer and Mrs. Jen­
nie Crowley.
Mrs. John Whalen, Mrs. Charles 
Stone and son Charles visited Mrs 
Edward Nason Sunday.
Mrs. Emma Witham and grand­
children have arrived home for the 
winter.
Miss Helen Newman. Mrs. Augus­
tine Newhall, Miss Irene Lunden and 
the school children have enjoyed 
coasting on Snowdeal's hill the past 
week.
Fred Newman and Arthur Wood­
man are looking for the Van every
day.
Nearly every one has their winter's 
wood out ready for Chauncey Snow­
deal to saw.
Mrs. Edward Haskell has just fin­
ished a very pretty hooked rug
DEER ISLE
The annual roll call of the Sunset 
Church took place Wednesday eve­
ning of last week. Letters from ab­
sent members were read and also one 
from a former pastor, Rev. Orville J. 
Guptil. A program of entertainment, 
and ice cream and cake were en­
joyed after the roll call exercises.
County Attorney Percy T. Clarke 
will soon open law offices in the 
Thorson building on Main street in 
Ellsworth.
Mrs. Julia Lufkin and grand­
daughter Dorothy went to Bridgton 
last week making the trip to Port­
land by plane.
| Very good reports are being re­
ceived from Mrs. Jeanette Pickering 
I who was operated on at the Camden
• Community Hospital last week.
Miss Carrie Brown has returned to
Dorchester, Mass., where she has 
employment for the winter.
There arc several cases of colds 
about town, but nothing serious as 
yet.
A society to be called The Richard 
Byrd Chapter ot the “Comrades of 
the Way" has been organized here. 
It will be conducted as a fraternal 
organization—the initiation cere­
mony or "admission step" and five 
degrees or steps. Any person of 14 
years or older is eligible to become a 
member. The chapter has been in­
stituted and the charter members 
elected to their respective offices as 
; follows; Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. 
Milan, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Pick­
ering, Mr. and Mrs. Leon C. Weed. 
Myrtle Conary. Jeanette Pickering,
Hazel Barter, Essie Torrey.
A card party for the benefit of the 
High School alumni association was 
held at the home of Mrs. Rose Bech 
last week. There were five tables and 
refreshments were served.
NORTH WASHINGTON
j W A. Palmer and Donald Cunning­
ham are engaged for the week cut­
ting long lumber on the B. H. Lincoln 
lot near here.
Willard Whittaker and son of Lib­
erty were tn this place on business 
last week.
HID you ever meet one of those 
U delicate, sweet, whole seg­
ments of grapefruit, face to face at 
a party? Or more appropriately, 
tooth to tooth? To wonder why 
the grapefruit at home did not 
seem so luscious? Further to pyn- 
der on how it got that way?
As a matter of fact Just such 
delicious grapefruit sections can 
be served at any table. It is largely 
a matter of preparation.
When you find the perfect nnd 
fine-flavored segments in salad, it 
means that the fruit has been deftly 
peeled, and that the membranes 
Which separate the sections have 
been drawn away, leaving tlie lus­
cious puip whole. When this is 
done the juices tn the fruit proper 
are preserved in quantity. a.nd the 
bitter juices, secreted in the mem­
branes and tn the core, arc not 
released to tinge the sweetness of 
the fruit itself, thus improving its 
quality.
F O K D
SMO OTII.X ESS
The netc Ford has more than 
lirrntij hall and roller hearings
Evidence of the high quality built into the new Ford 
is the extensive use of hall and roller hearings. There 
are more than twenty in all — an unusually large num­
ber. Each hearing is adequate in size and carefully 
selected for the work it has Io do.
At some points in the Ford chassis you will find ball 
hearings. At others, roller bearings are used regardless 
of their higher cost. The deciding factor is the per­
formance of the car.
The extensive use of hall and roller hearings in the 
new Ford insures smoother operation, saves gasoline, 
increases speed and power, gives quicker piek-up, de­
creases noise, and gives greater reliability and longer life 
to vital moving parts.
Other outstanding features that make the new Ford 
a value far above the price are the Triplex shatter-proof 
glass windshield, silent, fully enclosed four-wheel brakes, 
four Houdaillc double-acting hydraulic shock absorb­
ers, aluminum pistons, chrome silicon alloy valves, 
three-quarter floating rear axle, Rustless Steel, the ex­
tensive use of fine steel forgings, und unusual accuracy 
in manufacturing.
LOW PRICES OF FORD CARS
M30 to $630
F. O. It. Detroit, plus freight nnd delivery. Humprri nnd tpnre tire extra 
nt tmnll rant. You ran purchase a Ford on economical term* through 
the Authorized Ford Finance Plant of the Uni venal Credit Company.
Tips For Grapefruit Lovers
Ixmcr pictur*—lirnpefmit on tlie half-shell should never he cored a 
simply remove the seeds and loose* tlie pulp In each section without 
cutting through tlie membranous partitions. Upper picture—Strip 
membrane from each section when preparing grapefruit for salad.
i With this, or any other green, or 
I citrus fruit salad, orange juice map, 
be suggested as a suave substitute
1 for the vinegar called for in regu* 
lar French dressing recipes.
Perfectly prepared breakfast) 
grapefruit requires gentle handling.) 
Halve the fruit first. Do not runj 
the knife around the inside rim of 
the rind: do not core the fruit 
To do so destroys the whole Idea of, 
grapefruit-on-the-half-shell. Such( 
methods make the fruit seem bitter.
First remove the seeds. Then, 
the knife should be gently inserted, 
between the pulp and ♦he mem-! 
brane. and run deftly around on
| the inside of the segment. Thi® 
i will loosen the pulp, so that it mayi 
be easily scooped out with a fruiL
spoon.
The rind and membranes serve 
as a perfect half-sheli for the 
fruit • In short, the trick is to pre­
pare the grapefruit in such a man- 
, ner that none of the pith, or mem-
I brane. is taken into the mouth.gg. * 1 ___ ■ ' --
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THOMASTON
Herbert Everett who has been at 
home a few days, left Wednesday j 
for Presque Isle, where W. T. Smith 
has the plumbing contract for the 
large hotel, The Northeastland. It 
is estimated that the job will be com­
pleted in June. Mr. Everett says 
unskilled labor is to be had at lower 
prices than for some time. He 
speaks highly of the people whom he 
has met in Aroostook County.
Mrs. Minnie Wilson leaves todav 
for Boston to see her son Woodrow’ 
who arrives there at that time on 
the S. S. Kentuckian.
Mrs. Ethel Clark is a guest of her 
sister Mrs. John Stackpole for a few 
days.
Clarence Miller of Friendship 
who has been passing a few days 
with his daughter Mrs. Clayton 
Oliver, has returned home.
Miss Edith Keller is leaving today 
for a short stay in Boston.
Miss Frances Bourne and mother 
Mrs. John bourne, left Tuesday for 
Boston where the former will assist 
in the office of A. C. McLoon Co. 
Mrs. Bourne will return after a few 
days.
Two games of basketball in the 
Andrews gymnasium Jan. 30. Thom- 
astqn vs. Lincoln Academy.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Shaw were in 
Glenmere Tuesday.
Frank H. Jordan was in town 
Tuesday, returning to Portland Wed­
nesday.
Capt. Warren O. Feyler and 2nd 
Lieut. Chester Slader spent the 
weekend at an officers' school in 
Portland.
Oliver Johnson walked out to East 
Warren Tuesday to visit a friend of 
long standing, Rodney McIntyre, a 
farmer who is not able to carry on 
as in former years because of ill 
health. It has been two years since 
these two friends met. Mrs. McIn­
tyre is a very gifted artist whose 
work is highly praised by Mr. John­
son. Her pictures find ready sale as 
her gift is well recognized. Tire day 
was far spent when Mr. Johnson 
turned his footsteps homeward.
Marshall Bradford is in Boston 
where his wife is playing an engage­
ment at the Copley Theatre.
The Lord's Supper will be observed 
at the Baptist Church Sunday morn­
ing. $ « • •
A. D. Davis and Son accompanied 
the remains of the late Frank Hop­
kins. brought from Augusta Monday 
to Port Clyde for burial.
Dr. Ethel Crie, a graduate of the 
Kirksville 'Mo.) College of Oste­
opathy and Surgery, will take pa­
tients at her home on Beechwood 
street until location for an office in 
Thomaston is secured. Phone 83. 
Since receiving her degree. Dr. 
Crie has been practicing with Dr. 
L. Notre Copper, in South Bend. Ind.
Thc Meetinghouse Hill Club met
The Man on the 
Moving Van
By ELEANOR WILMOT
ELEANOR looked at her watch.Yes, she would have three full 
hours to spare in which to help 
Aunt Nancy pack silver, her choice 
crystal and china preparatory to 
putting her household goods In stor­
age for a year while she—Miss 
Nancy Woodward, went abroad.
Eleanor lost no time in getting 
started. The tailored linen suit 
which she wore, could, she reflect­
ed, be slipped off when she reached 
Aunt Nancy’s, nnd as she and her 
relative were about the same size, 
she would borrow a kimono or 
house dress in which to help with 
the work.
Arriving at Miss Woodward's 
home, she found her aunt buzzing 
around excitedly, and in answer to 
her niece's inquiry for something 
suitable for a working garb, she di­
rected her to get a coolie coat hang­
ing in a bedroom.
She folded her own crisp, white 
gown neatly, and decided to lay it 
in the linen drawer of her aunt's 
buffet.
Being an efficient young lady, she 
, was soon industriously at work in 
1 tbe kitchen, wrapping and securely 
packing her aunt's treasures.
“There, Aunt Nancy,” she cried, 
“I've numbered the boxes. When 
you want to find any particular 
thing upon your return, you can 
look at the book, locate the box 
number it Is in—and there you are.”
Eleanor noticed that one of the 
moving men who was passing 
through the kitchen with an arm­
ful of stuff, looked nt her approv­
ingly and smiled. She noticed that 
he had marvelous and well-cared- 
for teeth, that his eyes were brown, 
and tlie expression of them singu­
larly pleasing.
Eleanor sighed. What a pity that 
such a promising looking young 
chap should be a moving man.
The time passed rapidly.
Why, It was already time to be 
on her way to keep that important 
business engagement.
Quickly washing her hands, she 
ran into the dining room to get' her 
linen dress. To her amazement, the 
buffet was gongs
She darted through the front hall 
to tbe doorway. Moving slowly up 
the street was a van with the 
household goods of her Aunt Nancy 
piled high. Somewhere in that 
mountain of furniture was the buf­
fet with her dress in it! Aunt 
Nancy came through the hall.
“Oh,” cried Eleanor, “you'll have 
to lend me a dress to wear home. 
Mine was in the buffet.”
“Oh!” Aunt Nancy said, “but my 
trunks went on the load ahead.” 
Suddenly, without thought of her
ROCKPORT
How to Escape
Avo’.d so far as possible the places where 
flu germs are most likely to be spread; 
over-crowded cars and public meeting 
places; overheated, stuffy rooms.
Be careful of close contact with others and 
beware of all coughers and sneezers; 
breathe through the nose, get fresh air, but 
avoid drafts or chilling.
*> Get lots of rest. Eat plenty of citrus fruits. 
' Keep the bowels open. Take extra precau­
tion to keep in good physical condition, so 
your system will have high resistance 
against germs.
Above all, avoid catching colds. They 
lower your resistance to the flu germ. 
Ward them off. At the first sign of any 
cold, take Bayer Aspirin and remain in­
doors if possible until your cold is gone. 
If you have a sore throat, dissolve some 
Bayer Aspirin tablets in water and gargle; 
this will reiieve the soreness and reduce 
the inflammation.
If you have any reason to suspect even a 
touch of flu, call your doctor at once.
KITCHEN LORE
fcy
JANE ROGERS
CAMDEN
at the home of Mrs. Arthur Kalloch j appearance, Nancy made a rapid 
sprint in pursuit of the van. The 
good-looking man was driving.
“Hello, you there,” she called 
frantically. “You got my dress In 
the buffet, and you'll have to let me 
get it!”
Tlie young man grinned, stopped 
the truck.
“Easier said than done,” he 
chortled. “The buffet is at the very 
base of the mountain.”
Eleanor stamped her foot on the 
pavement.
“You’ve just got to take my dress 
out of that load of furniture! I 
can't go on the elevated and sub­
way in a soiled old coolie coat, and 
I have a tremendously important 
business engagement.”
The young man looked inquir­
ingly.
“You don't believe me,” she de­
manded. her eyes flashing.
“Surely I believe you,” he nodded 
agreeably, “and well dig that buf­
fet out if we liave to use a charge 
of dynamite!”
An hour and a half later Eleauot 
entered the private office of one of 
tiie officials of tlie World Trans­
portation company, with whom she 
was seeking a position, and she 
found herself looking straight into 
the eyes of the good-looking young 
moving man who was regarding her 
seriously from Ills vantage point be­
hind a neatly arranged, flat-topped 
desk.
Eleanor stared in amazement, 
then flushed rosy red, nnd in her 
own mind she was exceedingly glad 
that she had changed her white 
linen for her new, natty tweed 
business suit. At the same time, 
she resolved not to bat an eyelash 
in the way of recognition. Evi­
dently lie had decided on the same 
course of action.
The interview proceeded briskly, 
and Eleanor left the office with 
her head high and walking on air. 
The position was liers, and that, 
too. nt a Jilghly satisfactory salary.
It was three weeks later that 
Eleanor, seated opposite young 
John Temple, vice president of the 
World Transportation company, ln 
a public dining room, looked up 
quizzically and asked pointedly:
“Mr. Temple, how did it happen 
that you were on the moving van 
the day we first met?”
“It was Just a notion of mine,” 
he smiled, “to do a little special 
scouting work to see how our lo­
cal employees were serving the pub­
lic-nothing like personal contact, 
you kltow.”
Eleanor nodded understanding^.
“And.” continued the first speak­
er, “I’ve never regretted carrying 
off your dress in that buffet for a 
moment, and I hope some day to 
carry off the girl who owns if.”
Eleanor’s clear blue eyes met his 
brown ones. Then her face crinkled 
Into an adorable smile.
“My second thrill!” she saw* 
mured happily.
(Copyright)
Tuesday evening.
The supper given Tuesday evening 
by the Congregational ladies' circle 
to members of the Federated Church 
had an attendance of 30. The 
housekeepers were Mrs. R. O. Elliot, 
Mrs. William Hastings, Mrs. Ellis 
Copeland, Mrs. R. E. Dunn. The 
evening was spent in a social way, 
singing having a large place in the 
program. Miss Margaret G. Ruggles 
pave an interesting description of 
the play “Green Pastures,'’ which 
she recently witnessed in New York.
Charles Lovejoy who has been 
seriously ill is somewhat better.
The hanging of the paper in Knox 
Memorial has been completed in four 
rooms, one on the first floor ancf 
three on the second.
Mr. and Mi'S. Linwood Buzzell of 
Vinalhaven are the guests of Mr. and 
Mrs. Warren Mank, Wadsworth 
street.
One of the smart elderly women of 
the town is Mrs. William Fish of 
Broadway street, who at the age of 
85 years goes sleigh-riding, and re­
cently walked over the icy and 
dangerous stretch of road from her 
home to visit her friend Charles 
Lovejoy who was ill. Mrs. Fish also 
walks up town occasionally.
Mrs. Donald Whitney recently en­
tertained the Rug Club.
Miss Luthera Burton of the Uni­
versity of Maine is the guest of Mrs. 
Minnie Newbert.
Work on the Thomaston-Warren 
bridge at South Warren is completed 
and is now being used by foot-pas­
sengers. It is reported that it will 
be open to traffic at an early date.
« • * *
Eastern Star Installation
Installation ceremonies ot Grace 
Chapter. O.E.S.. last evening assem­
bled a company of 150 members, in­
vited guests, and visitors from near­
by chapters. Hearty congratulations 
were extended Mrs. Helen Hallowell, 
retiring worthy matron, for the able 
manner in which she acted as install­
ing officer. Mrs Hallowell and her 
assistants, Mrs. Aliola Watts as 
chaplain and Mrs Winnifred Slader 
as marshal, received gifts in appre­
ciation of their services, presentation 
being made by Mrs. Ruth Perry, who 
succeeded to the office of worthy 
matron. Arthur W. Hatch in behalf 
of the chapter invested the retiring 
worthy matron and patron. Mr. and 
Mrs. Hallowell, with the regulation 
jewels. A pleasing program was 
given at intervals during the exer­
cises: piano solo. Miss Elizabeth 
Creighton; piano duet. Miss Julia 
Woodcock. Mrs. Leah Davis; read­
ings, "The Harp-Weaver." and 
“Grandpa and Grandma—Then and 
Now," Miss Dorothy Harvey of 
Rockland; piano solo, Miss Eleanor 
Seeber. Refreshments were served, j 
The officers for 1931 are: Worthy : 
matron. Ruth Perry; worthy patron, 
Charles Knights; associate matron.; 
Edna Young: associate patron.: 
Emerson Watts; secretary. Edna 
Hilt; treasurer, Cora Knights: con- I 
ductress. Lena Delano; associate 
conductress, Leah Davis; chaplain. 
Aliola Watts; marshal, Dora 
Maxey: organist, Eleanor Seeber; 
Adah. Emma Young; Ruth, Lucy 
Kallock: Esther. Ann Day: Martha. 
Lucy Young; Electa. Mary Bunker; 
warder, Winnifred Slader; sentinel, 
Harry Slader.
THE woman who knows how to transform left-overs never has 
any left-overs. That sounds like a 
paradox, but it is absolutely true. 
Without a single exception that I 
can think of. left-overs can be com­
bined and transformed into deli, 
cious dishes that will possess an 
appetite appeal 
3 — A quite equal to
“'m the originals.
It isn’t al­
ways possible 
to give exact 
r e c 1 p e 8 for 
left-overs: so a 
certain amount 
of imagination 
ls usually a 
necessity. Another necessity is a 
proper use of seasoning ingredients. 
A dash of sugar will touch up and 
blend the various flavors. A little 
tomato or onion will often add in­
terest to what would otherwise be 
a flat dish. Peppers and pimentos, 
too, have an important place. Sea­
son with care and imagination, and 
just see how enthusiastically your 
family responds.
Steak Savory
Arrange sliced, left-over steak in 
baking dish. On top of the steak 
put a thick layer of sliced onions, 
one cup stewed tomatoes, one 
chopped green pepper. Sprinkle 
with parsley and add one-half tea­
spoon salt, an equal amount of 
sugar, and pepper to taste. Bake 
until onions are tender.
GABBIE GERTIE
“In a domestic argument a man 
usually draws his own contusions."
Descendants of men who aided 
William the Conqueror in his in­
vasion of Saxon England have 
formed a society. It seems to be a 
social asset, nowadays, to have an 
ancestor who muscled into some 
racket in a big way.—Chicago Daily 
News.
* Juit the Right Name
Never before liad little Jane had 
tl.e opportunity of seeing a goat at 
close range. When driving through 
the country with her parents, she 
was taken very near a goat and 
permitted to have a good look at 
the animal. She scanned it's fea­
tures very closely for some time, 
and then said: “Oh my, what a 
funny little goatee It lias.”
Styles change with the changing 
years The old-fashioned girl used to 
be the apple of his eye. The newer 
one seems to be the apple-sauce of 
ilis ear.—Boston Herald.
STOMACH UPSET
Get at the real cause. That’s what 
thousands of stomach sufferers are 
doing now. Instead of taking tonics, 
or trying to patch up a poor digestion, 
they are attacking the real cause of 
the ailment—clogged liver and dis­
ordered bowels.
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets help 
arouse the liver in a soothing, healing 
way. When the liver and bowels are 
performing their natural, functions, 
people rarely suffer from indigestion 
and stomach troubles.
I lave you a bad taste, coated tongue, 
poor appetite, a lazy, don’t-care feel­
ing, no ambition or energy, trouble 
with undigested foods? Try Olive 
Tablets, the substitute for calomel.
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets are a 
purely vegetable compound. Know 
them by their olive color. They do 
the work without griping, cramps or 
pain. All druggists. 15c, 30c and 60c.
Take one or two at bedtime for 
quick relief. Eat what you like.
In Everybody’s ColumnTeacher: "Alfred you may spell] the word neighbor.”
Alfred: "N-e-l-g-h-b-o-r.”
Teacher: “That's right. Now
Tommy, can you tell me what a 
neighbor is?"
Tommy: “Yes. ma'am. It is a wo-| 
man that borrows things."
Lost and Found
* FOUND- Adrift. Jan. 27. ln GeorgesAdvertisements In this column not to rtver a 5k,ff Iiiqulre of HOWARD BICK- 
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 NELL Maln st Thomaston 13-lt
cents, 3 times for 50 cents. Additional j _ —---------------------------------------------------
llne6 5 cents each for one time, 10 cents LOST—Bunch of keys. Reward if re- 
tor three times. Six words make a line turned to EDWARD O’B GONIA at 
Qonia's. The Bicknell. Rockland. 13-15 
™LOST The person Is known (with 
proof) who took the Elgin wrist watch 
with Initials E. E. C. from the organ at 
the home of Charles Kallock at Wiley's 
Corner. If returned no questions will 
be asked otherwise steps will be taken 
to prosecute. MRS. E. E. COVEL. Wiley’s 
Corner. Maine.___________________ 13* 11
LOST—One ear ring, either ln Dad s 
Lunch or from there to 23 Park St., Jan. 
24. MRS. LOTTA J. DARLING. Finder 
leave at COURIER-GAZETTE Office.
12*14
Mrs. Lucy Dunnack of Medford, 
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Addie 
Russ. Commercial street.
The Trytohelp Club was pleasant­
ly entertained Monday evening at 
thc home of Miss Carrie Libby. The 
1 next meeting will be held Feb. 2 at 
j the Baptist vestry preceded by a pic­
nic supper at 6.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Storms have 
returned from a two weeks' visit with 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Elwell in Bel­
fast.
Mrs. Cora Paul is confined to her 
Commercial street home by illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Harris Rogers enter­
tained at their home Monday eve­
ning Mr. and Mrs. O. P. Jackson and 
Mr and Mrs. Edwin H. Storms. 
Music was the chief diversion.
Mrs. Gertrude Havener left Wed­
nesday for an extended visit with 
her son, Thornton Havener at Kit­
tery.
Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth and Mrs. 
Mildred Putnam left today for Au­
gusta where they will attend the 
midwinter meeting of the Maine 
Federation of Women's Clubs which 
opens this evening with the club 
presidents' banquet at the Augusta 
House. Mr.s. William Tudor Gardi- 
iner will be a guest of honor. The 
Friday session will consist of a sym- 
' posium by the chairmen of the vari­
ous committees, Mr.s. Ellsworth ap- 
: pearing on this part of the program 
i in her capacity as chairman on fine 
aits. Thc closing ^ature will be a 
reception Friday evening at the 
Blaine mansion.
The members of the Baptist parish 
will observe church night at the ves- 
■ try this evening with picnic supper 
at 6.30 followed by social hour.
Mrs. Ada Clough was the guest 
j Wednesday of her father, B. F. 
j Collamore in Rockland.
> » • •
Hoboken School
The yearly ii^pection by the Dis­
trict Nurse was made last week. 
Every child showed an increase in 
hi ight and weight since the last in­
spection and three were pronounced 
gold star children, being physically 
perfect. These were Carroll Rich- 
aids. Ruth Oliver, Lewis Tatham.
Thursday at the close cf the after­
noon session, the pupils of the first, 
second and fourth grades remained 
i for a party at the rooms in observ­
ance of the eighth birthday anniver- 
ary of Eleanor Porter. Games were 
, placed and refreshments served, a 
very pretty birthday cake being thc 
chief attraction. Miss Porter has 
been ill for several days and hep 
! schoolmates were very glad to wel- 
| come her back last week.
The second grade pupils are again 
the winners in the monthly spellin; 
j contest.
Parents as well as the pupils feel 
verv grateful to Mrs. H. L. Shepherd 
.......... in her
A social statistician points out that 
there are not so many young men 
marrying in this country as there 
should be. What? Is there going to 
be another kind of stagnation?— 
Eoston Herald.
Wanted
WANTED -One set second hand Com­
puting scales, old type. O. K. II correct 
Short lengths 3-16 to 5-16 chain. 15!i to 
16 bbl. bottoms. 29 staves. Price decides 
sale. HARMON. Rockland 13-15
Nino Sparta is in Boston where he 
will learn the barber business.
The Knox County Men s Chorus 
will give a musical entertainment in 
the Methodist Church Feb. 13.
Big Food Fair in the opera house __________
oday, Friday and Saturday, under for‘ privilege of sliding
auspices of Mt. Battie Lodge, I.O.O.F. 
A fine program of vaudeville will be 
presented each afternoon and eve­
ning and among the acts are Brim 
Jewett. R.K.O. entertainer; Macy 
Goldstein, dancing specialist: Bernie 
& Verna, dancing and singing; Burt 
& Bill. Beulah Ames, singing and
field adjoining the school grounds, 
thus avoiding accidents from street 
sliding. . ,
Agnes Young was able to b? back 
at her desk this week after a month's 
illness.
The piano fund is not increasing 
quite as rapidly as desired, only
musical readings. Dancing every night $24.12 having been raised to date, 
by Dean's Dance Band. There will be j,ny contributions toward this fund 
attractive tooths for merchants to from friends of the school would cer- 
display their wares, and souvenirs ant! tainlv be appreciated by both teacher 
free samples will be given away every Bnd pupils.
afternoon and evening. - ----------------
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge me: cy GEORGE
last evening. An entertainment wa- ' "
given and refreshments served. St. George Chapter, Red ^roy- ’
The ladies of the Eaptist society en-1 anxious to aid in the relief tuna lo 
joyed an all-day session at the tha sufferer; in the western states, 
church yesterday. A covered dish ; and asks all citizens o. St. George o 
dinner was served at noon. . send thc'.r contributions, large o.
Mrs. W. H. Heald entertained the small, to Almond C. Hall. St. George, 
q C yi Club Tuesday. or Lira. Harold Hupper. Tenants Ha
Members of the First Parish Round ,bor. The money will be applied to 
Table of the Congregational Churc:. | Knox County's quota.
enjoyed an old fashioned costume » •—t—
party last evening. There was an en- Most wireless lecturer, are said to 
tertainment and refreshments. he extremely nervous just before the
A public social was held last eve -i broadcast begins. Taere really no 
ning at the Methodist Church at 7.30. reason why they should be: their.
Mrs. Arthur Lamer is confined to audiences an powerless do any- 
her home on Pearl street by illness. thing about it. The Hun ovist. 
Friends of A. V. Elmore of Camden
who recently underwent a major oper­
ation at the Maine General Hospi'al 
in Portland will be pleased to know 
he is convalescing.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE 
Whereas Eastern Real Estale Co. n cor- 
noration organized and existing under 
the laws of the State of Maine, and hav­
ing its principal office and place of busi­
ness ut Rockland in the County of Knox 
nnd State aforesaid by its mortgage 
deed dated July 23. 1928 and recorded ln 
Knox Registry of Deeds in Book 220 
Page 52 conveyed to Security Truftt 
Comnany a banking corporation duly 
chartered and organized under the laws 
I of the State of Maine and having a place 
1 of busincs; at Rockland. Knox County, 
and State aforesaid, the following par­
cels of real estate together with build­
ings thereon situated in Rockland afore­
said and bounded and described as fol- 
j lows, viz:—
First: Beginning at an iron bolt at the 
corner of Holmes street and Broadway: 
thence by said Broadway northerly four 
hundred eighty-six i486) feet, more or 
less, to land formerly of M. L. Simmons; 
thence easterly by land of said Simmons 
two hundred forty-six (246) feet, more 
or less, to the westerly side line of the 
Knox & Lincoln Railroad (now Maine 
Central i. thence by said right of way of 
said Railroad southerly to the northerly 
line of Holmes street: thence by said 
Holmes street westerly three hundred 
fifty (350) feet, more or less, to the place, 
of beginning, containing 3 1-3 acres 
: more or less.
Being the same premises conveyed to 
this grantor corporation by Herbert H.' 
Stover by his deed of warranty dated ( 
July 29. 1927. and recorded ln Knox Reg- i 
istry of Deeds in Book 215. Page 119.
Excepting and Reserving, however, out1 
, of the above described parcel a certain .
1 .t or pare el of land conveyed by said ; 
grantor corporation to Vivian F. Hewett i 
be its deed of warranty dated October 
19. 1927 and recorded in Knox Registry! 
of Deeds in Book 215. Page 181, to-which | 
deed and record thereof reference is | 
hereby made for a more particular de-I 
scriptlon of this reservation.
Second Begiahta at an iron bolt at 
i the southwest corner of land of. Annie i 
Merrifield: hence running easterly along 
the southern line of land of said Merrl- 
fi*?’d and land of E. M. Lawrence to the 
land of *he LeRov Colson heirs; thence 
southerly along the land of the Colson'
I heirs to the southwest corner of the i 
same: thence easterly along the south- j 
erly line of the Colson lot to land of' 
Sherman Rokes; thence southerly along; 
the land of Rokes. Oxton. and Damon to 
Limerock street; thence westerly along 
the northerly line of Limerock street to , 
land of LcRoy P. Coombs; thence north-i 
erly by said Coombs lot one hundred 
thirty (130) feet more or less, to a cor­
ner thence westerly along said Coombs' 
lot and the lots of Britt. Young, and Coak­
ley mow or formerly) to a corner; thence! 
southerly by said Coakley lot to Lime­
rock street: thence westerly by said j 
Limerock street to the Halligan lot; 
thence northerly by the Halligan lot j 
and the Adams line to the place of be­
ginning.
Excepting and reserving, however.1 
whatever rights were granted to the 
New England Telenhone & Telegraph i 
Company bv deed of Alsy A. Coburn and 
Kitty S. Coburn, dated March 6. 1914. i 
Also except nd reserving from the I 
above desen. 1 lot any other lots here-, 
tofore conveyed, or any rights heretofore 
conveyed to or acquired bv others in and ‘ 
to any proposed roads or avenues.
Being the same premises conveyed to 
this grantor corporation by Kitty S.
( i ranty deed dated Oc­
tober 29. 1927 and recorded in Knox Reg-1 
istry of Deeds in Book 215 Page 186.
Excenttng and Reserving, however.' 
from the above described parcel two cer- 
ta’n lot vr parcels of land, conveyed by 
this grantor corporation by its warranty 
deeds, to wit:
(1) Deed to Ralph II. Trim, dated 
November 3 1927. and recorded in Knox 
Rew of Deeds in Book 215. Page 249;
(2» D -ed to Edward F Glover, dated 
May 13 1 928. and recorded in Knox Reg- 
Li <v of Deeds in Book 219. Page 7;
To w’hich deeds and record thereof ref­
erence is hereby made for a more par­
ticular description of said reservations, 
and
Whereas the conditions of said mort­
gage have been broken
N w. Therefore by reason of the breach 
of the conditions thereof it claims a 
foreclosure of said mortgage.
SECURITY TRUST COMPANY 
By Elmer C. Davis 
Treasurer
Rockland. Maine. January 27. 1931.
STATE OF MAINE
Knox. ss. Rockland. January 27. 1931.
I Elmer C. Davis, on oath depose and
say that I am Treasurer of said Security 
Tru t Company, and that I am duly 
i for and on behalf of said
company to sign this foreclosure, and 
that said uo ice of foreclosure is true. 
Before me,
ALAN L. BIRD
13-Th-19 Justice of the Peace.
WANTED—Position as housekeeper tn j
a small family or care of a seml-lnvalld. 
MABELLE P. CRONE. Rockport. Me. 
Tel. 8611. ___________13*15 i
WANTED— Cord wood saw without 
motor. ERICK HARJULA. Thomaston
13*15
WANTED—Middle aged woman for gen­
eral housework. CALL 94-W. after 6 
o'clock. 13-15
WANTED—Married man between ages 
of 25 and 40 as a working partner ln Jew­
elry business ln Rockland. Experience 
not essential, no capital required but 
must be able to furnish bonds and good 
references. Will consider right man that 
ran put port time Into enterprise. Write 
11. E. F . care Courier-Gazette. 12*14
WANTED—Washings, wet or rough 
dry. Prices 50 and 75 cents. MRS. EV­
ERETT B GRAY. 12 Willow St. 12*14
WANTED—By collector. High prices 
paid for the following coins: Five dollar 
gold pieces 1815. 1819. 1822. 1829; also 
California gold pieces 1849 Issue or old 
stamps on envelopes sent from Califor­
nia 1849 to 1866: also anything pertain­
ing to the early West. BOX 431. Rock­
land. 12*14
WANTED—Salesmen. We need several 
men to sell highest grade auto and 
tractor oils, paints, etc., to farming trade, 
on fall 1931 credit, without note. Inter­
est or mortgage. Goods shipped on ap­
proval with test privilege. Weekly draw­
ing account and full payment at end of 
month. Apply by letter. A real propo­
sition F. G. FOGG. Field Mgr.. 193 
Essex St.. Bangor, Maine. ___ 11*16
WANTED—I buy shaggy kittens. Write 
me colors, age and sex. MRS. WARREN 
PEASLEE. Jefferson. Me. 10*15
WANTED—Position as chef or all­
round cook. Best of references. Can 
start any time. HORACE T. PERRY. 5 
Wadsworth St., Thomaston. 7-tI
WANTED—Skates to sharpen. We 
sharpen them while you wait, and sharp­
en them right. CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 
408 Main St.. Rockland. 9-25
WANTED—Gentleman boarder, student 
preferred. Apply at 81 GRACE ST. or 
call 163-M. 7-tf
WANTED—Woman for house work ln 
family of one. Call at 157 MIDDLE ST.
6-tf
For Sale
FOR SALE—Used pianos, factory re­
conditioned. priced very reasonably 
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO. 313- 
319 Main St.. Rockland. 13-18
FOR SALE—Blood worms for smelt fish­
ing and minnows for ice fishing. NYE’S 
GARAGE. Tel. 585 or 971._________13-15
FOR SALE—Four incubators—two 550 
egg. one 360 egg. one 200 egg. first class 
condition. Cheap. MRS MELVIN CLINE 
Spruce Head. Tel. 58-21. 13*15
FOR SALE—Registered Holstein bull 
calf. A nice calf cheap. Will exchange 
for other stock. L. A. LINSCOTT. Wash­
ington. Me. 13*15
FOR SALE—Dry cord wood. $10; Junks, 
$12; wood fitted and under cover. $14. O 
H. CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2. 4-tf
FOR SALE—Blue doberman pinscher 
bitch, spayed. 1*2 years old. easy terms if 
desired. ELIZABETH R. SEAVEY. 69 Park 
St. Tel. 1080.____________________ 12-14
FOR SALE— House, barn and garage, 
good condition; 21 acres, with shore 
privilege, at South Cushing, Me., on 
State highway. For particulars R. B. 
FILLMORE. 77 Park St.. Rockland Me.
12-17
Eggs and Chicks
8. C R I. REDS—Baby chicks from 
standard utility stock. Maine accredited. 
They make healthy, productive hens. 
Price per 100. $20; 500. $19; 1000 and up. 
$18. Hatching eggs. Write or phone. E. 
C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Tel. 13-42 
Warren. 11-tf
BABY CHIX. WYLLIE'S STRAIN S. C. 
R. I. Reds. Bred for eggs, type and color, 
state accredited for white diarrhoea. $20 
per hundred, postpaid for March until 
15th of April; 500 $1 less and 1000 $2 less 
per hundred. Safe arrival guaranteed. 
F H. WYLLIE <te SON. Thomaston. 
Maine, Route 1. Phone Warren 10-6.
1-tf
To Let
TO LET—Four room lower tenement, 
flush closet, electric lights, garage, good 
condition Apply 196 LIMEROCK ST. 
Tel. 875-M. 13-15
TO LET—A three room furnished 
apartment with free lights and water. 
THOMPSON S. 16 Willow St. 13*15
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for 
light housekeeping, adults only. E. N. 
SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J.
11-tf
TO LET—Five room house, modern, on 
Court St Apply ERNEST C. DAVIS, at 
Fuller-Cobb-Davis. 9-tf
TO LET—On Warren Si... 6 room tene­
ment. $22; 7-room tenement. $23.50. 
Both have gas and electricity. Very 
pleasantly located ln good neighborhood. 
Apply at 12 WARREN ST. Tel. 577. 4-tf
TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement 
and garage. North Main St. ROBERT U. 
COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77. 1-tf
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St. 
MRS W. S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St. 
Tel. 874-W.__ 1-tf
TO LET—Five room furnished apart. 
All modern Improvements. Inquire at 
12 ELM ST. _____________________ l-tf
TO LET—Apartment ln Bicknell piock. 
Annlv to B. p Thorndike & Wt
Lobster Co. Tel. 208. 1-tf
FOR SALE—Six room house, garage. ) 
electric lights and water, double lot of 
land. Pleasant Gardens, for sale on 
rent plan. $1500. $15 month. V. F..
STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080. 12-tf
FOR SALE—65 acre farm. 7 room house 
with fine cellar, barn, water in house, 
some blueberries, plenty of wood, rent 
plan. $1600, $16 per month. V. F. STUD­
LEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080._______ 12-tf
FOR SALE—Eight tons good hay. bar­
gain if taken at once; also soft wood. 
HARRY GOODWIN. Warren_______12*14
FOR SALE—Orthophonic Victrola. con- I 
solette model, perfect condition, $20. . 
See A FOX. 477 Main St_________ 12*14
FOR SALE—50 acre Lakeside farm, 
good buildings. Make nice summer 
home. For particulars write DEWEY 
WINCHENBACH. Waldoboro. Me. 12*14
FOR SALE- 1927 Bulck Standard 6. 
Four-door Sedan. A-l condition. $250 
Terms or trade. ROLAND E. PAYSON. 
East Union. Tel. Union 18-2. 12*14
FOR SALE—Quilt tops. $150; oullts 
made to order, $5. for sale at all times. 
EMMA WING. New County road. Rock­
land. 11*13
WALDOBORO
Mrs. Asa Moody has returned from 
Massachusetts where she has been 
the guest of relatives.
Miss Angela Perry entertained the 
Auction Club at its last meeting. 
Mrs. H. R. Smith will be the hostess!
| Friday evening.
Mrs. Everett Cunningham of War­
ren was in town last week.
A minstrel show, featuring local 
talent, will be given in conncc'.ion 
with the outdoor and indoor carnival 
| to be held in the third week in Feb-
1 ruary.
Miss Margaret Ashworth, who 
passed the week at the home of her 
i brother, Dr. T. C. Ashworth, has re­
turned to St. Johnsbury. Conn.
Miss Edith Benner entertained the 
Mending Club Friday evening at the 
| home of her sister Mrs. Harold Perry. 
Eleven members were present and 
the evening as usual was passed 
doing mending. Refreshments wire 
!served.
The Lions Club met at Stahl's 
Tavern Monday evening with sup- 
i per at 6.30. There were 16 members 
present and one new member was 
admitted. Plans were made for 
I charter night to be held in the near 
future.
Meenahga Grange met in regular | 
session Monday evening. Past I 
■ Worthy Master Rena Crowell coin- i 
pleted the installation of officers of ■
Jan. 12 by installing the chaplain, 
gate keeper and Ceres. Eldred Soule 
was elected gate keeper. A program ! 
| of songs, readings and a piano solo ■ 
by Mrs. H. I. Lee was enjoyed during 
i the lecturer's hour. The next meet- I 
ing will be Feb. 9, the roll call, “One j 
Way of Safety.”
rWHTR: f'.ONOMY ftULCS' >
COME TO 
OUR MARKET
at 462 Main Street, Rockland
And asrure yourself cf receiving HIGH QUAL­
ITY at lowest prices. AL1 Beef sold in this mar­
ket is U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED. 
Stretch ycur meat dollar hy buying your meats 
at this modern and sanitary market.
™E ATLANTIC & PACIFIC 1EAGREAT COMPANY
Why differ tortures from Rheu­
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu­
lar Lamenese, Sprains and Bruises 
when
METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant relief? 
A scientifically compounded ex­
ternal application that should be 
in every home. Sold only et
Johnston’s Drug Store
73 PARK ST. ROCKLAND
Sant Poet Paid on receipt of prico
76 cents
«2tr
POULTRY
WANTED
Rrmrinbrr by Ke’.liaT your Poultry to Massachusetts Live Poul­
try Co. you are selling iluert to thc Slaughter House. You tan al­
ways get more for your Poultry. Y'ou all know what we have done 
here for the last two years. We never came here in the winter 
before. Rut conditions make us do it. There are many farms 
letting tiicir poultry go thia winter on account of the egg market 
l.eing io loiv. We will be up here the first two days of the week. Rain 
or Shine. Leave your calls with MEDOMAK HOUSE, Waldoboro 
39 and our Representative will eall on you.
MASSACHUSETTS
LIVE POULTRY CO.
REVERE, MASS.
6-18
FOR SALE—Or exchange. 5 M spuce 
lumber, double harness. 10 cords green 
birch cord wood. FRANK MORRIS. Ten­
ant's Harbor. 11*13
FOR SALE—Gas range with oven 
broiler and 4 burners. Used very little 
Tel. 186-R. 64 SUMMER ST. 138*tl
FOR SALE—119 acre farm at Ingraham 
Hill, farm buildings. Modern house. 
Price right. Apply to MRS CHARLES 
ROBBINS. Ingraham Hill. City. 11*13
FOR SALE—Girl’s key skates, size 10 
In good condition—simply outgrown 
Tel. 794-W._______________________10*13
FOR SALE—Kitchen range oil burn­
ers at reduced prices. DONAHUE & 
RANLETT. Tel. 1033 Rockland. 9*14
FOR SALE—Dry wood. long. $10; fitted. 
$14; Junks. $12; soft junks. $8. L. F 
TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13 Rockland. 6-14
FOR SALE—Fox and rabbit hounds, 
also some nice hound pups. Now Is the 
time to get yours. R. W. JEWELL. Qlen- 
cove. Me. Tel. 256-4.______________ 153-tf
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrlp- 
tions In Rockland. A large list of sum­
mer cottages. In fact all kinds of rea1 
estate. Come and talk over my list h 
you wish to buy. ROBERT U. COLLINS 
375 Main St.. Tel. 77. 1-tf
i FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and 
cottages for sale and rent, attractive 
prices, ideal loacttons. tea houses, and
1 shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast, 
Maine.____________________________ 1-tf
! FOR SALE—Two electric motors. 7^ 
! h. p. and 2 h. p.. ln good shape; alsc 
standard computing scales. W. F. TIE
BETTS. 148 Union 8t. Tel. 297-R.
1-tf
Miscellaneous
NOTICE—I hereby give notice to all 
persons that they are forbidden to ex- 
| tend credit to my wife Anne Flnegold 
Friedman, as I shall pay no bills of her 
! contracting after this date. (Signed) 
ALBERT FRIEDMAN. Augusta. Me.. Jan 
15. 1931.______________________10*Th-16
! MADELYN McCABE'S SHOP wih’rix'
open for business very soon at 20 OAK 
ST. Marcel waving 50 cents 12*14
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
Osteopathic Physician
35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND 
PHONE 136
POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We Want Your
LIVE POULTRY
And Will Pay Highest Market 
Price
Call or write and trucks will call. 
COHEN BROS.
Care CHARLES McKELLAR 
WARREN, ME. 
Telephone Warren 2-3 
Reference: Any poultry raiser 
109-tf
GUNEMUStMICE
► EMBALMING 4 
MOTOR AMBULANCE
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully 
served the families of Knox County 
LADY ATTENDANT 
Day Tel. 450 781-1
BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.
4 RADIO EXPERT
at ycur
SERVICE
R. W. TYLER
509-513 Main St. Tel. 710 Roekland
NOTICE—This ls to notify all that 
from this date I will pay only those bills 
contracted by myself. FLOYD B 
CONANT. Port Clyde. Me. Jail. 22, 1931 
________________________________11*13
STORAGE. Good dry and clean, ln 
barn; $2.09 per month. S A. MACOM­
BER. 23 Amesbury St.. Rockland. Tel 
1158-W._______________ ___ _______ 9M4
WATCH AND CLOCK repairing. 8. A 
MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury St., Rocklftnu 
Me. Tel. 1158-W. 6*17
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your eawt 
and repair your furniture at 216 LIME- 
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.______________ 1-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods 
at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St 
Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES 
Tel. 519-J. l-tf
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND 
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30 
A M . Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25, 
Vinalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rock­
land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M., 
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30, Ston­
ington at 4.46: due to arrive at Swan's 
Lsland about 600 P. M.
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.
143-U
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/'ANE hears of fore- 
handed young mod­
erns who have the wed­
ding invitations ordered 
before the gentleman has
“popped thc question.” 
We frown upon this prac­
tice! But they should be 
ordered early—and the 
order should specify “en­
grave upon Linweave 
Wedding Papers.” For 
they are ultra-correct. The 
rich vellum-like texture 
of Linweave speaks elo­
quently of the taste of the 
bride-to-be.
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Society
In addition, to personal notes regard­
ing departures and arrivals, this depart­
ment especially desires Information of 
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. 
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be 
gladly received.
TELEPHONE .......................... 770 or 794-W
Mrs. Lemuel Pickering of Sun­
shine, who recently underwent a 
surgical operation at Knox Hospital 
is making good progress toward re­
covery.
Mrs. A. C. Irving of Brookline, 
Miss Eveline Tyler of Dorchester 
and Mrs. William N. Todd of Port­
land who were here to attend the fu­
neral of Miss Mary C. Tyler returned 
home yesterday.
Mrs. E. L. Corser of Berkeley, 
Calif., who has been visiting rela­
tives in Brooklin, is now in Swan’s 
Island with her sister, Mrs. Harry 
Gott, who is ill. Mrs. Corser plans 
to return to Rockland in the near 
future to visit her sister, Mrs. Ro­
land Rackliffe, Lawrence street, for 
several weeks.
Mrs. Clarence Joy entertained last1 
evening at a bridge luncheon, with . 
two tables in play. Honors were won j 
by Mrs. Guy Douglas and Loring Orff 
of Thomaston.
Much interest is being evinced in 
the annual Student Day program of 
the Rubinstein Club to take place 
tomorrow afternoon in the Congre­
gational vestry at 2.15. Pupils of 
the various local music teachers pre­
sent the entire program, affording 
opportunity to show both the devel­
oping musical talent in the commun­
ity and the resulting efforts of thc 
instructors. Parents and teachers 
of the pupils are invited.
Ralph Long and family of Troy, 
Me., have come to spend the re­
mainder of the winter with Mrs. O. 
B. Long.
Mrs. G. Edgar Wilson of Thomas­
ton left today for Malden, Mass., to 
be the guest of Miss Edith Wilson. 
There she will meet herxson, Wood- 
■ row who is quartermaster on the 
steamship Kentuckian, which has 
just arrived in Boston, and of which 
Ross Wilson is captain.
Summer Heat 
at Golf Course
With new installation of steam at the Tillson Avenue 
Miniature Golf Course we are now able to heat the 
course to suit our coldest patrons.
Come Down and See 
GREEN FEES
Afternoons, 1 to 7—25c, Eighteen Holes 
Evenings, 7 to 12—35c, Eighteen Holes 
Three Rounds, 1.00
Read Saturday’s Courier-Gazette for next week’s 
Contest
Eat a Lobster Sandwich with Pleezing Coffee 
Walter Dodge serves
Old World Recipes By Helen Schauffler 
Domestic Science Expert
Tt
A NOTABLE PAPER
Concerning Christians and 
W hat' It Is To Become a 
Christian
Mrs. Charles Kalloch is quite ill 
at her home at Wiley’s Corner.
The activities committee of the 
Auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook The Tuesday evening Sewing Club 
Post A. L., is giving another bridge | met the home of Mrs. Oscar S. 
party, Monday evening at Legion ; Duncan, Main street with Miss 
hall, with playing to begin at 7.45. j Lillian Baker as hostess. Mrs.
Mrs. Myra Watts is chairman and Chester Marshall of Swampscott, 
will arrange reservations. Mass., was a special guest.
Mrs. R. K. Green, 6 Beacon street, 
will be hostess to the Browne Club 
tomorrow evening, with Mrs. Deissler 
assisting. If it is very stormy the 
meeting will be held in the First 
Baptist parlors.
Another of the popular BPW Club 
bridge parties this evening at the 
rooms.
Mrs. H. P. Bickmore entertained 
the Knoweachother Club Monday 
afternoon at her home on Traverse 
street. This club, though having 
small membership, directs its atten­
tion to local charity, and at the 
Monday afternoon meeting it was 
voted to give a case of soup to the 
Purchase Street school and money 
to the Red Cross.
Carroll Wixson entertained his 
Sunday school class at the home of 
Mrs. Ralph P. Conant Monday night. 
Games and stunts were in order, and 
Uncle Fernando Philbrick played 
several violin selections which were 
greatly appreciated. Refreshments 
were served. Those present were, 
Wesley Knight, Clarence Yeager, 
Lawrence Candage, Vernon Kenney, 
Clayton McMahon, Milton Rollins, 
Jr.. Elroy Nash and Basil Bowen.
Mrs. Pearl Look entertained the 
Chummy Club Tuesday evening, 
when honors were won by Mrs. Frank 
Fields and Mrs. Emerson Sadler. 
I Mrs. Edward Gonia aVid Mrs. Sadler 
were special guests.
Mrs. Florence Crockett is with Mr. 
and Mrs. Fred C. Lindsey Jr., 15 
Laurel street, for the winter.
Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Heink 
arrives in Portland today for her 
farewell concert in Maine, this eve­
ning at City Hall. The City of 
Portland, the Chamber of Commerce 
and the Ralph D. Caldwell Post, 
American Legion will join in wel­
coming the famous contralto. A 
detail of patrolmen will head the 
delegation to meet Schumann- 
Heink at Union Station, and escort 
her to the Eastland where she will 
stay during her visit. The side­
walks will be lined with American 
flags, and in the line of parade in 
addition to Legionnaires, officials, 
patrolmen, etc., will be the Fifth In­
fantry Band and three squads of 
soldiers from one of the adjacent 
forts.
The Itooevik Club met at the home 
i of Mrs. Elmer B. Crockett, Rockland 
street, Tuesday afternoon, the time 
being devoted to relief sewing. It 
was voted to contribute to the Red 
Cross fund. The meeting of Tues­
day, Feb. 10, will be with Mrs. R. H. 
Britt. Summer street.
Mrs. Milton Weymouth of Sebago 
Lake is the guest of relatives and 
friends for a few days, the chief ob­
ject of her visit being to attend the 
annual charity dance given by the 
Fuller-Cobb-Davis staff last evening.
Mrs. Lena Sargent was hostess to 
the T.H.E. Clitb Monday evening. 
Honors were won by Mrs. A. R. Hav­
ener. Mrs. C. E. Gilley and Mrs. Wil­
liam H. Wincapaw.
Mrs. Irene Moran and Mrs. 
Blanche Ellsworth of Rockport are 
attending the midwinter meeting of 
the State Federation of Women’s 
Clubs in Augusta.
Miss Margaret G. Ruggles who has 
been studying at the Lothrope School 
of Landscape Architects, Groton, 
Mass., and who went to New York to 
be guest of her aunt, Mrs. Fannie 
Edgerton, for several weeks, has re- 
I turned to Thomaston. Miss Ruggles' 
1 visit with her aunt was somewhat 
prolonged due to Mrs. Edgerton’s 
i illness.
Harold Havener of New York is 
the guest of his brother, Francis Ha­
vener, Broadway, for a few days.
The home of Mrs. David Talbot, 
Talbot avenue, was opened Tuesday 
evening for a musicale under the 
auspices of Chapin Class, and it 
proved to be one of the happiest 
social events of the midwinter sea­
son. The spacious rooms had artistic 
decorations of cut flowers. Mrs. 
Talbot. Mrs. Walter H. Butler. Mrs. 
George H. Welch and Mrs. George 
Palmer received the guests. The 
program under the direction of Miss 
Mabel F. Lamb and Mrs. Faith G. 
Berry was one of high order, win­
ning warm approval from those 
present.
Plano—Evening Idyl ...................-.... Scott
To an Old White Pine .... MacDowell
Miss Ruth Dondis
Soprano—Nymphs and Fauns Eemberg
Love .................................. Goulding
Mrs. Esther Howard 
Readings—Capt. Kidd (Musical) ..........
......................................... Kaser-Johnson
Bob’s Girl
Richard Ellingwood 
Mezzo-soprano—The Moon Behind the
Cottonwoods ........................... Cadman
The Spirit Flower. Campbell-Tipton
Mrs. Lorita Bicknell 
Monologue—Bridge
Miss Hazel Marshall
Plano—Allegro from a Sonata. Scarlatti 
Valse Triste .................... Sibelius
Miss Gertrude Heal 
Soprano—My Laddie .................... Thayer
Her Rose ........ C. Whitney Coombs
Miss Mary Bird
Readings- The Bear Story 
Goldie Goodwin
Little Orphan Annie.....................
............................  James Whitcomb Riley
Mrs. Helen Wentworth
Soprano—Neapolitan Love Song .........
........................................ Victor Herbert
Sweet Mystery of Life .................
.......................................... Victor Herbert
Mrs. Katherine Veazie
Instrumental trio—Song of Hope ......
.................................................... St. Clair
Dance of the Cricket ..... Zamecnlk
Misses Florence Dean saxophone. Doro­
thy Harvey piano, Marion Harvey 
trumpet
Mrs. Berry and Miss Lamb acted 
as accompanists. At the close of 
the program sandwiches, brownies, 
cake and ginger ale punch were 
served. These committees were in 
charge: Program, Miss Mabel F. 
Lamb and Mrs. Faith G. Berry; 
ushers. Mrs. Ella S. Bird, Miss Gladys 
Blethen, Miss Edith MacAlman, Mrs. 
C. A. Palmer and Miss Ada Perry; 
tickets. Mrs. Ralph Wiggin; refresh­
ments, Miss Alice Fuller, Mrs. E. E. 
Stoddard. Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, Mrs. 
Hervey Allen, Miss Jennie Brown, 
Mrs. Ralph Calderwood, Miss Hope 
Greenhalgh, Mrs. A. B. Higgs, Mrs. 
Ralph Smith, Miss Myrtle Herrick. 
Miss Blanche Crandall, Miss Ellen 
J. Cochran and Mrs. Fred True.
Mrs. Roland Rackliffe entertained 
at bridge Saturday evening at her 
home on Lawrence street, the oc­
casion being planned as a birthday 
observance for Elmer E. Witham; 
There were three tables, with honors 
falling to Mrs. Nathan Witham, Mrs. 
Essie Dyer. Mrs. E. F. Witham, E. E. 
Witham. Nathan Witham and Mr. 
Rackliffe. Buffet lunch was served.
Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R. wjll 
meet Monday afternoon at 2.30 at the 
home of Mrs. Grace Veazie. 12 Shaw 
avenue, with Mrs. Mary Ladd and 
Miss Edith Bicknell as assisting host­
esses. Mrs. Clara Thurston will be 
program leader.
Arthur McCurdy, Mrs. Olive Syl­
vester and I. J. Shuman carried off 
honors at the bridge party given 
Tuesday evening under the auspices 
of the Auxiliary of Sons of Union 
Veterans at Grand Army hall.
The bridge party ln the Thorndike 
Grill Tuesday evening for the bene­
fit of St. Bernard’s Church, with 
Miss Louise Harrington and Mrs. 
•George Phillips in charge, had 22 
tables. Honors were won by Mrs. 
Lucia Burpee. Mrs. Lillian McRae, 
Miss Phronie Johnson, Miss M. 
Agnes Brown, Miss Anna Flynn, 
William Sweeney, Harry Cohen, Mrs. 
Joseph Dondis, Mrs. J. O. Stevens. 
Miss Vitrici Carini, Capt. Albert 
Hays, Mrs. Raymond Stewart, Miss 
Hazel Spear, Mrs. Lucius York, Mrs. 
J. C. Cunningham. Mrs. Gardner 
French, Mrs. Austin Brewer. Miss 
Annie Carini, Mrs. Perley Damon, 
Mrs. Annie O’Brien and Mrs. Anas­
tasia Harmon. The choir has charge 
of the party next Wednesday eve­
ning.
Lewiston Journal: Rockland has a 
barber who has occupied his present 
shop 53 years. He is L. W. Benner. 
What he does not know about Knox 
County folks is little—with half a 
century of shoptalk behind him.
PARISIAN BEAUTY 
SALON
Complete Beauty System 
Fredericks Permanent Waving and
Rewaving
I PARK STREET ROCKLAND 
Phone 898
ISOtl
Action Without Harm 
Whenever Constipated
nere’g a way to be rid of constipa­
tion and its ills—a way that works 
quickly, effectively, but gently.
A candy Cascaret at night—the 
next morning you’re feeling fine. 
Breath is sweetened; tongue cleared; 
biliousness, headaches, dizziness, gas 
vanish. Repeat the treatment two or 
three nights to get the souring waste 
out of your system. See how appetite 
and energy return; how digestion 
improves.
The action of Cascarets is sure, 
complete, helpful to everyone. They 
are made from eascara, which doctors 
agree orfuuHy afrengfhens hotcef miia- 
rlee. AU drug stores have the 10c 
boxes. _  - - -
IN the prepara- 
* tion of meats, 
the housewives 
□f the various 
countries of Eu­
rope have devel­
oped innumera­
ble ways of 
varying the fla­
vor of the same 
Inexpensive cut.
Beef has been, 
and is, a piece 
de resistance ln 
almost every 
country in the 
world, and It Is 
surprising
to note how often a bay leaf, a ju­
dicious use of sugar, or some other 
seasoning will lend variety and ac­
cent to the richness of its flavor.
Beef Plquante—(French)—Dredge 
two pounds of bottom round steak 
with flour and pepper. Saute in 
four tablespoons of beef or bacon 
tat, with a small slice of onion, 
until well browned on both sides. 
Add three cups of water or meat 
stock, one slice of lemon, one slice 
ot orange, one tablespoon ot sugar, 
one teaspoon ot salt and one-halt 
cup dried apricots. Bring to the 
boiling point and cook slowly for 
one hour. Thicken a little, add 
more salt if necessary, and serve.
Deviled Beef—(English) — Cut 
two pounds of top or bottom round
Helen Schauffler
of beef into convenient sizes tor 
serving. Dredge with flour and 
pepper. Saute quickly on both 
sides. Add one-half cup of diced 
onions and the following mixture:
1 tsp. mustard 2 cups stock 
1 tbsp. sugar 1 bay leaf 
H cup vinegar Salt to taste
Simmer slowly until tender and 
serve with boiled carrota which 
have been fried in butter.
■ Pickled Beef—(German)—Soak a 
six pound piece of top sirloin of 
beef in the following mixture for 
one week. Turn the meat once a 
day. adding vinegar enough to keep 
It covered.
4 cups vinegar 44 tsp. pepper- 
1 large onion corns
cut up 4 tbsp. sugar
1 tsp. powdered 1 large bay leaf
clove or 4 l stalk celery
whole cloves Pinch of thyme
44 tsp. allspice
Allow from two and one-ball 
hours to three hours tor roasting. 
Dot or lard generously with salt 
pork or beef fat. Place ln a roast­
ing pan. Pour over one cup of the 
liquor in which the beef has been 
soaking. Bake in a hot oven, un­
covered, for fifteen minutes. Baste, 
cover, and roast in medium heat 
from two to three hours. Baste 
frequently, adding salt and more 
liquor if necessary. Thicken the 
browned liquor for gravy. Thia la 
as appetizing cold as It ls hot.
The Strangest Romance Ever Filmed! 
See and Hear
The most, amazing lion fights ever screened. 
The Pygmies! The duck billed women!
See—
The jungle life as it actually is—its terror! 
Its beauty! Its primitive passion—
I Address delivered by Mrs. J. C. 
MacDonald of Rockland before the 
Lincoln Baptist Association!. «
The thing that hinders the church 
most is not the outside problems, 
great as they are; the thing that 
cripples our power is the weakness 
within our ranks.
We are making the church an or­
ganization; something to jfcn to help 
you to be good. But Christ makes i 
the church an organism; a body of 
which He is the Head, composed of 
i those who have been born of the 
Spirit and so are partakers of the 
Life of Christ. He says. "Except a 
man be born of the Spirit he cannot 
enter the Kingdom of God—Ye must 
be born again."
So I believe we need to place the 
emphasis where He placed it. Not, 
j “Have you joined the church?” Or, 
"Are you trying to be a Christian?”
; But "Will you believe on the Lord
Jesus Christ and be saved?”
Someone says, "What Is the dif­
ference except in the expressions you 
use?" Much every way. Joining the 
church; that is, the visible body, can­
not give life. But receiving Christ as 
Saviour, we are born of the Spirit 
of God to newness of life in Him.
■ Joining the church should be the 
manifestation of that new life given
us by Christ.
♦ • * *
The question therefore should not 
be, "Are you a member of the 
church?" Or, "Don’t you think you 
should join the church?” But we 
ought to get our fingers on the 
Spiritual pulse and first ascertain. 
“Is there life?”
And trying to be a Christian is a 
mistaken idea. You may try from 
now until the Books are opened, but 
you can’t make yourself a Christian. 
God’s Word says: "By grace are ye 
saved and that not of yourselves; it 
is the gift of God.”
There is a very serious error being 
taught by many good men in our 
pulpits today. It is the doctrine of 
salvation by works. But the Scrip­
ture expressly says that salvation is 
not of works, lest any man should 
boast.
But imitation of Christ doesn't 
bring salvation. Our attitude and 
actions may be very commendable, so 
far as outward appearances go, but 
that doesn’t touch the roof of the 
difficulty.
Now the question comes, "Don’t 
j you believe then that we should be 
(Christ-like?" Most assuredly I do 
| But I believe that imitation of Christ 
i should follow salvation, but does 
I not produce it.
Someone asks. “But how can you 
know that you are saved? Isn’t it 
presumptuous to say you know you 
are saved?” I think not. If you are 
married you know it. There is no 
thinking so or hoping so about it. 
You know it because the law said, 
“If you fulfill certain requirements 
j you are legally married." You fulfill 
I the requirements and the law de­
clares you are lawfully married, man 
and wife. You rest upon the 
strength of the law and that settles 
it. Surely then we can take God at 
His word. And he says if we will ful­
fill certain conditions. He will make 
us to become His children.
• * ♦ ♦
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
The Drollest Comedian of 1931
EDDIE QUILLAN 
in ‘NIGHT WORK”
With
SALLY STARR.
A smile, a tear, a laugh, a heart throb- 
mix them well and apply in generous doses, 
and you have for entertainment just what 
your physician will order—you’ll find them 
all in "Night Work," Eddie Quillan’s first 
Pathe star comedy feature—Don’t miss it!
ADDED
Paramount Sound News Cartoon
No. 5 Phantom of the West
NOW SHOWING with
“NEW MOON” LAWRENCE TIBBETT
HOME OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES
SHOWS 
2.00, 6.30, 8.30 
Sat. Continuous 
2D0 to 10.30
So I believe it our duty as Chris­
tian workers to teach and preach the 
why of salvation through Christ as 
' God’s Word plainly reveals it.
It is my conviction that 75 per cent 
of the members in our churches to­
day could not intelligently from the 
Scriptures point another soul to 
1 Christ. If this is true. I think it is 
time we began teaching the Word of 
God in our sermons and in our 
prayer meeting talks and in our Sun­
day schools and on every possible oc­
casion until people know the truth 
and find joy and peace in believing.
Many people are proud and don’t 
like to be told they are sinners. So 
we have failed to declare the whole 
Gospel. We have side-stepped when 
it came to the sin question. We have 
put the soft pedal on so long that sin 
isn’t such a hideous thing today as 
it used to be. We say things have 
changed. Yes, they have changed. 
But so far as sin is concerned I 
can’t see that the change has been 
for the better. We have said the 
times demanded this and our en­
lightenment demanded that. I won­
der if today we arc satisfied with the 
results. Has this sort of compromise 
i brought us more of the power of God 
or has it not rather made us a re­
proach in the eyes of the world?• * # * *
A noted novelist of New York re­
cently made a statement to this ef­
fect. She said, "During a^’hole year 
in New York I went to church every 
Sunday in the hope of finding the 
way of salvation. I attended a dif­
ferent church each Sunday but not 
a single sermon I heard made clear 
to me the Way of Life.” What a 
challenge such a testimony ought to 
be to every one of us! I believe that 
no matter what other duties we have 
to perform, we ought to keep con­
stantly in our minds that Christ sent 
us to preach Him, and Him crucified, 
and that every sermon ought to have 
enough of the gospel truth so that 
any soul hearing us for Just that once 
could go away saying: “We have 
found the Messias, which is being in­
terpreted, the Christ.”
Now I know that some of you min­
isters may think that this is quite 
unnecessary counsel and warning. 
You feel perhaps that your preach­
ing is perfectly clear along these 
lines. It may be to you, but is it to 
the soul in the pew who is not a sem­
inary graduate? Are you sure you 
haven’t clothed your message in 
words of wisdom until the Cross of 
Christ has become of none effect? 
Isn’t it possible that you know the 
way so well yourself, you've taken 
for granted others were equally fa­
miliar With the truth?
Or on the other hand, are we mak­
ing it a point to keep thc Way as 
His Word points it out, so clear in 
our own hearts and minds, that we 
are allowing no modification or self­
interpretation of our own to obscure 
the way for others? Let’s get back to 
the gospel teaching—"Ye must be 
bom again."
Pity the poor politician, he just 
can’t stay in the middle of the road 
and keep an ear to the ground these 
days without an accident.—Leesburg 
Commercial.
SUCCESS
The success of the Gold Bond T rading Stamp in Rockland in one 
short week is the talk of the town. Hundreds of thrifty housewives 
have stopped asking for other stamps and are collecting only Gold 
Bond Trading Stamps because it is the only trading stamp that ac­
tually saves three cents on every dollar spent.
Stamps may be collected from any merchant giving Gold Bond 
Trading Stamps and placed in the same book. When this book is 
full-500 stamps or $50 in trade-less than half the amount it takes 
to fill most other stamp books-take your book to the nearest Gold 
Bond Trading Stamp merchant and receive
$1.50 Worth of Merchandise FREE
Collection books for the asking from any of the merchants listed 
below-
KN1GHT BROS., Groceries, Meats and Fish,
STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.,
JOHNSTON'S DRUG STORE,
H. H. CRIE CO., Hardware,
CRIE HARDWARE CO.,
CHARLES W. SHELDON, Druggist,
JACK GARNETT’S FILLING STATION,
FULLER’S MARKET, Groceries and Meats,
ARTHUR F. LAMB, Cleaning and Pressing,
CARVER’S BOOK STORE,
C. E. MORSE, Jewelry,
TRAINER’S BAKERY,
TRAINER’S FOOD SHOP,
R. E. NUTT, Shoes,
EDW. O’B. GONIA, Wall Papers and Paints,
THE ROCKLAND PHARMACY, Inc., Apothecaries, 300 Main St.
There will be other merchants giving Gold Bond Stamps very soon
65 Park St. 
61 Park St. 
73 Park St. 
456 Main St. 
408 Main St. 
444 Main St. 
15 South Main St. 
68 Crescent St. 
301 Main St. 
304 Main St. 
344 Main St. 
349 Main St. 
596 Main St. 
436 Main St. 
513 Main St.
Psychology is where the astute po­
lice give out the robbery loss at 
double the actual figure, thus stir­
ring up suspicion among the assist­
ant thugs that they were short­
changed—Detroit'News.
Oh, well, after this maybe Sinclair 
Lewis would better publish his bcok 
over in Europe instead of here, and 
see how much the Europeans appre­
ciate art and literature—Albany 
News.
Writer says the League of Nations 
is not the first organization of its 
kind to get into deep water. Quite so. 
As early as Jules Verne’s time the 
world heard of 20 000 leagues under 
the sea.—Arkansas Gazette.
is ad 
s/iou/d be on the
BANK PAGE
JH
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AS REAL as the coupons on a gilt-edged 
XjL bond are the savings enjoyed by own­
ers of General Electric Refrigerators.
They will tell you that in preventing food- 
spoilage alone—;a General Electric soon repays 
its cost. Its crisp,clean cold keeps fruits,meats and 
vegetables fresh for days. Left-overs are used— 
not thrown out. Foods can be bought in quanti­
ties—at saving prices. No extra bills for ice—thc 
General Electric provides pure ice cubes gener­
ously. And the simple, sealed mechanism of the
buy NOW
Your small down 
payment instantly 
begin* to come back 
out of savings —and 
your savings con-
. tinue year after year.
MonitorTop operates for only a few cents a day.
Don't go through another year without the 
proved convenience and economy of a General 
Electric. A few dollars in cash places the 
model you select in your home. Come in and. 
let us explain our ea.y terms.
GENERAL ® ELECTRIC
v ALL-STEEL REFRIGERATOR
ELECTRIC WATER COOLERS • COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATORS • ELECTRIC MILK COOLERS
Join us in the General Electric Program, broadcast every Saturday evening on a nation-wide N. B. C. network
Central Maine Power Company
Af any of our storet
Telephona 892
A Paramount Publix Theatre
i
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Magic Valley of Texas
I think I have given vou too much 
information in the solving of the 
problem. It now resolves itself 
into three or four simple examples 
in addition, multiplication and divi­
sion. at no time running into more 
than four figures. I will be surprised 
if every student in each of the High 
School grades does not answer it 
after four minutes of figuring with 
pencil and paper Mv latitude is ap- 
p-oximatelv at 27 degrees north as 
stated in the problem. Knowing that 
and my giving you the number of 
mi’es to a degree of latitude, and the 
dates at which the sun is on the 
equator and on the Tropic of Cancer
—what else is there to it?
How far was the sun south of 
Rockland. Maine, on that same date. 
January 21. if Rockland is considered 
to be 44 degrees north latitude?
Good hunting here along the coast. 
They had a covote hunt Sunday 
morning. Jan. 25. Knox County 
hunters mav b“ Interested in the fol­
lowing. clipped from a local paper. 
(You will note that the head of the 
Chamber of Commerce leads, and 
that makes it sound like good ad­
vertising'.
"The hunt is about to start. Sun­
day morning at the crack of dawn 
something like 400 nimrods will don 
hunting clothes, get their rifles and 
start out on thp biggest coyote hunt 
in thp history of the Valiev.
“The largest gathering of men to 
ever start out on a hunt in the Val­
ley will leave Point Isabel earlv Sun­
day morning and will roam the 
wilderness of that section of the 
country hunting covotes. A large 
delegation from Harlingen headed by 
John T. Floore. secretary of the 
chamber of commerce, will leave 
here today for Point Isabel.
“Men from all parts of the Valley 
will be on hand, arise as the sun 
starts shining over the horizon, get
AND DO IT QUICKLY PORTER FEELS FORTIFIED
Build Roads Now, and Authorize Entire Bond Issue, Says 
the Lewiston Journal
I From The Lewiston Journal]
At present. $2,600,000 in cash lies | bids continue to be at the level of
(Continued from Page One)
It was unfortunate that an errone­
ous idea of the real significance of 
the report was quickly formed. The 
work of fact-finding was thoroughly 
and honestly performed by the Com­
mission. Credit for everything the
that these conditions are peculiar , 
to New York City. The Commission , 
reports they are general throughout 
the country.
The effect of the Wickersham pro- , 
hibition report will be to increase the 
sentiment in favor of repeal of the
HINTS
FOR
THE
MOTORIST
By ALBERT L. CLOUGH
their guns and start out on a hunt 
that will last until sometime in the 
middle of the afternoon. Secretary 
Fioore has been rounding up his ! 
hunters and late Friday afternoon 
he had somewhere in the neighbor­
hood of 400 men on his list."
<$> <§>
A report now reaches here from a j 
visitor to Mexico Citv. that on Jan. j 
'4. the dav before the earthquake.
Engine And Car Speed Calculations
A Little “Dope” For The Arithmetically Inclined
QUITE A NUMBER of correspondents ask us to solve for them 
problems such as these: How fast is the engine of a certain specified 
car turning over when it is running at the speed of a given number of 
miles per hour on direct drive high gear? How many miles per hour 
will a specified car be making on direct drive high gear when its en­
gine is rotating at a given numberhof revolutions per minute? The/ 
usually wish to know by what method of calculation the result is 
obtained. The following simple rules will enable these problems to be 
solved, when the gear ratio (the number of engine turns corresponding 
to one rear wheel turn) and the diameter of the driving wheels, in 
inches, are known. The engine speed in revolutions per minute for 
any car speed is obtained by multiplying together the gear ratio, the 
car speed in miles per hour and the numeral 336 and dividing this 
product by the wheel diameter in inches. Take the following example: 
What will the engine speed be for a car with 30-inch wheels and with 
a gear-ratio of 5.6 when it is running at 50 m.p.h.? It will be 30 times 
5.6 times 336 divided by 30 or 3,136 revolutions per minute. If. on 
the other hand, the problem is to find the car speed at a given engine 
speed, the required car speed in miles per hour is found by multi­
plying together the engine speed in revolutions per minute and the 
wheei diameter in inches and dividing this product by 336 times the 
gear ratio. For example, assume an engine speed of 1,000 r.p.m. a gear 
ratio of 4.2 and 29-inch wheels. The speed in miles per hour will be 
1,000 times 29 divided by 336 times 4.2, which equals 20.5,
in the Federal Treasury for road the bids on the Wells construction, amendment had accomplished was , i nfbuilding in Maine. J to be begun at once, a cut of 30 per given. This included the abolition of wllC resuU £
This can not be used until we cent is indicated. And this is not the open saloon, with its standing think ng people win resun
match it with equal amounts for merely on three-way road. On the invitation to intemperance and its . Pu° c P_________that onlv bv re­
accepted construction of trunk lines 20 foot rdad of cement, correspond- well-known and evil connection with __.“f____ „„„
in Maine Some of this Federal aid j ing reductions in bids indicate that politics. It reDorted that social
money from the U. S. has a time j the road that formerly cost $57,000 a workers and heads of large industries 
limit on it. In other words it must mile will be built for from $36,000 to had testified to improved conditions 
$40 000 a mile. among working classes, etc. Just as
Therefore, if we are to save, frankly the Commission reported 
through immediate contract, at pres- that on the other hand it had found 
ent prices, as much as $15 000 a mile other improvements, which were 
'and the Wells road shows a saving confidently expected, had not been 
of $20,000 a mile* the State of Maine realized. Speakeasies, without even 
would save $1,500,000 on costs. In the casual supervision that was 
fact it would get an additional mile elven its predecessor, are as numerous 
for every three miles at former price, as were the open saloons.
And besides! We should be adding The health level had not been 
to the force of the call for relief of raised. Alcoholism is showing 
unemployment. We have as a State alarming figures. Crime has not 
promised to come to the relief of been diminished, but rather in-
bo applied for and allocated before e 
given date or it lapses to the Nation 
again
Further than this, it is believed 
that the amount of Federal aid 
money may be largely increased 
There is a belief that many States 
can not meet the requirement of the 
Federal aid law this year and that 
this money, to be redistributed among°’lr people died of the cold that (Stnt„ that do t , u, - 
rugs and tapestries were used for , , increase thf allocation 2 
extra bed covering in the homes be- Ma,ne which , ,n toway to buildcause the buildings have no heating roads One o( {bc Maine highway National unemployment in 1931 bv creased in its most violent as well as
arrangements. That newsboys, boot- - - e ----- . .. . . ..  ----- —• —----- — ----------
b'acks and mendicants who habitual
pealing the amendment can the 
present carnival of crime be ended 
and. what should really interest all 
good people, temperance, which was 
progressing rapidly up to the time of 
this substitution of an arbitrary and 
unenforceable law for education, ad­
vanced.
Conclusion No. 10 of the Commis­
sion's report clearly indicates that 
it believes Federal prohibition can­
not be enforced, although it says 
that some of the Commission are not 
convinced that prohibition is unen­
forceable and believe it should be 
given a further trial. It says further 
however. "Others (7 out of ID of the
- , , . . . , , _ . . Commission are convinced that itcommissioners informs us that the such construction as we mav be able, subtle forms. The Commission even ; has demonstrated that Prohi-
lv sleen out of doors had to be given 'lmour't of artdi,ional money to be This p'an is along this line Large points out that divorces, due to bUjon under thf Elghteenth Amend-
helter charinble acencies pUt at dlsposal °f Ma*ne. if she can contracting concerns are eager to drinkinf? habits, are increasing in ment js unenforceable and that the
When vou consider that Mexico ma,ch “• wiU reach a verV lar«e sutr undertake construction at low prices, numbers. amendment should be immediate^
you consider mat Me perhaps a million more. for the sake of keeping their organ!- revised." The most that the other
But. owing to delavs in legislative- nations together. The earliest offers It i' not. however, upon the basis (our is that jts unenforceability■ — - -- ' —111 — SI- V , ■ — - . , , Yxl i ) 1 n tLot _ _ .
Citv is on a line with Honolulu, about 
20 de~rces north latitude, is southf /? u 7 n, I k ' authorization of bond issues under get the lowest bids. Labor is of these unfavorable conditions that
™ if (hP Magic the Constitutional authorization, eager Unemployment is serious, the Commission came to the conclu-
about 300 mile, south of the M g we may bP position to meet We should do our part, immediately, sion (as It definitely did) that prohi 
Valley, you marvel at the cold and _-------, __ v”. and ia t ^2
the snow there It is the altitude. the amount and thereby get thi' and as citizens should urge the legis- bition. or at least the attempt to en- ^e,i^°? o«nrefact1nrlS)nl^nns,irter)ng National money. Out of the Con- lafure to pass this authorization at force it. has been so great a failure 
Latitude as a Iactor : -. K stitutional amendment, passed bv mice, and thereby lend a hand to that some other method of controlw^'?“^“5 sjfw-sss;*£?■? --------------------- —* -“*•
New England people have their
choice of the mountains or the 
beaches. When it is hot in Florida 
or Texas, there are no mountains so 
you have to go to the beaches. And 
when it is hot in Kingston Jamaica; 
Hong Kong. China; Manila in the 
Philippines, and other places of like 
character, the people all seek altitude 
for comfort during the hot months, 
and build their cottages far up the 
mountain sides.
4 A 4> *•
One paper here says that the coyote 
hunt at Padre Island last Sunday 
was a great success because not one 
hunter was shot or killed They did 
not bag as manv coyotes as they 
expected, only 26. but there were a
is not yet completely proved and 
want to give it a further chance.
Just a word by way of a political 
prophecy, which I realize is danger­
ous business. If the Republican 
party under President Hoover de­
clare for prohibition ln 1932 and the 
Democrats are for repeal, the latter 
will win. irrespective as to who is its 
candidate. The dry strength is in 
the South and West. The former 
in
anv event and the dry Western 
States will weigh little against then- 
more populous wet sisters In the East 
and Middle West. E. W. Porter 
New York, Jan. 27.
RESETTING THE DISTRIBUTOR 
J. McW. writes: I detaotfed the
distributor of my 1927 ---------  car
nnd am not sure that I put It back 
so as to give the spark advance 
required for best speed and power.
Please give me directions for do­
ing this and also tell me which 
way to turn the distributor unit 
for greater advance.
TIGHTENING TIMING-CHAIN
J. N. asks: How is slack taken 
up Jn the timing-chain of a 1929 
---------- car? Mine makes a slap­
ping noise and I think must have 
worn loose.
of the liquor traffic ought to be de
we have a balance of $8,000,000 of We are led to believe that the vised. They refer to the disastrous 
bonds yet to be authorized by the Highway Commission will strain results which have arisen from the 
Legislature. If we had authorized every nerve ar.d muscle to increase "hypocrisy" of the dry advocates 
the Issue of more than we did in the road-construction in 1931. to take who, in order to get the support of
84th Legislature, the work on the ever>' advantage of the unique and the farmer vote, under tbe Volstead ■ “dl vote the "Democratic ticket 
Portland-Brunswick road would have unusual opportunities that confront act permitted "the manufacture of (anv evcnt an(j the dry est 
been completed last fall. ,**• We understand that bids on the non-intoxicating (?) cider and fruit
• • ’ • Freeport construction to be begun as juices exclusively for use in the
What is desired bv many of the soon as Possible, show a decrease in home.” Although this concession 
most active and careful citizens is cost ot construction similar to that was made in order to eet the bill 
Immediate authorization of the issue 011 the Wells piece In these two passed, it at once caused bitter re- 
of the remaining $8,000,000 to take Jol3S- more than $250,000 will be saved sentment against such a discrimina-
advantage of purely economical and over previous costs. tion in favor of certain classes, and ! From the Mr-
practical benefits—in reality bar- ‘ * •• also introduced a source of supply , WJ" basset
gains, both in Federal aid and in Personally we do not favor a com- which has been steadily growing and
actual low price contracts, that may mand to the Highway Commission to increasingly paralyzing enforcement, 
never again be so favorable to expend the total $8,000,000 of bond , The report also cites current prices.
Maine. money in 1931, a plan suggested bv to show that “Whiskey of good
Tt is hoped that the Legislature a prominent citizen. Authorize it to qualitv is obtainable substantially
I MacMILLAN'S PLANS
tZ, 3 hunters instead nf 4P(i wiu authorize the immediate issue of build all that it can reasonably and everywhere" and that "enforcement 
Vnu udi see it all in the news -eels the $8,000,000 of remaining highway economically in 1931. without com- is not reaching the sources of pro-
IUU Will ace ll HU 111 UllC news leeiS) unn/Jc rtrrtvidoH tUn - mnnriimz it tn cnnnd oil zxf tho dnoHnn onH dief riHiif inn cn ac ma-
Answer: To secure more ad­
vance, the distributor unit should 
be turned in the direction opposite 
to that in which the distributor 
shaft rotates, which, in your case.
Is counterclockwise, as viewed from ■ lock nut
Answer: It is done by changing 
the position of the generator, the 
driving sprocket of which acts as 
an adjustable idler. The generator, 
frame is clamped to the chain-case 
cover by means of a clamp bolt 
adjustable in a slot and it is posi­
tioned by means of a set screw, just 
below this clamp bolt. To tighten 
j the chain, the damp bolt and the 
on the set screw areJune 20Commander Donald B. MacMillan, 
veteran Arctic explorer, has revealed 
plans for an expedition this summer 
to explore ice-bound territory north 
of Labrador.
The Commander placed an order 
in Los Angeles Tuesday for an air- j 
plane to be used for mapping the un­
explored area north of Nain. Lab­
rador, and in which he said, he 
hoped to reach the great ice-cap of ,
Baffin Land.
Charles Rochevffie, Los Angeles. _ ______ _
plane designer who went with Mac-J Jd w {rom Wiscasset. June 20. 
Millan into the Arctic in 192o, will j
go along again as chief pilot.
above the distributor. Best engine i loosened and the set screw is 
performance will be obtained when j ,urne(j rb?ht - handedly until the 
the advance is sufficient to cause ,.hjjn h{ an(, (hen (urned ](?ft.
a slight spark knock when the car j . .1 »
is slowed down to about ten miles | handedly slightly to give the cha.n 
per hour on high gear, with the sufficient running slack. The clamp-
bonds provided for in the Constitu- ' manding it to spend all of the duction and distribution so as ma 
tional amendment and passed by money. teriallv to affect the supply.” Add to
popular vote. Since it would be To authorize $4,000,000 for 1931 all this the dismal proof of wide- 
possible to expend economically, in and $4.000 000 for 1932 would be a spread corruption among prohibition 
1931 at least $5,000,000 of bond money distinct advantage, but better by far agents and police officials, the in- 
on road construction, it is hoped that would be to turn over the entire tensified conviction of millions of 
unless the entire lot is issued by the residue of bond issue ($8.000.000> to Americans that the prohibition law 
Legislature, at least four to five mil- be used as speedily required. As we Is an unwarrantable Interference 
lion may be issued In 1931 and the have said the plan submitted by the with their individual rights, so that 
balance for 1932. What is really Highway Commission calls for defiance of it has spread over the 
hoped is that the entire eight mil- *3 000.000 in each of the two coming whole country, even in States and
lions be authorized as of issue, and years. But two millions more (or regions vociferously Dry. and lt can ,
the amount be placed at the disposal $5,000,000) in 1931 and $3,000,000 in then be understood why the majority j carry a party of 50 men to Nain, ,an said
of the Highway Commission and the 1932 would be far better: as the most of the Wickersham Commission came I the base of the expedition. They [
"Niagara is said m take its name Governor and Council, as is the careful men. deeply interested in the regretfully to the conclusion that J are his own auxiliary^ schooner.^ a
from the Indian title nee-agg-arah established procedure, to be used as matter figure it. the Eighteenth Amendment and the
which appropriately means 'across construction may economically pro- A bill which covers the authoriza- laws under it ought to be changed.
at your theatres there very shortly 
as their men were all here taking 
the pictures.
throttle wide open, as when climb­
ing a very steep hill.
bolt and lock-nut are then securely 
tightened.
NIAGARA'S TROUBLES
The Big Falls Have Eeen a 
Geologic Hour Glass For 
Many Years
“A crash of rock which changed 
the contour of Niagara Falls is a 
major news event in the eyes of man- i 
kind, but is onlv an incident in the 
age-old geological history of the 
Palls," says a bulletin from the ■ 
Washington, D. C. headquarters ol 
the National Geographic Society.
"For 30.000 years the Falls has 
been the geologic hour glass for 
much of North America. By reading 
the record of the rocks that go 1 
through the neck of the gorge, as 
grains of sand slip through the hour 
glass, scientists stopwatch the glacier 
sheets, which were the first plows to 
furrow the fertile mid-west.
Dates Accurately Fixed
“In the sermons of the cataract's : 
stones lie the chronology of Lake Al- . 
gor.quin, th? predecessor of Lakes 
Superior. Michigan, and Huron, and 
of Lake Iroquois, the sprawling pro­
genitor of Lake Ontario. Their dates 
arc fixed almost as accurately as his­
tory books report William the Con­
queror’s arrival in England in 1066.
“Niagara is the North American 
______________ _____  ■
champion in one of the greatest bat­
tles Nature ever umpired. Literally 
scores of challengers sought her 
More than once Niagara fell 
lifeless on her water-worn
rocks. But finally the seekers for her 
crown gave up; the last not many 
more centuries ago than the days ol 
Tutankhamen.
crown.
almost
the neck.' The Niagara River cuts 
ac oss the neck of land separating 
Lake Erie and Lake Ontario. Just 
east of Buffalo the river collects the 
entire natural discharge of the four 
upper Great Lakes, rushes it through
Questions ol i/curral intereat to the mnlorixt trill br nnsteered by 
Mr. Vlour/h in this column, upocc permitting. If an immediate answer is 
dcfircd. enclose self-addressed, stamped cnrclo»c.
DIGESTION FINE 
NOW; SALESMAN
GAINS 15 POUNDS
sent itself. I tion of the entire $8,000 000 now is
What are the objections? There if- the Legislature. We favor its One of the things for which
seem to be none that are of great passage. It is too bad to have high- Brother Cline a year ago severely 
importance. The regular plan, as way construction held ud for sessions fcok me to task was my statement 
called for by the 1931 allocation of of the Legislature. Times like the 'hat among those who openly defy 
some 130 miles of first-class con- present, when costs are low: when . the law were "great numbers of our 
a narrowing river for 16 miles, pushes i struction. calls for three millions in employment calls for consideration: best citizens." He frantically called 
it over a sjieer drop of 212 feet. 11931 and three millions in 1932. The when private need calls for public j upon me to “name" them. I desig- 
churns it seven miles through a can- i proposal merely asks for the eight aid. when a large sum of Federal a’d 1 nated quite a number*of well-known 
yon, and then carries it gently by millions instead of the six millions, money lies in waiting and must b° individuals but failed to satisfy his 
seven miles of lowland to Lake On- Thus the notion that this is over- used within a limited time or it is craving for rames. Only my regard
tario.
The Birth of Niagara
"Our Niagara was born when the 
glaciers melted back, exposing the 
ridge the water now tumbles down. 
Like the glaciers of the Rockies, these 
enormous sheets of ice moving down 
from Labrador poured out streams 
of water. These streams collected 
ages ago at the foot of the huge ice 
lobes in depressions extending into 
Ohio. Indiana and Illinois. Accumu­
lated water sometimes rose hundreds 
of feet higher than the present level 
of the Great lakes and poured out 
into the Mississippi over the pres­
ent site of Chicago and through out­
lets in Ohio and Indiana.
“I got so 1 couldn't eat anything 
without having trouble afterwards, 
says Mr. Roland M. Morris, popular 
salesman, of 272 South 57th S reet, 
Philadelphia, Penn. "I would 
heartburn, gas, and sick headaches.
“Nothing seemed to help me I 
tried everything I rould hear of but 
my indigestion hung on two years
“Then my doctor advised Pape's 
Diapcpsin and I had almost im­
mediate relief with the first two 
tablets. Now that 1 have been taking 
them for some time. 1 find I can eat 
pork or most anything and have no 
trouble. I sleep well; my nerves arc 
O.K. and I have gained 15 pounds.”
Thousands like Mr. Morris are 
finding quirk, certain relief for indi­
gestion or so-called "acid-dyspepsia” 
by using Pape’s Diapcpsin. You 
chew a tasty tablet and that feeling 
of weight and discomfort after eating 
just disappears. So do the other 
symptoms, such as nausea, headache, 
gas, belching, nervousness, etc.
Pape’s Diapepsin contains no 
narcotics; can be taken often as 
needed without harm. Al! druggists 
sell it. Or if you prefer to try it 
before buvinc. just write “Pape’s 
Diapepsin,” Wheeling, W. Va., for 
a FREE sample box.
DUCKS TRAVEL FAR
to be gone three months Sir Wil- | For example, redhead and pintail 
.ini „ ..<h ci™ fred Grenfell, now in London, expects i ducks banded on the Bear River
^ ,cXll La".. Ld. KiJ!Ld i to Join them at St. Anthony MacMil- | marshes at Great Salt Lake. Utah,
have been recovered in 14 states and 
in Mexico. Black ducks and blue­
winged teals banded at a feeding 
ground in southern Ontario have 
been recovered in 29 states and in 
three Canadian Provinces, while one 
blue-wing was recovered on the 
Island of Trinidad off the northern 
coast of South America. Ducks of 
several species banded in the 
Cheyenne Bottoms, in Kansas, have
j similar ship carrying Dr. Alexander 
Forbes of Boston, and a third ves-
sel, under the direction of Sir Wil-' parade, 
fred Grenfell of St. Anthony. New-' 
foundland. The first objective is a 
territory to the west of the coast line 
2S0 miles north of Nain.
"With an aerial camera we can 
place this district accurately on the 
world map,” MacMillan said.
MacMillan said he and Dr. Forbes
Those two old standbys, 
Mike, were watching a
Pat and 
Shriners'
“Who are they, Mike?”
“Those are Shriners.”
“What are they?”
“They're Masons, you poor fish!
"What the hell do they want now? been reported from 19 states, four 
They're getting $13 a day, ain't Canadian Provinces, Alaska and 
they?” i Mexico.
much money to turn over, is of no recalled, the legislator who dallies tn for the valuable space in your paper 
consequence. The additional two talk about small matters like town prevented me from enlarging the list. 
million would be more than matched or county allocations is doing In- i which would have looked like a
by the profits on Immediate ability 
to take advantage of enormous sav­
ings.
justice to the welfare of the State as 
well as to the needs of the unem­
ployed.
We are prepared to trust the ex­
penditure of $3,000,000 annually to | 
the Governor and Council and the
"Who's Who" directory of leaders in 
the business and professional world.
The Commission's report contained 
a much stronger statement in that 
respect than the one which caused 
Brother Cline such distress. It de-
It Is perhaps to be said that allo­
cations are not wholly satisfactory.
They may be made more satisfactory. Highway Commission—whv not trust j clares that drinking among all 
through this method. Some may “ 
desire to hold back cash for unfore­
seen needs. The Governor and 
Council may be trusted to do this— 
for this is their province.
What are the advantages?
them to spend the two millions extra 
as they find it thrifty and saving to 
do so? Pass a bill for the $8,000 000 
bond issue. Pass it quickly. The 
matter is agitating several counties. 
Citizens in four counties along the 
coast are to meet in mass-meeting to 
urge this measure. We want roads 
while we live; we want them built 
when the need suggests and we
We have mentioned some of them.
It takes five or six weeks to get Fed- 
Tai approval of a contract. Imme- 
“Flnally. as the ice melted north-; dlate authorization of the bond-issue 
ward, prehistoric Lake Tonawanda would bring road-construction weeks should seize the opportunity of low- 
formed on the edge of the plateau and weeks earlier than usual, when I costs and relief of our citizens Ard
over which Niagara pours. There 
were then five outlets from this lake 
—at Holley. Medina. Gasport. Lock- 
port and Lewiston. The Spillway at 
Lewiston. Niagara won out. Lock- 
port gorge now contains a flight of 
steps for the New York barge canal.
Early Niagaras Numerous
in some cases we have to wait until l we should give every Maine man first 
after the Legislature adjourns before ( chance for the job. in preference to 
we can get money from bond-sales: 1 outside labor.
make contracts and get their approval , ------------------
THE BRADFORD ANCESTRY
Apnletnn Correspondent Gives In'cr­
esting Chapter On Leyden Pil­
grim.
Editor of The Courier-Gazet t^:
Governor William Bradford 
bom in Austerfield. Yorkshire, 
and died May 9. 1657. aged 69
for Federal aid.
Immediate issue of bonds for five 
to eight million would enable the 
Highway Commission to take ad­
vantage of early contracts, at pre- 
About the time Niagara was be- vailing figures. Never have they 
ginning to triumph- the melting been so low. Two years ago. the best
glacier moved back to Lake Simcoe. bid for three-way reinforced concrete 
Ontario. The fickle waters of the highway was $71,000 a mile. The 
upper lakes lost little time tn finding : Wells road. Atlantic Highway on the 
the Trent VnUpv a raeszed series of 5?!r‘p sort exactly has been contraet-
lakes and rivers' leading into Lake' ed for at $51,000 a mile. On a seven i had a good patrimony; one of the 
Ontario Trent Valiev izorees tell of'milp J°b« as thls ls’ the savin8 few early pilgrims who. it could be manyt earj XX AtL^is; time , amounts to $!401.000. . clearly shown. to of gentle an-
only 15 per cent of the present flow A member of the Highway Com csstry jn England. He fled from
rowVwe" gw?earaNatt^iMmeetonthe' and'build 200^1165^ road Austerfield to Amsterdam to escape _
teZJe. tipping a great block of land. | year This will call for some persecution and learned the trade of tion 
ever so slightly, but enough to shut' ^ttion to the engineering foce.
was
1538,
He
classes, including citizens, who in 
other respects are among the con­
scientiously law-abiding, has become 
more prevalent and unconcealed. 
This is particularly true with young 
men and women. They almost make 
a boast of disregarding the law. All 
of this is in the report.
Onlv a few evenings ago I wit­
nessed an exhibition of this open dis­
regard of the law by hundreds of 
otherwise “best" citizens. Brother 
Cline to the contrary notwithstand- I 
ing. At a dinner held at a leading 
hotel by one of the leading mer­
cantile associations of this city, 
liquor was freely dispensed at the 
tab'es of most of the more than 1200 
business men present. The usual 
accessories of ginger ale. white rock 
and cracked ice were served* by the 
waiters, although the guests had 
brought the other supplies. The 
notice around the necks of the ginger 
ale bottles, to the effect that it was 
“against the law” to use the soft 
drink in connection with alcoholic 
liquors, was greeted with many loud 
laughs.
At the speakers' table were two 
justices of the Supreme Court of the 
State, together with many other 
•dignitaries" of the State and Na- 
It would not be true to say
STUDEBAKER
-pioneer and pacemaker
I
The present allocation is 130 miles.
more water go over Niagara than the W0^°Utbe°nceemheanItf. °fIf 
spectator sees today.
"Niagara was flouted when the 1--------------------------------------------------
outlet shifted to North Bay. Ontario, i 
sending the waters down the Ottawa, 
over the portage which Champlain! 
was to take to discover Lake Huron, j 
The upper narrow gorge was then 
carved but. again the huge rock 
saucer, which has the Great Lakes 
puddles in the bottom, tipped, leav- 
mc Nia-.ara triumphant.
Niagara started to spill over the j 
bank at Lewiston about 30.000 years I 
a jo In 3G0 centuries it has shoveled 
its way seven miles. At its present 
rate of excavation, more than four; 
feet annually. Niagara will dig back 
the remaining 16 miles to Lake Erie ■ 
about the year A. D. 21.924. Before ; 
this time, however, man may take a i 
hand, since the peril to the famous j 
Horseshoe Falls, by the recent | 
erosion, has brought forth the sug­
gestion of reinforcing the lip of the !
Falls."
off the Trent faucet and make even
MAINE CENTRAL FIGURES
The Maine Central Railroad re­
ports a surplus of $1,112,099 at the 
end of operations in 1930. Revenues 
for the year were listed at $48,392,373. 
The surplus was a decrease of 
$634,158 over that of the previous 
year. Revenue for December, 1930. 
totalled $2,726,081, leaving a surplus 
1 alter charges of the month of 
1 $156,272.
595
THE NEW
ESSEX “
Ccarh or Busine* s 
Coupe
Wide doors, full-width 
seats, ample leg-room and 
generous head-room are 
important items of Rare 
Riding Comfort. Hud­
son and Essex are roomy 
cars, easy to ride in, easy 
to drive and easy on your 
pocket-book.
875
THE GREATER
HUDSON 8
Bu hu'? Coupe 'y., ' 
Cnocb $895': .
Other body modelt ar attractively priced- 
Special equipmeat extra.
All pricer F.O.B. Detroit
silk dyeing. With others he joined 
the Leyden Pilgrims, when they de­
cided to emigrate and is admitted to 
have been the ablest man among 
them.
While his ship the Mayflower was 
in Cape Cod harbor his beloved wife 
Dorothy was drowned. Bradford 
' was at that time 32 years old and 
1 afterwards married the daughter of 
j Capt. John Davis.
In the first planting time Governor 
! Carver was taken sick while working 
j in the field and died after a very 
short illness and William Bradford 
1 was chosen as Governor in Carver's 
place.
! William Bradford Jr., came to 
I Pemaquid and settled. His family 
1 consisted of his wife and five ehil- 
i dren. His wife and infant were 
i murdered in a morning attack by the 
; Indians on his home. Mr Bradford 
and two sons. Martin and Robert 
1 were taken captive, but afterwards 
i exchanged. Mary the daughter hid 
herself and little brother in the 
cellar. Mary later married her sec- 
! ond cousin. Richard Davis.
I This is, I think, the ancestry of the 
! Bradford and Davis descendants in 
this part of Maine. They have often 
! asked me to tell them what I had 
learned, and been told, about it in 
times past. Bell N. Grant.
Appleton.
How One Woman 
Lost 20 Lbs. of Fat
Lost Her Double Chin 
Lost Her Prominent Hips
Lost Her Sluggishness
Gained Physical Vigor.
Gained in Vivaeiousness.
Gained a Shapely Figure.
If you're fat—first remove the 
cause!
Take one half teaspoonful of KRU­
SCHEN' SALTS In a glass of hot water 
before breakfast every morning—cut out 
pastry and fatty meats—go light on po­
tatoes. butter, cream and sugar—tn 3 
weeks get on the scales and note how 
many pounds of fat have vanished.
Notice also that you have gained ln 
energy—your skin Is clearer—your eyes 
sparkle with glorious health—you feel 
younger ln body—keener ln mind. KRU­
SCHEN will give any fat person a Joyous 
surprise.
Get an 85c bottle of KRUSCHEN 
SALTS at David L. McCarty’s (lasts 
4 weeks i. If even this first bottle 
doesn't convince you this is the easi­
est. safest and surest way to lose fat 
—if you don't feel a superb improve- 
1 ment in health—so gloriously ener- 
i getic—vigorously alive—your money
------------------ , gladly returned.
"What mav be a certain cure for i Mrs Mame Carey of Buffalo, N. Y., 
one person is often utterly useless in | writes—"Since I began taking Krus- 
the case of another." says a doctor, chen Salts I have lost 20 pounds and 
It is no good, for example, advising 11 feel as if I had lost 50 pounds—I feel 
a kleptomaniac to try to take tilings, so good and the best part of it all is 
quietly in the future.—Tlie Humorist. I that I eat anything I like."
N FREE WHEELING, the greatest advancement since the electric 
starter, the pioneering spirit of Studebaket reaches the high point 
of 79 years of pacemaking tradition.
Free Wheeling with positive gear control harnesses momentum—saves 
gasoline and oil, saves chassis strain, and makes driving a continuous, de­
lightful thrill. The two finest cars in America — Pierce-Arrow and Lincoln 
—have followed Studebaker’s lead and adopted Free Wheeling. All cars 
must eventually offer it. t
But Free Wheeling is only one of a long list of today's fine caressen* 
tials which Studebaker pioneered. •
Studebaker introduced the full-power muffler, greatly reducing engine 
back-pressure and thus increasing effective horsepower.
Studebaker was first to provide ball-bearing spring shackles, which 
can never squeak nor rattle hut which permit unhampered spring and 
shock-absorber action. Sealed in lubricant, they need no attention 
whatever for 20,000 miles at a time.
Studebaker was first to eliminate 90 per cent of motor roar with a car* 
buretor silencer. Formerly motor roar was thought to emanate from the 
exhaust. Studebaker engineers isolated it as carburetion noise—and 
hushed it.
Studebaker brought out a Light Six when others in its field were fea­
turing Fours—a Straight Eight when other large makers were committed 
to Sixes.
Studebaker pioneered the following advancements when 82% to 100% 
of other makers did not offer them—Timken bearings, the Lanchester 
vibration damper, steering-ignition lock, hydrostatic gas gauge, balloon 
tires, oil filter, engine heat indicator on dash, chromium plating, positive 
fuel pump, one-piece steel core steering wheel.
Thus has Studebaker, pioneer and pacemaker, merited the outstanding 
leadership it holds today.
Studebaker cars are priced f. o. b. factory from f795 to $2600
STUDEBAKER — BUILDER OF CHAMPIONS
■
